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AMONG THE FARMERS.

josks,

Smith & Machinist.

MAINS.
SfEKU TUX PLOW."
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of «encra; machinery, steam en
work, spool machinery »u<l tools, Correspond nee on
lines, mill
practical agricultural topi
die* and drills made and
Id ko 11c I ten.
A'ldresi» all cummuDli-atlons I £
bo t». «et «crew·, taps.
mowing ami threshing mate <leil for this department to
>.
ivpaired. Sewing,
Ht.vut
of all kind·, ρ re sees, guns, plstltxM
pumps
chines,
NU, Agricultural Editor Ox font Dei t>neatlv and promptly re
ocrat, fails. Me.
u>l* knives, traps, etc.,
done to order.
water

ALBERT

Û.

"

piping

steam and

palre>l.

Who is Right ?

PARK.

Auctioneer,

Licensed

THE MAINE BALDWIN AT THE HEAD.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

Upon reading

your excellent and mo: it
ot proceedings at tl e
PARKKR,
receut
■ IISDKt A
meeting of the Pomologies il
Society, at Farmington, I could not hel ρ
Attorneys and Counsellor» at Law,
noting seveial things and among thei u
MAINS.
PALLS,
Kl'MVORD
how widely some of my orchardUt f rient s
Collection
Department.
differed
in their experiences and I woi ι·
A Special
Ralph T. Parker dered whether
tjeorge D. Blst>ee,
any one not now engage il
in the business, but who wished to tali e
L. BUCK,
it up, would learn anything direct! y
beneficial or not.
Surgeon Dentist,
When doctors disagree, who is t ο
MAINK.
SOUTH PARIS,
judge? When lawyers disagree, who is t ο
decide? The only way 1 know is to weig >1
λ
my ·ββΐ work warrante-1.
all the evidence and that only take wliic ti
seems reasonable and just.
But in th β
WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
end a man's own experience is the be: t
guide and the safest to follow. My ow α
Physician & Surgeon,
experience of several years teaches m e
MAINK
SOUTH 1'ARlS,
best what constitutes a number tw .>
12 High Street.
»
c and residence,
apple, what to do with that quality an i
how to get the most money out of then
r. SMITH,
My own experieuce with the Norther ii
Spy apple teaches me that year in am 1
Attorney at Law,
year out there is more money for me i
MAINE
SORWAY,
Baldwins. Rhode Island Greenings an I
a
.ally.
epec
Collection»
«'·:*·
Ho-ne Β
Koxbury Kussets. I sold Spies last yea r
for
and ·$" per bbl., 10 bbls. on th β
£ι ;ι,Κ P. JUNKS A SON.
last consignment selling for $70, ii
I»
Boston, but notwithstanding that, wha t
Dentists,
I said of the other varieties is true. Th e
MAINE.
NORWAY,
home of the Northern Spy is io Nei t
ΙΟί Main St.
York and it does not take kindly to muc
of our soil, climate and ways of treat
ment. The same is true of the King ;
KKUH Κ A PARK,
they do well in some localities and wher a
Attorneys at Law,
they are fed well. They are great feed
ers.
I have never been troubled wit
MAINK
BETHEL.
the obnoxious trypeta in that varict f
Ellery C Park
:*ot: κ derrick
though others have.
I was pleased to see how quickly Uucl 3
>U> s. 1IAKLOW.
Solon Chase sat down on Mr. Cook' »
statement of the Spy but I made up m; !
Attorney at Law,
mind that his large crop of that variet; t
MAINE
1>1I»IKLD.
due to something more than th i
was
"harrer" and that he had more than 4 )
trees. 1 have been in the business to· >
long to take all thing without sum f
grains of salt, especially as reports si >
Veterinary Surgeon,
hastily made are liable to errors.
One statement of Mr. Cook's I canno t
South Perls,
Te < phone
I
.m<i
Mlrnn.
let
Office
pass without a kindly criticism,
Maine.
11 high Street.
take it for granted that his entliusiasn >
for and strong prejudice in favor of th î
Ben Davis apple has warped his judgmen t
or blinded his eyes to the fact—not theor r
—that quality does count and counts fo r
market*
Extracting teeth is the operation most a good deal in commercial
There was a time when it sold altogethe r
frequently performed by dentists, and is on its attractive appearance and highe r
the operation most commonly than the Baldwin but the English con
also
bundled Therefore the most dreaded. sinner is finding out its true value am 1
has something to say about it as well a <
By the use of Our Mew Local
the dealer and now it is beginning t< >
Auu'*lht>lic we can extract teeth
take a back seat. Recently I have liai 1
several letters from Chicago firms solic
iting consignments of Maine Baldwin *
We also use Ether and Chloroform, and remarking at the same time tlia t
>
they want no more Ben Davis, they hav
when desired, if admissable.
had enough of them. I hope Mr. Cool c
Remember, our Artificial Teeth are will keep right on setting Ben Davis as i I
»
natural and a perfect reproduction of will be all the better for those who hav
They are con- Baldwins. And now, my good friends
the teeth nature gives.
note this fact also, that Maine Baldwin
structed and adjusted skillfully, and
are selling this season in the Liverpoo
exwith consideration for the natural
markets four shillings higher than Mas
pression and general contour of the face. sachusetts Baldwin.sand higher than th<
majority of those from Canada.—W. Ρ
Α., in Maine Farmer.
Term» Moderate.

valuable report
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Bailey,

Dr. R. 0.

Extracting Teeth.

PAINLESSLY.

CHAS.

L

BUCK,

The Dairy Cow.

THE DENTIST,

Mr. James W. Young says in the Breed
MAINE.
SOUTH
ers' Gazette: To say that the farmer wht
has a good dairy market and has m ad
On Crown and Bridge Work our exmoney year by year with his dairy prod
mechanical
and
skill
superior
perience,
ucts, adding to the richness of his field
facilities help us to excel.
and the richness of his bank account
Telephone 106-2.
should exchange his dairy herd for dual
l'an work in evening if desired.
purpose animals or that the latter ar
sure to supplant the former is scarce!;
tenable. If the trend of events, as Mr
STATE OF JIAIME.
Hagan predicts and measurably proves
is toward smaller farms and more inten
sive farming, then it seems to follow tha
COl'NTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
the special-bred dairy cow, for thefarme
ASP ROAD BILLS.
who lives near good dairy markets, wil
December Term, 1*»2.
bo bred more and more to supply th<
sure and increasing demand for purt
Col"STY or OXFORD
To JOHN M. PHILBROOK. Dr.
dairy products. But for the majority ο
1902
farmers, for whom it would Dot bedesir
on
notice·
Capen
to
poMlng
sept. 12,
$ 1 00 able or profitable to engage in the dair;
roa>l.
1 Λί
To '.'4 mile» travel, at H et*.,....
the dual-purpose Ked I'oll i:
2 50 business,
S*pt. li. to hearing, one 'lay
the breed that will in my opinion yieh
at
Inspection
1
to
Norway.
Iti,
'lay
Sei't
50 best results.
of State roail.........—.......
Dairying goes hand ii
4 00
To 30 miles
hand with intensive and scientitii
Ruinat
Sept. 1», to adiourned hearing
5 Ου methods of culture with small, ricl
fom. 2 day·,.
S s4 farms, soiling crops, abundant
yield:
To 4.* mile·
2 30
Sept. JO. to 1 .lav at Part
small areas: it presumes and neces
3 68 upon
To 4H mites,..
The expense anc
7 30 sitates these things.
Sept. 23. to 3 'lav* on Lake trip,
4 '·*> protit are figured close and every foot ο
Tu 62 nil'lc·,......
Oct T, to 2 'lave at Kumford on petition
soil must be cultivated to the limit.
5 00
of selectmen,
4 32
Upon larger areas a different systen
To 54 miles
cow mai
2 30
Oct 13, to 1 'la·, at Paris, seeing to cell·,.
may be practiced and the beef
3 65
To 4»; miles
be tolerated. The real dairy cow is ί
30
2
session
Oct. 21, to 1 lav at 1'arls, adj.
milk factory only. She stands for noth
3 6*
To 46 mile·,
Nov. 13, toi 'lay at Pari·, seeing about
ing else. The question is: Is the milt
2 50
cells
a more profitable enterprise thai
3 68 factory
To 46 mile·,.
...................
who is pre
2 50 butchering'.' For the man
Nov. 20, to 1 .iay at Pari·, adj. session
3 68 pared by training and environment to tun
To 4»i mi ee.
.............
5
00
Dec. .*7. to 2 dav· on petition, Peru.......
all his energy and resources towards th<
3 52
To 44 mile·,....
tt
7 50 dairy business, it is most profitable
Jan. 1, to J.lav# at regular session,
3 6*
him. He does not want an indiflerentlj
To 4ti miles,
good cow that will give a fair amount o:
»;« 14
milk. It costs to keep cows. If a mai
JOHN M. PHILBROOK.
keeps them as they should be kept, feed
South Parle, Jan. 1, VMS.
ing them balanced rations, he canuo
afford to keep other than excellent and
COUNTY OK OXFORD
first-rate dairy animals that will give hin
To JON \TH AN BARTLETT, Dr.
a clear profit, that is, if he is a dairyman
1Λ2.
If he is able to do things upon a largt
Sept. 12. to 1 <lav· at Bethel on petition of
•
scale, breeds, fattens and ships bee
Jordan et ale
·* 5"
To 45 mile· travel,
..............
cattle and other stock, then he can regan
Sept. 1», !■> 3 'lay· at Kumford on petition
the dairy product as a 'by-product'
of Porter etal*.
He is a farmer who keeps cows, and h«
To 120 mile· travel,
businesi
Sept. 21. to 2 'lav· at Pari·, assessment
may put such energy into his
special road tax.
as to make more money than the dairy
To 4» miles travel,
i r~
man, but that is the question.
sept. 25. to 3 'lavs on l ake trip
8 iJ
To UK) mile· travel,.
The chances are that he does no
Oct3,toi -lay at Lovell, Inspection of
make as much clear protit as the intel
State road..
?
thi
1
To 24 mile· travel,
ligent dairyman—a class of men, by
.............
•Jet. 10, to 3 lavs at Rumfonl, on petition
way, who deserve the highest respect
of Selectmen,.
who are the most alert and active am
b 80
To s6 mile· travel
Oct 18. to 1 'lay at Norway, inspecting
thoughtful of all the tillers of the soil
The dairy cow has her place, and so hai
State road,
To 36 miles travel
;
the dairyman who is her advocate. Am
s oo
< >ct 22, to 2 lav · at Pari·,
adj session....
not a dairyman, but only ι
To 40 miles travel
ί< * yet I am
Dec 31, to 3 lav· at Paris, reg. seeelou...
farmer who keeps cows."
*
x
To 40 mile· travel,
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$s»2 38

JONATHAN BARTLETT.
South Paris, Jan. 1, 1903.

COINTY OF OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR. Dr.
15)04.
Sept 10, to 1 'lav at Rumfonl Kails, to adj.
hearing on petition of Nile
·ί»
and Porter,.
To travel on above, 10 mile·.
Sept 12. to 2 dav· at Kethel on petition I.
5 00
C. Jordan..
80
—

....

To travel. 80 mile·,...
Sept. 1», to 1 day at Kumford Fall· on
petition of Porter for location,
To travel, 14 mile·
Sept 22, to i day· on examination of Lake
roa'le
To travel. M miles
<Jct 7, to 1 day at Rumfonl Fall» on petition selectmen for alteration
below Smith's crossing........
To travel, 16 miles,....
Oct. 21, to 3 day· at Paris,.
To travel, 70 mller,...
Nov. 20, to 3 dav· at Parts,
To travel, 70 miles,
Dec. 27, to 1 day at Rum'ord on petition
H C Dunton etal,..
To travel 10 mile·,
Dec. 3(i, to 5 day· at Paris reg. session,...
—...

.....

....

To travel

*

9
1 15 00
<&
2 30
1 28
7 50
5 60
7 !Î
5W
2 SO
80
12 50
S«0

Thorough Cultivation.

About a year ago I related in thesi
columns the result of the summer cropi
and the prospects of the wheat and gras:
fields. One ο
crops of two adjoining
these fields received careful cultivation
while the other was treated very care
lessly. We had an exceptionlly goo<
season for wheat; hence the differeuci
in the yield was not as much as antic
Still, the difference was suffi
ipated.
1
cient to pay for thorough preparation
There are seasons when the carelest
farmer has fair crops, and therefore h<
cultivation doei
concludes that

thorough

not pay. Both these fields were sowt
with clover last spring. The tield tha
was thoroughly
prepared has a goo<
stand- the other has a few straggling
but the
plants. There is no questiondetermine)
preparation of the wheat land
largely the success of the timothy am
clover. It is true that the clover sowinf
months after th<
may take place six
wheat is sown; yet even at the time th<
effect of the thorough preparation of thi
wheat is quite noticeable on the growtl

$77 42
RANDALL L. TAYLOR
of the young clover.—Cor.
lnua.
South Pari·, Jan. 1,
Gentleman.
OXFORD.

STATE OF MAINE.

8β.

true.

Having

WHITMAN.
CHARLES
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
r

the

examined and audited
account·, we allow the following sum·
To John M. Phllbrook.
To Jonathan Bartlett.............

:

above

·» 14
«38

if the

Omm

agricultural prea

question
is benefitting anybody by hammering th
Ben Davis. Before we kill the appl·
wouldn't it be well to have somethinj
better to take its place? At the presen
time we have no apple that will stand uj
It is

January 1,1908
Personally appeared the above named John
M Phtlbrook. Jonathan Bartlett and Randall L.
Taylor and aeveially made oath that the foregoing account· by them made and subscribed
are

NUMBER 3.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, TUESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1903.

VOLUME 70.

a

the whole year around but the Ben Davin
It is the only apple we have from Apri
till apples come attain; it fills a place an<
is in demand. When we have somethioj
better, then graft the Ben Davis; but til
then, when you are cutting out thi
orchard, don't cut off the limb you ar
It is a good thing to mah
on.

77 42
To Randall L. Taylor
ELLE Κ Y C. PARK. County Attorney.
standing
CHARLES ». WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court- a change if you are wrong, but be/or
1
A true copy atte«4
doing It be sure you are wrong.
CHARLES V. WHITMAN. Clerk S. J. Court.

Saving Feed

on

the Farm.

While the last summer produced large
crop» over the country generally, yet
there are some who are always, from
various reasons, short of feed; and then
again we should not waste even when
feed is most abundant. Feed may be
saved in the following ways:
By keeping stock warm and comfortable as possible. Extra feed is required
to keep up body heat to animals unnecessarily exposed to cold. If they do
uot get the extra feed they lose flesh
and strength.
by seeing that animals are regularly
supplied with drinking water. All our
domestic animals need water, winter as
well as summer, if they are to digest
their food properly. Food eaten but not
digested and assimilated is in part
wasted.
By feeding in mangers, so that the
animals will not get the feed under their
feet and trample it in the mirer^naking
it unlit to eat. Almost everywhere one
may see corn thrown in mud aud tilth for
hogs to eat, hay and fodder are thrown
out to be trampled under foot and wasted
in large part. Racks and feeding boxes
which do not leak should be provided in
all esses. A few pounds of hay and a
few pints of corn wasted each day will
amount to considerable duriug a loug
winter.
By proper preparation of the feed.
All feeders, nearly, agree that cut hay
and fodder will go farther in feeding
than when uncut. Steamed food is more
nutritious than that which is unsteamedj
Hut the cost of preparation must always
be taken into consideration, for when
labor is high the limit of economy is soon

reached.
By keeping down the hordes of mice

and rats which infest barns and stacks
during the winter months. Keeping a
few good cats about every farm is the
surest way to keep these pests within the
limits of tolerance.
By keepiug a good roof over all feed
supplies. The roofs of stacks must be
well kept. Corn in the crib must be
well covered to prevent mould and rot
from penetrating it. The barn roof must
be examined to see that it is not in need
of repairs. Rats, mice and exposure to
the weather are princip .1 agents in the
waste of feed.
By over feeding there is waste. What
an animal dor ; not eat at the last feeding
it will scarcely eat at the next. Hence
each auirnal should be given no more
than it will eat up with a relish. Some
animals need more than others. This
depends upon the amount of work being
done, in the case of work animals; the
amount of milk production in the case
of cows, size, age, state of health and
other factors.—Dr. George G. Groff,
Lewisburg, Penn., in Tribune Farmer.
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the dining room table—"there
is probably the finest pineapple cheese on the isle of Manhattan."
"Pineapple cheese!" A chorus of dis-

"Why pinemay and derision arose.
Why not brie or camembert

apple?

or"—
"Oh, I know." said Peg loftily, "that
you swells," with a bitter emphasis on
the word, "affect all kinds of evil
smelling cheeses with your after dinner coffee; but. as I am plain and dem-

ocratic In my tastes, I buy pineapple
cheese wherewith to regale myself
when 1 come In worn. Jaded and fuint
with hunger after my day's toll."
Then she hung up her sailor, cut off
the head of her pineapple cheese,
scooped out a chunk and proceeded to
Meantime
eat it like a piece of cake.
we three jeered.
As Peg stood there greedily devouring her cheese she did uot look much
like a girl whose heart was broken.
She was plump, rosy and sturdy. She
curled her hair. She was as different
as possible from the accepted type of
maiden

play

escape clear of birdcages, vegetables,
fruit and flowerpots.
Then there ensues a spasm of tidy
iug up. the plants and birds are ar
ranged In the "drawing room." as we
call the tiny reception room, the vege
tables are stored in the kitchen closet,

and the fruit is heaped ostentatiously
the sideboard. But some way. μ rat.
ually. demoralization again creeps up
the fire escape allures and beck
on

thought Her blue eyes grew larger
We all watched her
and dreamier.
with undisguised admiration. She was

Airrlcaltaral Xotea.
Butcher your sorry cows and get as
many good ones as you cau feed well,

so

no more.

abominably pretty.

I made sure that she was wandering
Exposure of dairy cows to winter I
the maze of memory with her
through
daithe
to
loss
in
serious
rains results
and ventured to rouse her.
lost
love
winter
days
ryman. aud the dry cold of
hoping she would rehearse some rocalls for additional feed.
mantic chapter for one's delectation.
Nail a piece of raw fat salt pork up
"Peg," I asked softly, "of what dear,
in the chicken house where feather eatare you thinking?"
it.
at
can
hens
get
ing
"I was wondering," said she, with a
Sheep husbandry continues at the little start, "whether these miscreants
forefront, whether in the northwest or below us would steal my pineapple
Ohio or New York and Pennsylvania,

|

cheese."

remarks Americau Agriculturist.
In the middle of the night we were
The idea that the Ben Davis Is no aroused by a fearful crash in the kitchlonger a desirable or profitable variety en.
Orace, Eleanore and I rushed
will have to be told to the amateur to I
confident that burbe believed and not to the commercial frantically about,
After scrambling
were upon us.
orchardist, said an Illinois speaker be- glars
for matches some minutes, with cold
fore the apple growers' convention.
chills funning down our spines, we at
Asparagus Is greatly benefited by air,
last gΛ a light only to discover Peg
which should be given whenever the
about in her nightgown,
state of the weather and the atmos- wanderhig
looking very sheepish and nursing a
At
frame
night
of
the
permits.
phere
broken head.
preserve an equable temperature by
"I got up to see if the pineapple
covering up the frames with litter.
cheese was safe," she explained, "and
fell over the clotheshorse, which some
driveling imbecile had left directly in

In garget the udder becomes inflamed,
milk seems
hot, red and painful, and the
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
A tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge.
Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
and
"
One of my cows had bloody garget
I fed ber Hood Farm Garget Cure, night
und morning for six days, after which the
milk was ail right." A. E. Looms, North
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices $1 and $2.50.
especially preHood Farm Salve
with our
pared to be used in connection cracked
Garget Cure. Also excellent for
on
treatise
for
Call
teats, sores, bruises. $1.
C. L
garget and its causes. Prepared by
A.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F.
Sauatuorr Λ Co., Sooth Parts, Me.
—

softest summer skies, they could, too,
dart lightnings on occasion, and soon
the sergeant found those flames dancing disconcertingly about his devoted
head.
"Will ye have the goodness to tell me
thot ag'inV" the soldier asked plaintively after Bridget had exhausted herself by pouring forth a flood of eloquence that was more vigorous than

I cannot say, but as she took up the
cheese it slipped from her hands, shot
through the opening and went down
whack! bang! on the head of the man,
who, leaning from his window, was
looking up to condemn the condition of
our decidedly disreputable fire escape.
There was a horrified exclamation
from Pes. a muttering as of distant
thunder from below, a sweet imploring, "Oh, I beg your pardon."' and Peg
came in through the window, her pretty face as red as fire and tears stand-

lucid.
"Sure an' it's mesllf 'as already Bpoke
me

my path."
We got her to bed, where she remained a day or so in company with
vinegar and brown paper, smelling
salts and eau de cologne.
Meantime the rest of us often met
our new neighbors on the stairs. They
certainly did not look like criminals.
On the contrary, they were decidedly
prepossessing In appearance. But Peg
persisted in believing them to be housebreakers and to have special designs
upon her pet cheese, which remained
upon the fire escape, as the eagle
glance of Dan Flynn had not yet fallen

upon it
One afternoon Peg, being quite recovered from her fall and dressed in
her most becoming tea gown, sat read-

ily

·

reprehensible novel, occasionally

molnd," Bridget snapped.

"An' yer father?" the sergeant hazarded.
"Yes, me father! Ye know 'im, I'm
thlnkin', au' a betther coachman niver
cracked whip, though it's mesilf says
it as shouldn't."
"Yes, sure an' I know 'im," the sergeant assented wearily, for he had no
admiration for his prospective fatherin-law. "But what is the matther wid

ing iu the big blue eyes.

"The beast!" she walled. "Did you
hear him? And ice 40 cents a pound!
As if we could help being poor! An
old maid, indeed! I'll show him! And
my cheese, my beautiful pineapple
cheese! Don't talk to me! Judith, I
could kill him! I wish it had knocked
his handsome, wicked head right off

his shoulders!"
And, to my great
amazement, pretty Peg sat down on a
kitchen chair and wailed aloud.
"As if he hadn't made me trouble
enough," she sobbed, "to come here to
live, and dog my footsteps, and call ine
an old maid, and steal my cheese!"
"Who, Peg, who?" I cried, almost
shaking her In my excitement.
"Who? Why, who could It be but
that abominable, detestable Jack Sheppard, dear old thing! No. no, Judith; I
1 de·
don't mean that I bate him.

im?"
"Xothin" at all, at all," was the vig"It's all thot frl'nd av
orous retort.
yours. Pirate Casey be name. Faith
in' thot limb av Satan dhared to cart
tue father a dhrunken scalywag, an' 'e
thritened to knock 'is 'ead off av 'im.
Sire thot's a rale nice thing to 'ave
sphokeu αν an agid parint If ye're a
man, ye'll knock the 'ead off av Casey
ter love av me."
"But, Bridget, mavourneen," the sergeant replied in much distress, "be me
jowl, I can't do it."
"An' ye dhare to sit there, eatin' the
:ake I made wid me own 'ands, an'
let me father be insulted be a man not
alf the soize av ye! Ye're u coward.
Mike Flynn!"
"Sure, I'm not a coward, but I'm not
join' to lick Casey, not for nobody."
"Thin I repate me remarks, Mr.
Flynn,. ye're a coward, wid no more
jphunk than a squeakin' rat, an' ye
»n whistle fer a wife whin ye want
me, but it'll not be Bridget Maloney,
I'm thlnkin'. She'll have no man who

The ser
on lay the gunboat Oeete.
geant rejoiced, with a clear conscience;
since the defective mechanism of the

rapid flrer was not his fault. The en
glueer blew a gay blast from the whietie as signal to the Oeste of their approach.

Here the left bank of the river wac
than a hundred yards from
the launch, and It rose to such a
height that it seemed to overhang the
boat. The sergeant peered with dread
at that tangle of grass and bushe?
where he had caught a glimpse of
something, what he could not tellonly something! But he had no time tc
voice his suspicions.
From the bank came a sudden deadly
volley of musketry, poured full on the
Oceanic's deck. Out from the nodding
grasses of the shore death leaped In a
Hame. Four of the men on deck fell
no more

beneath that murderous fire. Major
Howard tumbled in a heap. By him
lay the clcrk.
Sergeant Flynn stood for a moment
helpless in the shock of surprise. In
that moment the dying major stagto his feet and cried as he fell

gered

again:

"For God's sake, sergeant, keep her

going!"

The sergeant seized a cowering Fil
ipino and thrust him toward the
wheel, bidding him. with a fenrl'ul

to hold the boat on her course.
The terrified native did Ids duty in
sheer dread of the sergeant's blazing
eyes and frightful words. Then Flynn
darted to the Nordenfeldt and tired a
volley toward the foe in ambush, one
volley only: then the ^uu jammed.
The sergeant did not hei-itate in this
crisis. lie took oiT the feeil cases: he
pulled out the empty cartridges with
an ejector; he reloaded the chambers
by hand. Then he elevated the muzzle of the piece until it pointed through
the awning of the launch, so Idfjb and
close was tla* enemy's position.
so
This done, the sergeant tired his seccurse,

ond volley.
The bullets sang their song of death
all about bim, but he remained untouched. Again he loaded the Nordenfeldt and discharged it a third time.
A cry from the steersman rose above
the rattle of firearms. The sergeant
turned and saw the Filipino lying motionless on the deck.
Straightway he
left the gun and pounced upon another
gray faced native. He drove the trembling Filipino to the wheel, then
sprang back to his post at the Nordenfeldt and discharged another volley at
All this time the foe
the enemy.
maintained a brisk fire, but Flynn
seemed to bear a charmed life. As yet
he had no wound.
A chance shot from the bank struck
the wheel and shattered it A groan
burst from the sergeant's lips as he
This was a dis·
saw the catastrophe.

ΤΤΤΓ1
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asn't 'eart to defend an agld parint."
"Burst an agid parint!" cried the
lergeant recklessly. He rose to his
!eet and attempted to bestow a chaste
ialute on the damsel's lips, an effort
:hat resulted in his being soundly
mfi'ed. Under this treatment his ardor
;ooled, and he retreated toward the
loor. With his hand on the latch he
:urned to say:
'Ter'ape I ni ver told ye, but It's
ruth 1'ui tellin', thot Casey saved me
oife once In α fight. Casey can mop
îp the fioor wid thot howly parlut av
•ours, but I'll not lay me 'and on 'lm."
"Be all the saints, I never saw a man
10 chicken hearted; afraid to stand up
ο a man no 'igher than the stomlck
Lv ye!
Sure, an' yer an ornament to
he army. Did ye iver see the loikes

cleans out our refrigerator.
"Dan Flynn won't see it tonight,
Unsaid Peg calmly, "and 1 may eat
rest of it for breakfast."
wa>
This silenced us. There really
no argument to that proposition.
We adjourned to the drawing room,
on
and while Grace prepared an article
oi
"How to Turn the Back Breadths
nn Old Silk Skirt" for a ladies' maga
new
zine and Eleanore ran over the
in her next
song she was to Introduce
n;">'
role I gossiped with Peg about the
had taken lise
comers who that day

came

sun

and her waist as trim as any to be seen
on the dancing green at Donnybrook.
But, though her eyes were blue as the

Ically

"I interviewed bim once," drowsily
from Grace, who bad just ar
rived at the sponging and pressing
stage of lier article.
tiveness consistent with economy.
"Very well; you know him. then."
said Peg severely. "I think you should
Lime. Salt and Sulphur Waah.
him and ask bim to look up
Dr. Smith of New Jersey reckons the I call on
creatures and see whether four
cost of lime, salt und sulphur wash these
women are safe in living
for San Jose scale at Hi to nearly 2 unprotected
so near them."
materials.
the
for
cents per gallon
Wouldn't Dan Flynn do as well ae
The vermorel nozzle with lurge openchief?" asked Eleauore, lazily bumthe
The
trees.
small
for
ing does well
over the last bar of her song.
bordeaux and other nozzles throning ming
"You see, Peg. the head of the departa fan shaped spray are better for larment Is a rather busy man. and as Dan
ger trees.
is on our visiting list it might
In California the bean spray pump Flynn
as convenient mightn't it?"
and a nozzle throwing a fan shaped be quite
But Peg made no answer to this idle
used.
is
spray
She eat engrossed In deep
banter.

Garget

Well, I'm blessed!"
I never could tell how It happened.
Whether Peg's nerves were yet shalty
from her Illness or from rage at the
Impertinence of the critic below stairs

passing.

picious.
police, I believe."

<►

terms of ardent friendship.
Be it said in deference to the sergeant's taste and Bridget's charms that
the damsel was not a typical cook in
the matters of age and weight, only in
culinary skill. Bridget was hardly more
than twenty-live, and her face was fair

dow upon the fire escape.
"Peg, you are crowding the refrlgi r
ator." objected Grace.
"Do you want a call from Dan
Flynn?" asked Eleanore.
Dan Flynn. it may be remarked in
Is the policeman v.'ho piT;od

think?"
"are
"All men." said Peg orncularly.
\ ery
in a measure social highwaymen.
band of cutlikely this is an organized
are susthroats. The details assuredly
or
Grace, you know the chief

\[

on

place

If our
my becomes a relative word.
fields be cultivated at a considerable
expense, but with a very high degree
of effectiveness, the results may be
as
crop» produced at such a low cost
to indicate very economical and prudent farming. It would therefore neem
wise for us while attemptiug to economize in our work always to eudeavor
to secure the highest degree of effec-

Cure

uore's parrot.
At that moment a man's voice floated
up through the soft summer air.
"Look at th:it lire escape, Harry. 1
tell you it's an outrage the way some
people crowd their Are escapes. Looks
like a tenement. Why in the mischief
don't they have a refrigerator? I'll bet
my head there's an old maid upstairs.
A poll parrot and a pineapple cheese!

succumb to its fascinations.
Therefore we were uot greatly sur
prised when Peg. after satisfying hei
healthy young appetite, proceeded to
her cheese just outside the win

point

DANA

Copifriyht, 100!, by Marvin Dana

THE

and flaunts its attractions as a
storehojse before us. and we again

|

MARVIN

blazed down on the
white streets of Manila with a
fury that to the perspiring soldi·. ra was more annoying than
Spanish bullets. Sergeant Flynn had
sighed gratefully us he entered the
kitchen of an English resident, with
whose eooU. Bridget Maloney, he was

lis.

I

By

φ

ons us

hard wood and should be ironed. The
bed pieces (aa) are 2l-j inches wide, an
inch thick aud 3Va feet long. The braces
(bbt ure an inch thick, 2·^ inches wide
and lt> iuches long. There are two
I re
"There can't be any women."
pieces (e> eight iuches long made of
"for tliere wasn't a rookiii;:
hard wood and built to the frame (aa). marked,
or a sewing machine,
The rocker pin (gi is the width of the I chair, a piano
stufl
there were whole cases of
and
runner.
frout
the
in
tits
this
and
bed,
the accursed sex carried
to
incidental
desired
of
be
any
The dash (d) may
in."
height.
"Then there were rifles and walking
sticks and clubs galore," I continued
Ecniomr · Two Edged Sword.
1 counted all suits
Economy In agriculture is rather a "a whole arsenal.
a Catling gun. ( an
two edged sword, cutting both ways. of weapons except
do you
of view econo- they be social highwaymen,
From a scientific

FJkKM

I

on

ized so we can furnish a home-made product eutirely, the prosperity so long hoped
for will be realized. It is coming, and
in time we will wonder why we ever
bought so much grain. Corn is destined
to be our mo-t important crop and hay
will take second place, in time. Our
soil is adapted to raising the best corn;
that is proveu by the quality of our
sweet corn, which is in better demand
than anv other, because it is better corn.

ΗΟΟΏ

*

in the kitchen."
She dragged me into the kitchen and,
telling me to get the milk and biscuit,
leaned half way out the window to
reach the cheese, which stood cheek by
Jowl upon the fire escape with Elea-

girl»." said Peg as she
"^I^HERE,
■
laid au apoplectic parcel ou

live lu a chafing dish, and the fire esΚ very week
cape is our refrigerator.
or so we are visited by a big. g nd na
tured officer who tries to look stern
when he states he will surely !>·.· obliged
to arrest us If we do not keep our lire

gives the farmer money to use as he goes
aloug, and ready money is a great convenience. When we get our dairying system-

BAliKOW TO USK IN KNOW.

Cewrieht. 1902. br Edtth Snsfoos Iupper

<

world to seek a career.
We four girls—Grace, Eleanore. Mar
garet. otherwise Peg. and the writerhave a tiny little box of a tint uptown
\λ e
at housekeeping.
where we

change from dairying to beef has
proved to be the best thing, as beef
again about at the old price. Dairying

A larful Winter Barrow.

By Edith Session* Tupper

I The Vindication |
! of the Sergeant |i

did nice little black and white sketches
for some of the newspapers.
Suddenly she threw down her novel
with a sigh. "Judith, I'm hungry," she
announced. "I think I'll bave a whack
at that pineapple cheese. A bit of biscuit, a glass of milk and that cheese
will save my life. Come on; we'll pick

;

wasting away to a
premature grave from disappointed
love. Yet we girls knew all about the
dreadful quarrel Peg had with .!a<-I:
Shcppnrd, a quarrel that broke off her
engagement and sent Peg out Into the

The

A bandy winter burrow is pictured and
described in American Agriculturist.
There is a single front runner (tl and
two rear runners (ce) made of brace
Iron or wooden wagou fellies. The
front runner is of one aud a half inch

!♦

looking up to state the financial loss
her Illness bad been, to say nothing of
her lose to the artistic world, for Peg

PEG'S
PINEAPPLE:
CHEESE

lovelorn

not

is

♦·#···»—♦·♦·»·♦·«·><

A man bus Indeed sunk
very low when be steals the bread out
of bis former sweetheart's mouth."
"But, Peg, dear. It wasn't bread, and
he didn't steal it. You dropped it, you
know."
"Well, he made me drop it with his
nasty sneers about an old maid. 1
wonder if he thinks be is the only man
in the world.
Anyway the parrot Is

Eleanore's. and if you are my friend.
Judith Favershain, you will make it
your business to let him know that
fact before you are a day older."
In the midst of this fusillade of
wounded pride and dismay tliçre came
pull at the bell. I opened the door.
There stood Policeman Dan Flynn.
"I must trouble yez, miss," be said

a

gravely, "to take in the chaase an' the
burrud. It don't look proper at all, an'
I'm surprised that leddies like yez will
persist in settin" the laws at defiance."
But Peg was before him like a whirlwind. "We'll take in Polly," she cr' <d,
"and. as for the cheese, it's already

been taken in."
"Not foive minutes since," said the
officer reproachfully, "wid my own eyes
did I see that chaase fiauntin' Itself on
yer fire escape."
"Well, go and look on the fire escape
below," laughed Peg hysterically. "The
men who live downstairs, it seems,
have not enough to eat or to do." purposely raising her voice. "They've got
my cheese, Mr. Flynn, and it's a case
of highway robbery, and I think I will
go around to the station house and get
out a warrant or something."
Policeman Flynn looked at Peg In
amazement. As for myself, I could not
speak for laughter. And, to cap the
climax, at this moment up the stairs
came a handsome fellow with a wicked gleam in his eyes and bearing on a
silver platter the remains of Peg's pineapple cheese.
"Mr. Sheppard's compliments to Miss
Seymour," he said, "and he has sent
He begs she will
home her cheese.
count the pieces and see whether they
are

onstantly Jammed.
However, nearly the whole distance

ras

all here."

With a scarlet face Peg shut the door
upon Policeman Flynn and the young
man, leaving the latter to explain the
situation as best he could to the officer.
A burst of suppressed laughter from
the hall told us that an amusing and

satisfactory

supplied.

explanation

was

:

1

being

isfied with the kisses."
And then he helped himself.

without

disturbance.

:hls point circles away toward Tarlac.
ilere the launch was almost In safety,
'or hardly a quarter of a mile farther

Jill

Stuffed Up

rhat'e the condition of many sufferer;;
[rom

catarrh, especially in the morning.

Sreat difficulty is experienced in clearng the head and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes headache,
mpairs the taste, smell and hearing,
pollutes the breath, deranges the atomich and affects the appetite.
To cure catarrh, treatment must be
jonstitutional—alterative and tonic.

"Never," said Peg, stamping a small
foot—"never will I recognize that despicable person, Jack Sheppard. I call
you to witness, Judith, what I say."
Then she retreated to her bedroom and
shut the door on the tragedy of her

life.
Next day I came home early. As I
let myself In at the side door I was
startled by a low murmur of voices
coming from the drawing room. Glancing through the half drawn portieres.
I saw Peg In close conference with one
of the miscreants from below stairs.
"I didn't want to take the bread from
your mouth, sweetheart," he was saylog, "nor yet the cheese. I will be sat-

traversed

'Inally the Oceanic, with the cascos in
ow, rounded the great bend at the
aouth of the Rio Chico, which from

•Ί was ulUicted with catarrh. I too::
nediclnes of different kinds, giving each
ι fair trial; but gradually grew worse uijtil
[ could hardly hear, taste or smell. I then
included to try Hood's Snrsaparllla, and
ifter taking five bottles I was cured and
] îave not had any return of the disease
Εi'ΟΚΝΕ Forbes, Lebanon, Kan.
lince."

[

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

It—romance or humor?"
"It's supposed to be humor," laughed
the author, "and I don't mind giving
you a copy on an advertising basis."
"What's that?" asked the friend.
"Why, all you've got to do is to laugh
and chuckle while you're reading it
and hold it so that tbe other people on
the car can see what the book is that
you find so diverting. That's the best
kind of advertising a book can have."
"I'll try it," said the friend, and he

your duty in the card line, you are regarded as an ill mannered bore, or the
amission is taken as equi valent to a de-

jire not to know the person you have
met Moreover, at New Year's you are
îbllged to leave cards for all your
Another
friends and acquaintances.
rule which you must be careful to obîerve is not to be seen too often in the
company of a young girl. If you speak
to her or dance with her too often,
:here will probably be rumors that
f-ou are engaged to her, which may be
iwkward. Also the subjects of conversation are strictly limited, and, al-

took the book.
Of course this was all said in fun,
and it was so understood, but us the
friend rolled along In the parlor car it
occurred to him that the humorous
possibilities of the situation were not

may talk to a married
in a far freer manner than would
je considered seemly in England, you
:annot be too careful as to what you
iay to an unmarried girl, and you may
shock her by saying things to which

:hough you

So It happened
that the author received tbe following
telegram, sent from α way station:
"Don't want book on terms quoted."

entirely exhausted.

ady

—Lippiucott's.

10

Langaaflre.
It is curious to note at so late a period as 1580 the prothesis of "n" to
which a word beginning with a vowel
Cnrioaltlea In

subject when it was preceded by
participle ending in "η;" hence, "In
England," pronounced "In Ningland."
was

a

Such oddities as "a nele"—"an eel"—
may thus be explained by supposing
not that the "n" of the article has shifted its position to the substantive, but
that it has simply dropped away from
its double. We may conclude also that
"Goodby," the present representative
of "God boui" (Anglice, "God b'wee"),
waa unknown to London ears in 1580.
A Frenchman would not have failed to
tell us if he bad heard anybody saying
"Goude bai."
Some persons think that the two
forms have different etymologies, but
it is more probable that the older form
corrupted into the later when the pronunciation of "b'wee" was found troubleeome and the etymology was lost
sight of. Such corruption would be fa-

cllitated by confusion with the exprès
sions "good day," "good night;" hence
the change of "God" to "good," which
puzzles so many.—Notes and Queries.
netting.

How to Stop

How was dueling stopped? Only by
the evolution of a code of public sentiment which made it a misdemeanor to
insult one's fellows by word or deed

itantly exclaimed: ''Thin! Why,

' learer, delighted with the synonym,
1 vhieh involved no sacritice of truth,
I >ut which gave it a more attractive
so to
I (resentment resolved thenceforth
boose her words as to present realties in their most favorable light and
ο make truth palatable instead of a
! i.inl hittor and indigestible morsel.
Women Curelt·»» With WâtohM.
own
to
deserve
don't

"Women

ratclies," s:ild

about htm.

ester beyond remedy. Of no use now
to bring back the screaming Filipino
who dived into the hold. There was
no help for it—the launch must go un·
guided as chance might direct The
forgeant turned grimly to his gun and
flred another volley, while the air
about him was hissing with the rush
of missiles and the deck on which he
stood had become slippery with blood.
Now at last a bullet sought him out
and pierced his shoulder. ïet he gave
uo hp»d to it, for he was not disabled
by the wound. Lie was determined to
stay at bis post and work the gun until
he fell beneath the enemy's lire.
But by a miracle the unguided boat
held steadfastly on Its way toward
safety. And now. while the sergeant.
Incredulous of escape, loaded and tired
and awaited death, a re-enforcement

hat"—Philadelphia Uecord.

HIk Flab In the Surf.
When a northeast storm sets the sea
ο growling and breaks the long ground
wells Into choppy, jumping waves,
Wherever the
he big fish come In.

Defenite.

arrived.
The engineer, having at last cowed
his native assistants into attention to
their duties, rushed on deck with a
magazine rifle and. standing undauntedly exposed In the stern, flred toward
any point where a flash of light In the
thicket of grass betrayed the lurking
place of a foe. The sergeant gave a
cheer In honor of his brave ally and
discharged a last volley. Then a bullet
touched his temple, and he fell.
A moment later the launch swung
around the bend of the river, and there
before her lay the Oeste. Promptly
then the machine guns of the Oeste,
free now to open flre since there was
no longer danger of hitting the launch,
poured their fury against the Insurgents. Even the soldiers In the cascos,

clambering one by one from beneath
the vats, were able at last to send a
few shots In the direction of the en-

emy.

»······
"There's a young lady come to visit

the surgeon
you, Flynn, my boy," said
In the hospital at Manila two days after the engagement of the launch.
"Sure, it's niver— Has she blue eye*,
sor?"
"Oh, Ifs the same girl!" quoth the
"And here she
surgeon flippantly.

comes."

Sergeant Flynn turned to see Bridget
hurrying toward him. She fell on her
knees by the sergeant's cot and kissed

his hand.
"Oh, Mike, forgive me, me darlln'l
An' 'twas mesllf thot called ye a coward, an' ye the bravest man in all the
world! Och, I'll marry ye this blissld
mlnlt If ye eay the word! An' father
hlmsilf 'as licked thot Casey, bad cess

to'lm!"
With Bridget's Hps* on his, that Intrepid warrior. Sergeant Flynn, was at
peace with all the world.

Cures catarrh—it soothes and strengthA laugh is worth a hundred groan·'
1 ens the
mucous membrane and bolide
In any market.—Charles Lamb.
ip the whole system.

Magistrate—You're discharged.
Plenty of Proof.

Alice—What makes you think your

photographs are so horrid?
Gladys—All my girl friends ask

Philadelphia Jeweler.

ried to impress her with the necessity
if winding it Again she insisted t!«at
he had done so and went away rather
niffed. The third time she came in I
isked her in desperation to «how mo
tow she had wound it Then I made a
(ecullar discovery. The woman was
eft handed, and in attempting to wind
he watch she had been winding it the
vrong way. with absolutely no effect
ipou the spring. I've been in the buslless a good many years, but It's the
Irst time 1 ever had an experience iiko

very disgraceful that
you should beat your wife.
Prisoner—Well, yer honor, she aggrawated me by keepln* on sayin' she'd
'ave me hup afore that bald'eaded hold
'uinbug, meanin' yer honor.

new

a

don't know how to take eare of
hem. They seldom remember to wind
hem, aud the consequence is the
vatcbes are always coming hack for
epairs. A woman bought one from us*
ecently, and 1 gave her strict orders
ο wind it every twenty-four hours
.ml always at the same hour as nearly
Two days later she came
is possil
tack witu it: said it had stopped and
he couldn't make it go. Well. 1 found
t had run down and hadn't been
vound up again. I told her this, but
he insisted that she had wound it
two or three days later she came back
villi the same complaint, and again 1

They

Magistrate—It's

The bulXeta aany their song of death all

you

ethereal!"
Possibly no sermon that one courtly
ever preached was more
< ilergyman
i uimediutely productive of nood results
I hau his well chosen adjective. Hit»

phia Record.

A Mean

would object

< ire

Motion.

u

English girl

An Adjective That Pleaaed.
There is a mode of speech which may
îe termed euphemistic by those who
< ire fond of "calling a spade a spade,"
)ut is it not rather the natural expression of the charity which never fall1 ;th?
To say the best of others le a
nanifest duty, and to do it in the pret1 iest language enhances it wonderfully.
Vnd where defects exist that are comι neuted on by the unfortunate possess>r in that ill Judged fashion which atempts to assume indifference to the
I mperfections how deftly may the conI idant turn the current of self deprecation into a smoother channel by "a
ι lice
derangement of epitaphs." A
in
i -oung girl bewailed her thinness
lie hearing of u man of tact, who ln-

and removed the one ground upon
which men of honor had reason to defend the duel. How shall indiscriminate betting be stopped? If our parallel holds good, by the same means. We
have done away with habits of direct
Insult, says the Century Magazine. Let
us do away also with that indirect
mode of insult which arises from the
habit of glorification of one's self at the
expense of the earth in general. We
have learned to despise swagger when
it is intended to give offense to an individual. Let us carry our ethics far-

Ko One Made

or

spise Lira.

friend.
"Have you read my last book?" asked
the author.
"Να" answered the friend. "What i>

"Kin any one make a motion?" asked
"Gents," said
one of the audience.
Alkali Hill, chairman of the meeting,
as he laid his revolvers on the table,
"owin' to the general custom of wearin' weai>ons in these parts I trust no
one will make a motion."— I'hiladel·

'im," she continued, addressing an
maginary audience while pointing the
Inger of contempt at Flynn—"a sojer

tin years an' niver a scratch on the
inder skin a ν 'lm! Sure, if iver 'e's
ouched at all, at all, it'll be in the
>ack av Mm." Then again she turned
ο the disconsolate sergeant:
"Not a word more will I sphake to
•e.
March out ov me kitchen, ye loaf·
n' coward!"
That same night Sergeant Flynn
ound himself ordered to accompany
ilajor Howard, who was to start the
icxt morning on the Oceanic, an armed
nunch, with supplice In tow for the
In its way
)este in the Rio Chico.
ils position was one of Importance, an
mportance essentially increased by the
mall size of the expedition. In addlion to Major Howard, there were only
wo white soldiers on the Oceanic—
iergeant Flynn, who was In command,
nd the engineer. There were, too. a
Ivllian clerk, with the major, and two
lacksmlths going up to report to the
avalry regin.ent The crew of the
aunch above and below was made up
f Filipinos.
The Oceanic «teamed down to Aryat,
η Luzon, and there took In tow two
luge cascos of supplies. The cascoe
lad a guard of twenty soldiers, but
his protection was rather theoretical
han practical, Inasmuch as the men In
he boats were shut down beneath the
leavy bowed mats with which the
ascos were covered and were thus unible to fight except after clambering
ut slowly one by one from the central
ipening in each mat.
Sergeant Flynn understood that this
ransit of supplies through the enemy's
erritory was not without risks. Inleed he reckoned up the chances withut enthusiasm. The launch was unirotected by armor. Her supply of
■uns was limited to a single Nordeneldt five barrel rapid flrer. This weapm was wretchedly inefficient, for it

VliltloK Carda la Italy.
In Italy, says Lulgl Vlllarl in "Italian
Life In Town and Country," you are
the slave of the visiting card. If a
gentleman is casually Introduced to a
married lady, even if he does not exchange' two words with her, he must
leave his card for her and for her hueband, if she has one, within forty-eight
hours. Even a casual introduction to a
man, stricMy speaking, necessitates an
exchange of pasteboard, but it is not
so rigidly enforced. If you fall to do

the Authar.

oa

ther and despise it altogether. Many
of us already do this In theory. Let
us have our condemnation felt in practice. If we have once reached the point
of making it η part of our social code
that bluff and bra» and loud talk of
every kind «re unworthy of gentlemen,
the only present justification for betting will fall to the ground. Hu rest
may be left to take care rtf itself.

iv

It went down whack! bang! on the head
of the man.

A Joke

An author—for obvious reasons he
would not care to have bis name used—
recently bad a call from a friend wbo
was about to start on a Journey.
"I wish I bad something good to
read on the train," remarked tbe

for

one, but my male friends don't.

loss or hesn ι

urge breaks up the bottom they nose
ind delve. The working sea exposes
or them the delicacies of the seasonlashing sand eels that snap themselves
ibout like tempered springs of polshed steel, translucent spearing with
ach side marked with a broad silver
•and that remains pure and shining
ong after the fish has decomposed,
ed. green and purple sand and rock
rabs and many varieties of marine
The striped bass and drums
rorms.
oot for these with their uoses, scrapug along bottom like hogs; the blueish and the siiueteague dart to and
ro, sometimes throwing themselves almost on the beach to snap up the smnll
ish that are

helpless

In the undertow.

-"Big Game of the Atlantic Surf In

When you can't eat break- < >utiaic.
Xot Worried b> Then;.
fast, take Scott's Emulsion.
Mamma—Johnny, when you told me
When you can't eat bread t hat that Sever boy threw stones at
that It was
and butter, take Scott's : ou you did not toll me
iter you had thrown stones at him.
Emulsion. When you have Johnny—I wasn't afraid of the
It was
tones I threw at him, ma.
been living on a milk diet and ; mly
the ones coming my way that I
want something a little more ι ras seart of.—Boston Transcript.
nourishing, take Scott's "HaveOne of the Inlrlliitmt.
you any scruples," inquired
Emulsion.
t he prosecuting attorney, "against iuTo get fat you must eat t licting the death penalty in a case of
rlilful murder?"
fut. Scott's Emulsion is a "Ort I to h.'v 'em," cautiously asked
1

great

fattener,

a

strength giver.

great J lon'ttalesman,
! ago Tribune.
he

Those who have lost flesh
want to increase all body
tissues, not only fat Scott's
Emulsion increases them all,
bone, flesh, blood and
nerve.

For

invalids, for

"or not to hev 'em, if I
the Jury?"—Chi-

want to set on

A Phenonienul Artlat.

"lie is the only true musical phenomnon I ever saw or heard."
"Why do you say that?"
"Because he acknowledges that he
t ours the country for cash first and art
* eeond and that this Isn't his farewell
ippearance." Cincinnati Commercial
tribune.
—

Inconsiderate.

con-

"I really shall have to leave this ho-

the weary man to tbe pro·
valescents, for consumptives, ι el," said"There
is a baby In the next
irietor.
for weak children, for all j oom to mine, and be cries all night"
"I don't see why you should comwho need flesh, Scott's ilain,"
said the proprietor. "Ills fa-

Emulsion is a rich and com- ! her and mother have him in the same
oom with them, and tbey haven't said
fortable food, and a natural ] ι word."
tonic.
Sapplr *< Hand.
Scott's Emulsion for bone, Employment Agent—I have a cook
bat will Just suit you. She Is a young
! vldow
and is very fond of children.
flesh, blood and nerve.
a

We will send you

free
Be

sample.

thai this picture
in the form of a label is on
of every bottle
the
»ure

wrapper

of Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,
CHEMISTS,

409 Pearl St, Ν. Y.

50c. end $11 all druggists.

\

(

Mrs. Richlelgh—But we have no chlllren.
Employment Agent —Oh, that'll be

right, ma'am. She
ywn.—Chicago News.

1 til
·

baa six of ber

A Comparison.
"How'd ye like tbe lecturer at the
town hall last night. Si?"
"Great! He was a Boston feller, an',
[ swan, I never InughA so hard in my
life. He knew more long words than ·
negro minstrel."—Baltimore American.

ESTA BUSH Kl»

Ocniocvat,

©irfovtl
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THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK

TUESDAYS.

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris Hill.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 20, 1903.

&

ATWOOD

Editor· «ud

Baptist Church, iter. H. H. BUhop,
['reaching every Sunday at 11 a. M.
Sunday School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 :JU p. H. Prayer Meeting Thumlay
evening at Τ :30 r. it.
Unlverna'tt Church, Rev. J. H. Little, l'as tor.
m.
1'rea-hlng service every Sunday at 11 ▲.
rtrtt
I'aetor.

FOKBES,

Proprietor·.

GEO KO Ε M. ATWOOD.

■iunOav school at 12 M-

A. E. EOKBKS.

Tkkws —#1.50 a year If paid strictlv tn advance.
« >therwi*e #i ui> a year. Single copies 4 cents.
ADVKKTiSàXurra:
All legal advertisements
are given three connective insertions for ί 1.50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient ami yearly advertl*—

ere.

Job Pkintino
Sew type, fast presse», steam
power, experience* 1 workmen an<l low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

Jan il.—Semi-centennial of Second
tlonal (. hurch, Norway.
Keb. S.—Oxford Poiuouâ
Grange,

Congrega

Pood.

SEW

Bryaut'i

ADVEKTISEMKNTS.

Petition for New Road In Sumner.
He Yl.No.
The Prevallng Shoe.
Winter I'nderwear and Overehirts.
At Smiley'·.
Best Ttnware Bargains for Year·.
KowKure.
Notice.
·.' Legislative Notices.
Notice in Bankruptcy.
Hills, Jeweler.
Lost—Bank Book.

Maine News Notes.
Brunswick is to have
Carnegie library building,
usual conditions.

IN ALL

a

?12,0iH ,

under

tin

West Paris.
Granite Lodge, F. and A. M., has in-

stalled the following officers:
W. M.-J.C.Howe.
S. W.-J. L. HtnbiU.
J. W.—A. L. Mann.
Treaa.—C. Howard Lane.
Sec.—Chester H. Lane.
8. D.—J. A Blcknell.
J. D —L. H. Penley.
8. S.—J. A. Brock
J. 3 —C. E. Stearns.
Mar.—P. C. Flckett.
Tyler—A. L. Bacon.

Ι
Fryeburg.
Bethel.
Ballard has bought Mrs.
Mr. Fred P. Chandler and family of ! Mr. Eckley
Tucker's house on Main Street
South Paria spent Sunday in Bethel I Susan
take possession in the spring.
will
I
and
Chandler'·
Mrs.
with
parents.
Mr. C. F. Goodnow has closed his
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pratt returned to I
on account of the scarcity
Oxford Sunday, having visited Mrs. I green house
and Mrs. A. W. I of coal.

Pratt's parents, Mr.
3 Born, Jan. 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Mayo,
Grover.
On account of the severe storm of I a son.
Mrs. Charles Mason, who''has been
Monday there was no session of school II
quite sick, is much improved in health.
at the academy or brick building.
Mr. Walter Mansfield is working for
Tuesday there was no session of school Mr.
J. P. Baxter making corn cans at
I
West Paris Grange installed the fol- in the primary and grammar schools.
North Fryeburg.
I
sold
F.
A.
Mr.
Copeland
officers for 1903, on the 10th:
Wednesday,

lowing

Master—Ε. E. Held.
Overseer—Parley A. Crawford.
Lecturer—Alton Curtis.
Cbaplatn—AuKUKta Beck.
Treas.—F. L. Wvrnan
Secretary—W. H. I.urvey.
Steward—C. 8. Marshall.
Asst. Steward—C. 8. Dudley.
Gatekeeper—I. H. Elllngwood.
Pom.ina—Cora Α. mwford.
Flora—Cordelia Curtis.
Cere»—Emily Field.
L. A. S —Edna Curtis.

Richard Eastman has returned to Paris
Hill, ami is stopping with the family of
his grandfather, H. B. Eastman.
Joseph 11. Howe, a brother of Ν. M.
Howe of Paris, died at hie home in
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Jan. 3d, at the
was born in
age of 73 years. Mr. Rowe
Danville, Maine, but had spent most of
his life in Jamaica Plain, where he was
West Paris Lodge, No. 15, I. 0. 0. F.,
highly esteemed. Mr. Howe's business
He was a has installed the following officers for
a contractor.
was that of
Paul's Universalist the coming year:
member of St.
N. G.—Hexeklab Farrar
church.
V. G —M. S Davis.
Mrs. Kate B. Clark of Lowell, Mass.,
Kec. Sec.—P. C. Flckett.
L.
aunt,
and
George
is visiting her undo
Fin. Sec —W. H. Lurvey.
Knimons.
C.
Frances
Wing.
Treas.—David
Miss
Mellen and
p. G.—G. W. Richardson.
his
George L. Mellen will celebrate
Wanlen—Samuel Kav.
80th birthday on the 2Sth inst.
Conductor—D. H. Flfleld.
I. G.—D. P. Curtis.
There will be special meetings at the
O. G.—E. R. Davis.
this week
evening
church
every
Baptist
R. S. N. G.—.1. H. Cole.
at 7S!0, except Monday and Saturday.
L. S. N. G.—L. M. Mann.
Tuesday
will
be
K. S. V. G.—John Porter.
music
given.
Special
L. S. V. G.—A. L. Mann.
afternoon at 2:30 there will be a woman's
R. S. S.—O. G. « 'handler.
at
afternoon
L S. S.—F. L. Willis.
meeting, and Wednesday
All are invited
3:.'U) a meeting for all.
The W. C. T. U. held their entertainto these meetings.
last Tuesday evening as advertised.
Miss Maud Douglass was the guest of ment
Considering the unfavorable condition
Mrs. E. 11. Jackson over Sunday.
the roads there was a good audience
The furnace in the Universalist church of
found to in attendance, who seemed pleased with
was overhauled last week and
the program. The singing was well
be in bail condition. Repairs were made,
air rendered and Mr. Morse received a
a new cold air Hue, taking the cold
and hearty encore to each of his readings.
from the audience room, was put in
warm Mrs. Jarley was so successful with hei
last Sunday the audience enjoyed a
which "Wax Works" that several have eug
room without the usual smoke
that she ought, at some latei
had been very annoying the first part of gested
to exhibit the remainder of hei
the winter. The comfort of the congre- date,
of the "Figgers." The W. C. T. U. connnitte»
gation is now assured for the rest
wish by this means to thank all thos<
winter as the furnace now works nicely.
who so kindly assisted to make this en
Mr. Thayer and Mr. Cole looked after
a success.
the repairs anil a thorough job has been tertainment
Mrs. Mary Marshall died at Rumfori
done.
at 10:15. It is s
A. I.. Cole, who is attending Shaw's Falls Sunday night
to learn of he:
Business College in Portland, was at shock to the community
sudden death, and she will be mucl {
home over Sunday.

knee is so much
his household goods, sewing machines, I Mr. John Hutchins'
I improved that he is able to walk withthe
entered
has
as
be
at
auction,
etc.,
of the Osborne Farming Im- I out the aid of a cane.

employment
plement Co. as

!
Sunday night about six inches of snow
a general agent.
wind.
The chair shop started last Monday. I fell. It was followed by a severe
of
The company are getting in a large I There were no schools on account
I the bad walking.
amount of lumber.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Purington of
Mr. Hannibal Grover is still ill and at
visiting her parents,
present is suffering from whooping I Easton, Mass., are
I Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Evans.
cough.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ward are in
Mr. Walter Chandler spent Sunday
I Portland where he is being treated for a
with his children.
Mid-term examinations have just been I nervous trouble.
Mr. S. Nelson has commenced ship·
completed by the Gould Academy
I ping his second crop of cucumbers.
students.
Ice cutting is the order of the week.
The Bethel Water Co. held its annual
meeting for the election of officers and I It is 17 inches thick.
Mr. Herbert Ward is at home from
the old board will serve another year,
excepting Maj. Hastings, who resigned I Chicago.
There was no electric lights Saturday
after a term of twelve years faithful
service. His son, T. F. Hastings, was I night or Sunday morning. Some trouble
I at the power house.
elected in his place.
Mrs. John Eastman has returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Yandenkerckhoven are receiving
congratulations I from Chatham.
Mrs. S. Gordon is confined to the
upon the birth of a son.
The funeral of Mrs. Lillian Stearns, I bouse by rheumatism.
wife of Mr. Howard Coburn, took placc
Andover.
at their home Sunday, Jan. 11. Mrs.
Coburn was a very estimable younp
We have had a hard blow for the past
lady and much sympathy is expressed ! week, and the roads are bad ; about ten
for the husband and little son.
I inches of snow fell and the wind made

West Bethel.
"Vain are the proraleee we make.
If we hare not the strength to keep;
Perchance with every vow we break,
Some tender heart is made to weep."

I things lively.

Rev. Samuel Holden is supplying the
I Congregational church for two Sabbaths.
I Mr. Holden comes from Caribou, Mo.
I He is a grand man of pleasant address
I and if hired, think he would give satis-

Ι

Buckfield.

A young daughter of Daniel Emery
Was improving at
iae been very sick.
aet

reports.

J. P. Packard is getting out from four
of sickness. He is looking quite

^eeke Abbie

Cushman baa returned to
Mrs.
1er home since Mrs. Atwood's decease,
be having cared for her.
There have been three very narrow
•scapes from accidente at the crossings

'ecentJy.
Paul Bridgham, son of Dr. C. B. Bridgïam of Cohasset, Mass., formerly of this
of
''ace, has been visiting relatives here
ate.
Harrison

Tuttle, a fanner at East
iuckfleld, passed awey the 15th inst. at

STATE OF MAMS.

If you

OXFORD. 89 :
Court of County Commiaaionere, December feealon, A. D. 1903, held at Pari·, within and for
the Mid County of Oxford, on the laat Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1901, being the 90th day of
aald month.
County Commlseloneral for the County

of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
THE
11102,
provided by law, made actual lnapectlon
«8

of the County roada duly located and open for
travel lying In unlncornorated townahlps and
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned in aald
County, for the purpose of aacert .Inlng the condltlona of aald roada and eatlmatlng the amoont
needed to put the same In repair ao aa to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on aald lnapectlon that aald roada were not
In good repair ami not aafe and convenient for
and that a tax ahould
purpoaea of public travel
be aaaeaaed on aald lande for the repair of aald
roada therein; they do therefore on the 3ΉΙι day
of December, Λ. D. 1902, adjudge and order that
the following aume be aeaeexed and the aame are
hereby aaaeaaed upon the following landa In unincorporated townships and tracta of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roida pasalng through them during the year
1903, to wit:
Andover Wtat Surplus, for the purpoae of
repairing that part of the County road leadfrom
Andover Corner to Upton which Ilea
ing
In aald Surplus the aum of fifty-one dollars and
nlnety-one.cente la aaaeased as follows :

'2 years of age.
Speaking of lining bees reminds roe of
;be long accepted custom that when one
ocates, if he makes his initials in the
)ark it is a certificate of ownership, and
s generally respected, but not always,
ίο more than with other sacred sweets.
The funeral servicos over the remains
*
Ρ
>f Mrs. Genie D. Sturtevant Robinson,
8
a
ο
jr
ε
Iο
vife of P. A. Robinson, who died the
-,
^
W
3
e
M
S
x
(Oth inst., were rendered at the Baptist
«
«
Λ
Ο
fc
W.
W.
Hooper
^
H
ihurch the 13th, by Rev.
The
homeTurner.
F.
W.
of
B.
Rev.
Dunn, part
issisted by
Henry
100 φ Ι» *0 8.1
nisband, parents, and infant son left C. stead,
fr3
100
123
A. Andrews, Boobler Iota,
of
the
have
mother
a
vitbout
sympathy
Tne International l'aper Co.,
25
S0
she
which
of
6200
7900
of
Rebekah
ba'a
.ce
The
Lodge
ill.
townah'.p,
a member were out in a body.
«M 91
Many and beautiful flowers adorned the

ON

in doubt of the merits of

are

(TRADE-MARK).

Prescription by

A Famous

:asket.

I have lived till this late day to see
head to tail, leading bosleigh. This occurred Friday
:hree in the row. Not exactly like
sampson's foxes.
The time came off Friday night at
Hall. The N. H. C. entertained the B. L. C., "mcanin' to conva
the idee that these are up to date literary
There were old people and
Blubs.
young people, old men, octogens, and
sicb. A reader from Bates I think entertained them. Music and much oratory. The latter principally from the
husbands. They dwelt long on the benefits derived by them from the necessity of
being compelled to engage in house work,
mending, etc., while their wives were
away storing their brains with parliamentary tactics. Women are great on parlamentary forms until they are required.
Ice cream, cake, salted peanuts and
good cheer were served. I think it will
be the gentlemen's turn next, but what
lorses hitched
und a

J^zmscot

The best medicine you can take this spring.
arlin'M Warranted Spruce Elixir has now a reputation for
Etc., 25c. and 50c. bottles.
itself in

Ki'lneys.

curing Coughs,

arlitiN Pain Powder*

21 ;

Headache in twenty to sixty minutes.

cures

cents.

Prescription Druggist,

RNEST P. PARLIN,
Next door

to

^Registered 1897.
for

t

ν

a
L.

o

hase, Ft.
homc-tead,

Chas.

(

ς>

Morton

η
«

β

η

>

ά

$ 800 $24 00

500
200
200

our

fine

style demanded by the

dressy man, the comfort demanded by

the eaee-loving man and the strength and
durability demanded by the economical
man.
It fills every man's requirements
without emptying anyone's pocket.

Made in all.sizes and widths.

li
5

is

season

φβ.ΟΟ.
has the

It

ON

1ο

at this

men

Box Calf Lace

as the
A ndover North Surplua, for the purpose of
repairing so much of the County way leading from A mlover Corner to Upton as lies within
said Surplus, and also ao much of the Black
Brook road, so called, aa lies within aald Surplus, the aum of two hundred and eighty-two
dollars Is assessed aa follows:

ϊ

Prevailing Shoe

The

required to give bond

u

Pari·, Maine.

South

Post Office,

SurHenry W. Dunn ofto Andover North
auperintend the exappointed Agent
to law and la
penditure of the same according
law directe.

5

purchaser,

to the

absolutely satisfactory

If those Remedies are not
oney cheerfully refunded by

And
plus la

3

Try It 2

in the world for Stomach, Blood, Liver and

cure

—

jas

Physician,

It f

Try

?ry It S
The grandest

Famous

a

Yours

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

Truly,

Drifting snows and bad roads.
7 50
25o
MAINE.
I faction.
Preston P. Austin, homestead,
NORWAY,
John Murphy is cutting spruce pulp
7 50
250
H. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
P. S. C. E. gave a supper in the
Y.
The
was rui
and Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
wood for L. H. Tyler.
W. Dunn,old S. Larned
X.
SVVETT,
Manager
Henry
George Hall, a 7-year-old boy,
number.
6 00
hall last evening to a goodly
200
100
homestead,
Fairtiek
It is cheaper buying flour than fue II
UB-8.
'Phone
over by an electric car in
12 00
400
200
Cabot Lodge, K. of P., installed their
Honry W. Dunn, homestead,
with which to cook it.
3 00
ion
160
No.
A
lota
32423,
Wednesday, and injured so that he die*
mlrew
An
A
bbott,
last
oyster
I officers
Friday
night.
195
,
65
ii
96
is
Octavia
Grover
Miss
J.
No.
30,
working
C. A. Burgees, lot
a few hours later.
followed. The ladies of the
Mrs. Charlea P. Bartlett and
Gilead, and her house in this village i ( I Supper
3 30
110
Sisterhood were invited to join in the
Frank McCausland. aged "J.'î years ant
Henry Abbott. Iota No.81432, 180
closed.
3 75
125
160
E. Sin th, timber lot,
was.
it
time
A
George
I
entertainment.
jolly good
married, was killed instantly Saturday
farm
Mrs. Flora Dresser and two sons, ο f
John
Small
I.
Brown,
Κ
I Chas. Snell is at home from the woods
7 50
250
300
morning, the 10th, by being carried ovei
ami lot on Sawyer lirook,
East Burke, Vt., are visiting her parents
I with a bad hand.
missed.
In-ernatlonal Paper Co., E.
a shaft in the mills of the Hollingswortl
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tyler.
7 50
250
Plummer lot" 43 44,45 and 46, 400
iiast liebron.
I Wesley Robinson went to the hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chase were roadi
a Whitney Co., at Winslow.
waists? Can we stand International Paper Co., lota
Addison S. Bean had a cancer re
an about white shirt
of
[
treatment
for
ο
arrival
the
Portland
I
at
on
to-day
Friday night by
The late storm and wind-blow filled 'happy
40,41,42,47,48, and Marston
moved from his hand last week by Dr. J
The beginnings of a local hospital hav<
18 00
600
800
I injured eye.
lot,
all directions; shovels a little son.
Rev. Mr. Munson moved to Rumford International
A. Twaddle of Bethel Hill.
been made at Caribou. A hospital ΰ our roads in m arly
Paner Co., reMiss
to
learn
that
We
are
Georgi;
glad
have been used to enable a team to pass
Mrs. J. S. Mason has gone to Portlani
of
mainder
Centre
except
much needed in Aroostook, and it i
township
Saturday.
Will your heavy underwear last until
Lovell.
6000 180 00
9900
It is uot often the roads have Marshall is convalescing.
public lota,
to spend the remainder of the winte
hoped that one sufficient for the needs ο f along.
has returned to
A.
Jessie
I
Chapman
at
the
as
Pond.
so
present
been drifted
badly
Bryant
with her daughter, Mrs. Nellie Gribbic
that section will develop from the modes
*282 00
spring? There are many cold weeks
North Paris.
to school and Nellie E. Eltime, and required so much labor.
It has been necessary to keep the snow I Fryeburg
The dwelling house of Ronello C.
tax assessed
the
that
beginning in Caribou.
ordered
Is
new
It
the
And
for
to
care
j
there
hereby
I liott has gone
ahead. If you are doubtful about its
Number of pieces of mail distribute!
In the gale on Tuesday morning Mrs.
the
Preston P. Austin, K.
scraper running on the roads here durini I
house for boys which has been Davis was burned Sunday night, wai against l has. Chase,
Abbott,
James E. Hewey of Alfred has beei 1 'Γ. L. Rogers' chimney caught tire and on this route by Carrier Stearns in D«
Andrew
boarding
Dunn.
W.
Henry
Lovejov,
the past week.
about midnight.
Nothing
and
secured for the use of the academy. 11th,
lasting, you had better come in and
A. Iturgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett
appointed clerk of the I'nited State tin· sheets of liante rolled out at the top cember was 4ύ·'ί7, and on the Greenwoo< j
Better not tell any one you have "swor ] I
the part inhabited by Mr. Davh C.
Henrv Abbott,George E.*inlth,and Ε. I. Brown,
is getting well fitted saved In
District Court in Portland, to succeed A
of the chimney. The men were nearly route by Carrier Small 3013; nearl; off" until you are very sure you can sticl c ! Fryeburg Academy
Internathe
tliev
of
the
the
taxes
Full lines of heavy
of
look ours over.
clothing
together with #83.50
I with excellent buildings for boarding and family excepting
II. Davis. Mr. Hewey is uow appraise all
dark three times as many pieces of mail ar j
tlnnal Paper Company, amounting in all to
away, and the prospect looked
to your good resolutions.
on when they discovered the fire,
got
firsta
road
leading
and
T<
firs
t
and
the
it
house.
as
when
I
both
having
00 lie c pended upon
in
the Portland custom
All
boys
girls,
overshirts are here at present.
for saving the house. After quickly filling distributed on this route
which was farthest from $160
Whist parties are something new here
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Kullerof
I class corps of teachers. The school bids but in the part
succeed Mr. Hewey in that office, Georgi the fire with salt she saw the welconu started in August, 1001.
the first being held at A.J. Haskell'i |
the fire, occupied by Mrs. Martha Davis Upton la appointed Agent to expend the same
to
ever.
from
cts.
0
work
than
wer
to
do
better
and
fair
been
norai
has
Paris
$2.00.
of
Portland
of
West
directe
Allan
officers
I
H.
The
Grange
50
prices
styles
Is required to give bond as the law
fact· >t a neighbor and boy with pails ol ;
Saturday evening, Jan. 10th, where j I Alice A. Stearns has gone to Wellesley a few things were saved. The wind and
nated.
And the balance of auld tax assessed against the
He planned to get the cow out, installed Jan. 10 by Past Master F. I
water.
number were initiated and took the) r
in the right direction the stable International
amounting to
being
Company,
to
Auburndale.
hav
Stearns
land
members
Paper
new
Fifteen
Madge
when
Wyman.
first degrees in the game.
was not burned, although connected tc
Willard Hibbard, li.'î years old, a tire but diil not think of saving much,
$l2i.0n, be expended upon the Black laBrook road,
The officers of Keazar Valley Lodge,
subside.
appointed
Largt been added recently.
and Henry R Porter of Andover
house by a fence.
man. was fatally
injured in the Main the liantes began to
O. O. F., installed by W. O. Brown, the
11.
several tons of gooi 1
has
Ε.
E.
Field
to expend the sime, and la required to
in
agent
in
the
East
Brownfield.
burned
of
soot
sheets
chimney
is very low, growing
Felt
Central freight yard at Portland the 10th
Alonzo
directe.
law
aa
the
bond
as
follows:
ID. D. G. M., were
give
the cellar until late in the evening, wher hay to sell.
The G. A. R. held a public installatio 3
weaker every day.
He was crossing the tracks to go to hi
I N. U.—Cbarlee H. Brown.
The contest In the grange closes Satui
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
water was used to destroy the fire from
and dinner at their hall Jan. 5. For th e
own engine, when a cloud of steam fron
Mrs. Angie Berry is still very feeble
Jr.
V.
the Black Brook road, ao called,
Kueeell,
G.—Benjamin
Ι
ON
MAINE.
repairing
no harm was day. Jan. 24.
soot.
However,
fallen
the
8
b(
.·
dishe
to
able
Telephone Connection.
the
new
is
not
of
used
auother
time
Crockett
cocks
first
R.
K.
S.-C.
the cylinder
engin
Mrs. Mamie
they
Chapman.
lying In said town· hip, and also the "Carry
whlcn Ilea 'n said township,
r
M.
S.-A.
Pottle.
so
done,
frightened.
Road",
(ailed,
being
I
the
of
friend:
in
the
kindness
:
and
except
>,
foj
out yet.
which, through
completely enveloped him,
Greenwood.
aaI Treae.—.John Farrington, Jr.
eum of two hundred and titty dollars la
School has commenced again with :
he was struck by a train of freight cars
Walter Arkitt'e little boy has been sicl the
they have been enabled to purchase.
aeaaed as followa :
If this isn't another spell of weathei
and Chas.
new teacher—a young man this time
YateS
attendin*
Dr'
An addition of five members was mad e I Wednesday Charles Norton
-ΔΤ
Pa8t WeCk'
But perhap ^
The body of Frank K. Dow of Portland
L.
Two different teachers taught the fal then what do you call it?
to the Congregational church, Sundaj I Barker went to Fryeburg with Mrs.
him
who disappeared Oct. 1'Sth, was foum j term, and two the winter term; all gav< we can draw a little consolation from th
of ten oxen and a large
Mrs. Alice Warren and Mrt ι, IM. Charles1 team
the
4th.
were seven tables at the whisl
There
fact that while the cold is strengthei
whether
floating in Fore Hiver on the 10th iusl good satisfaction.
William Boynton came in by letter, whil e I load of apples. We don't know
party and a very good time enjoyed
He was last seen on a train returnin
News is not plenteous. The snow ii ing, the days are growing longer, thu ^ Mrs. Fannie Burnell, Mrs.
Clarenc β I they took all of the apples or not, but -Mrs. Jennie Lurvey won the prize for the
from Boston. He was in a had conditio
giving us a minute or two more of sut Marston, and Miss Nettie Warren joine II they left quite a number of pairs of oxen most
so deep everyone remains at home thai
of
points, and Miss Ada Briggs ol Union Water Power Co.,
of health, and it is supposed that whe:
shine each succeeding day—providin
I at home in the barn.
is not obliged to go out on business.
Lcwlston, dam. lot and buildon confeseion of faith.
George
Pans the booby prizo.
200 $5000 $100 00
the train stopped ou the bridge h
Mrs. Katharine Farrington, widow of ^\est
ings,
-I
TkON who have been disappointed b} the sun shines.
intei
a
for
school
Miss
of
Stevons
Cressey T. U. Coe, one-third, David
very
gave
Portland, agent
Spring's
It wits a pleasure to meet and shak e
for many years
and
thought it had got into the city, an workmen not doing as agreed, woult I
I
Samuel
c
f
Farrington,
wai
on
the
Wheatentertainment
Maria
evening
Jones &, Allen, piano dealers,
Plngree. Ann
esting
^ chance to get a few of this season's most popular Coats, the "Monte
stepped off into the river.
suffer for wood were it not for goix I hands with Dea. R. L. Cole on his retur
land 4 Anna P. Pea body, twoJan. 2, at Bradbury's hall. The prt la resident here, died·the 14th inst., aged present.
from Lynn, Mass., and other plac« R
thirds of remainder of said
her son,
In the New Gloucester shooting cas e neighbors.
ceeds are to go towards buying a flag fo r 180 years. Since the death of
members of Christopher Lake
Carlo," at just Half the Regular Price.
The
00
150
township except public lota, 19500 7500
I.. K. Hodsdon is expected home fron where he had been visiting since la: t the East Brownileld school.
Four ο r I James E. Farrington, she has been cared Commandery are at work getting up a
of a few weeks since. Frauk Buruhati >
t
tha
learn
also
to
Were
00
and
H.
for
her
Mrs.
F.
I
August.
glad
$250
week.
this
Swett,
niece,
by
and Edgar I). Wing were arrested, bu t Yarmouth
five dollars was realized.
minstrel show. Time of playing will be
Castor, Coat of Fine Kersey, Ileavy Satin Lined, Strapped
>ne Cont
H. A. Record is at work on the rail his diseased legs were less troublesom
A nd Henry It. Porter of Andover Is appointed
Mr. A. R. Hill, representative fror 11 husband.
at the preliminary hearing only Buruhai ii
advertised later.
with the goods, up and down.
Large sleeve, wide cuff:
the deacon'
than
to expend the same and ta required to
of
the
The
annual
Christian
Considering
I
Agent
week.
formerly.
tlii
road
a
meeting
in
at
over
home
was held.
Browntield, has been at
during
The Baptist society have a supper
Wing being bouud
$9.00.
Former price,
118.00
give bond as the law directe.
was held the present
I
Church
age, well nigh on to SO, the hard work h
i
Society
an
fish
the
He
is
on
small sum as a material witness. Whe
of
six
recess
days.
Grange Dining Hall Saturday evening
has done, together with what he has ei t
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
I week and it was unanimously voted to Jan.
East Sumner.
theii
to
eat
the grand jury got together it indicte ]
committee.
invited
are
24.
All
game
Castor and Oxford Gray. ITeavy Satin Lined, Flare Sleevo
ONao much of the County road leading from ?our Conta,
countered by way of sickness and deat
both men for assault with intent to kil
In December there were ten sno' r ask the pastor, Rev. J. W. Grindell, to supper at the hall, and help the society, Andover to Upton as Ilea in said Surplus, the
The funeral services of Mrs. Lydii k
with Cuff, Satin Piped, Velvet Collar. Ladies' have Capes
in his family, it is a wonder he looks s
:
,
β I remain another year.
inche
churcl
sum of thirty live dollars la asaesaed as followa
has
recovered
which
the
wounded
at
the
man,
occurred
Packard
storms,
forty
Baptist
brought
Tripp,
on Shoulder», Misses' have Velvet Cuffs and Front Trimnine
and is so little broken dowi
(β *2& each.
W. C. Bassett has bought the house
North Buckfield.
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain
I
was a daughte r young
snow.
She
of
on Friday morning.
of
exclusive
Former price,
med with Velvet.
$12.50
thousand, three hundred acrea,
*>Irs. Joey surirent οι \>est aumva n
ï)ea. S. B. Cummings is not thus favoi
blacksmith shop at the village.
of (.'apt. Levi Bryant and formerly live* I
Geo. Tleald of Camden is at his broth·
lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Monday and Tuesday of last wee fland
was burned to death at her home Tuei
this winter an "j
Ann
the late Win.' A.
I
had reside» I ed. He is very feeble
Of
she
late
in
were the roughest of the season so fai ·. formerly occupied by
In
a very feeble state Sublic
angor, and two-tldrde by David Plngree,
Sumner.
E.
D.
Heald's,
er's,
one
Satin
Monte
Black
rwo Coats.
Lined;
Carlo,
strapped, one
She dropped a lamp and he r
Kersey
Maria WheatDnd and Anna P. Peabody,
day.
report save it is doubtful if he lives ti I The roads became almost impassabh ι, I Eastman.
with a son in Wilton.
of health.
810.00
the sum of thirty-live dollars; and Bennett
15 00 (Mich.
corded; ilare sleeve with cuff. Former price,
It will be remembered that h e
was
clothing caught tire from the blazin
D.
Irish
The
funeral
of
Mrs.
Wm.
I
spring.
f
ever
ο
roads
bad
to
and the snow plow preceded nearly
The cold weather and
y
expend
Mrs. Lucy A. Turner of East Sumnei M one of Upton 1· appointed Agent
Her two young childret
kerosene.
had a cancer cut out of his arm not Ion
at
on Sunday
I
attended
her
late
residence
aa the
bond
to
,
la
and
aame
team
give
the
the
D
required
hist week dit! not deter the many
train that passed through
place.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. S.
Black and Brown Kersey, mercerized lining, high collar,
One l.ot,
terrified at the sight, rushed from th
him furthe ^
Inw directe.
F. Sargent,
since, and it is
Mr. Randall, formerly interested i □ I at 1 o'clock, by Rev. C.
Swallow.
engaged in hauling in wood and log: , trouble, not only ongiving
wide cuff, half titled. Former price,
$5.00
house for assistance. Teu minutes latt
the same arm bt t
There
were a large number of relatives
for the purpose I ' 12..10 each.
I
Grant,
town
a
few
th(
Academy
was
in
usual
for
their
from making
Fryebure
days ag< ι,
trips.
lumbering,
I. D. Fuller is done logging
other parts of his person.
neighbors found Mrs. Sargent dead in (
friends in attendance.
land
of repairing the only County roatl therein, I
ON
ι.
and
four-horsi
Mr.
twohis
Sotue
successor,
Trip]
winter.
twenty
accompanied by
I the eiirn of tlfty-two dollars anil Ufty1
tub of water. Frantic with pain she ha
Benjamin Ring has been sick wit 3 Mr. Randall is to take charge of th el Β. E. Brown is putting ice into his
Everything in Misses' and Children's Coats at Half Price.
teams come in daily and the streets an
A. F. Mason has sold his wool to A, I cents le assessed a^ follows :
tried to save herself but the burns wei e
and now has appendicitii
I houses for the cottages on Upper Keazar
pneumonia
almshouse.
soon made passable.
Portland
of
Sons
&
F. Andrews
fl
Norway.
so deep the water tended only to quicke !
but refuses to go to the hospital fc j
Bet Intel Cary an·! Mr. Goes, who havi
moved to Car
Miss Casai ο Poore is to give abirthda y I Lake.
2
Jordan has
Wm.
s.
■

Winter Underwear
And Overshirts.
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Early on the morning of Monday, th e
l'ith, another tire in Lirermore Fall s

added to the disastrous list of th e
past few years. This was the Merrinia ο
Block, built in lS9b at a cost of $1S,0W '·
The building was occupied by seven 1
stores, the office of the Livermore Fall
Advertiser and a job printing office, an :1
a Masonic hall occupied by two or thrt e
The total loss i s
different bodies.
reckoned at about $.">0,000, with abou t
half that amount of insurance.
was

been working at l'oland Corner, are a J
home for a few »lavs.
The creamery folks have generally go
1
in their ice and there is plenty left fo
present use. If ice could only take th<
place of coal now it would help ou j

many.

East

Bethel.

No roads Monday and Tuesday,
Miss Jennie Rich returned to Auburi ,
l;ist week.
Mr. X. F. Swan visited Lewiston las
week.
James H. Swan is on the sick list.
Legislative Notes.
J. M. Bartlett is hauling from Bartlet t
The legislature resumed work ο „
and Tebbets' mill to Locke's Mills.
I
the
usuj
and
of
last
week,
Wednesday
Mr. Porter Farwell is hauling con I
flood, or rather, a larger flood than usua
wood to Locke's Mills, loading cars ani I
of bills, resolves and petitions wei
it
poured in during two days. Among thet „ sending away.
are the following of direct local interesl
Wilson's Mills.
"Resolve for repair of highway i
Upton. Lincoln Plantation, and Towr
ship C, in the county of Oxford."

Mr. Parrott of Oxford—Bill, "a Λ
act to authorize the Norway A Pari s
Street Railway to purchase the propert v.
and franchises of the Oxford Ligli t

By

Company."

By Mr. Philbrook of Oxford: Bill, a
of the publi
amend chapter
laws of 188·> relating to the compensatio 3
of county commissioners of Oxfori 1

act to

county.

Mr. Pettengill of Rumford: Bil
An Act to legalize the doings of th
Portland and Rumford Falls Railway J
Also: Bill. An Act to legalize the dc
".
ings of the Rumford Falls and Rangele
Lakes Railroad Company.

By

resubmission resolve was re
from the judiciary committe ?
to the temperance committee, and th
ou
it has been set down for Feb
hearing
5th.
The

assigned

■

Colby College asks for

an

appropria

tion of ?25,0U0 from the state for the re
building of the dormitory destroyed b,
tire in December last. The resolve wa
presented by Senator Wing of Andros
coggin, who is trustee of the college
The University of Maine wants abou

800,000.

]
j

IL G. Bennett is hauling timber fron ,
the west side of Aziscoos.
L. E. York is in town with his porta
ble steam eugine and sawing gear; a
present is sawing wood for D. C. and II
G. Bennett.
The Berlin Mills Co. have been press
ing hay at H. G. Bennett's and F. A
Flint's.
X. K. Bennett is comfortable ant I
gaining at the Portland Maine Genera

Hospital.

Mrs. F. A. Flint is uuder treatment a
the same hospital and Lawrence Little I
hale came home from there Thursday.
Installation of officers of Aziscooi t
Grange. Xo. 40*2, Saturday evening, Jan
10th, by M. D. Sturtevant, Master
assisted by E. S. Bennett, Past Master o:
Mt. Dustin Grange.
Brownfield.

Terribly cold weather. Monday anc
Tuesday the wind blew a perfect tornado
piling the snow in huge drifts in some

The road commissioner, Mr. C
Harmon, with the machine is doing al:
he can to make good roads all over town
Joe Cousins and Phil Boynton art
working in Conway, X. H.
The officers of Pequawket Lodge, Xo
40, I. 0. O. F., were installed Fridaj
evening, Jan. 9th, by J. L. Frink, D. D,
G. M. The following are the officers:

places.

N. 6—G. <j Mnnsflelil.

V. G.— xti'irew 15 lake.
A bill was introduced by Senato r
Or. Sec.— *. F. Johnson.
Philbrook of Oxford regulating the usi
Ftn. Sec.—('harlee Llnttcott.
of gasoline and naphtha. The bill pro
Treae.—Κ. E. Round».
vides that no stationary gasoline 01
Mr. Hosea Staples is in poor health.
naphtha engine shall be run or operate*,
Mrs. Merritield is visiting her daughin a town unless the tank from whicl
ter, Mrs. R«>sa Adams.
such engine is supplied is located unde [
ground or in a vault and at least 30 fee
East Waterford.
away from any building and so place*
B. W. Sanderson has returned to
that the engine can be fed only by pump
Bates.
ing from the tank and not by gravit' r
Helen Sanderson is at James Hamlin's
feed. No quantity exceeding five gallon t
for
a
fortnight, before returning to
shall be stored in any building standinj
Mrs. Elizabeth Atherton's.
less than 1000 feet fro m a dwelling hous< J
G. L. Hilton has sold his black horse
or any other building.
to

Reminiscences of Neal Dow.
The Portland Evening Express wil
publish in its Saturday editions th<

a man

in

Bridgton.

Fred Kilgore has bought a pair of
horses of A. F. Andrews.
Elsie Sanderson is working for Mrs.
Charles Rice.

treatment.

Lyman Herrick got his finger badl ->

lacerated on a saw a few weeks ago, an
the bone so injured as to refuse to hea
The doctor advised him to have th e
linger amputated, but the boy could nt t
see it in that light, and is suffering i η
A few weeks ago Leora Whitman ui iderwent surgical treatment, and so sui y
cessfully as soon to be about the houe β
ami subsequently went on a visit to Parii I.
John ia attracting more than ordinar
notice at present, whether he is aware ( »
the fact or not. In the last Mail e
Farmer, C. Π. L., of Manchester, Ν. H
has written nearly a column of reminii l"
cence in regard to him which make
highly interesting reading. If Job
should conclude to go and see one (
those Swede girls mentioned by th e
writer, everybody would wish him th B
best of success.
The children of the late Nelson Jacl
son consisted of five daughters and oc ρ
He mai
son by tho name of Andrew.
ried and one child was born to them wh 0
tim e
in
due
in
died
early infancy;
his wife presented him with a pair c 1
twins who went in the same way, th 6
mother soon following her little onei '·
thus leaving him without companion c r
child. That was several years ago, sine e
which we have heard nothing fror 1
Andrew Jackson until a few days ag( '»
when the news came that he had π
cently died of small pox in Boston. Th ®
five daughters all married, three ο 1
whom are still living.
Here is an incident having such an ai r
of coolness as almost to make me shive Γ
Last Saturday mornini »
to think of it.
the temperature stood seven degrees be
low zero; but that did not hinder Franl l
Morgan from going up on to Twitche!
Pond sawing ice, since that kind υ f
harvest wasn't quite finished. After saw
ing several blocks he took his ice tong s
to haul them out on to the surface; bu
instead of pulling one out it pulled hir
into the water where it was more tha
twenty-tive feet deep, and he without th
least knowledge of the art of swimming
He managed to get out, however, bu
how he hardly knows himself. The
came the most trying part of tho scene
there he was, wet as a mermaid, a mil·
from the house and the temperatur
nearly at zero. He know the only altei
native was to run for life, which he did
and reached the house in safety; bu
with cold feet and his outside clothei
like sheet iron. The ice tongs are at thi
bottom of the pond.
Hebron.
Fred Sturtevant went to Dixfleld Sat
urday with his three horses and wil I
work teaming.
Mrs. Ë. S. Dunham went to Bostoi {
Monday on her way to Philadelphia t<
visit her sister, Mrs. Curtis.
Mrs. W. A. Bartlett was called t< )
Lowell this week by the death of he!
mother and while gone will visit he:
son in Boston.
Miss Grace Bumpus has closed he:
school in Poland and is now at home.
Herbert Bowman will be at home to

Dow.
Thesi »
Reminiscences of Neal
Dickvale.
reminiscences, recollections of 80 years
were published by the Evening Exprès:
Bernard Putuam is drawing pulp wood day (Friday.)
Publishing Company a few years ago it 1 for A. A. Abbott.
A. G. Bowman is doing quite a busi
a volume of about 800 pages, and are now
Orlando Bisbee is peddling beef and ness cutting ice for various parties.
to be given to the public in the populai tish.
A.J.Turner will go to Norway Sun
form of a serial in the columns of th<
Charles Andrews is logging from the day for two weeks repairing clocks anc
watches.
Express.
Lizzie Keene lot for J. C. Wytnan.
There are 28 chapters of the reminis
We learn that Irvin Greenwood hat
Will Allen has gone to Hartford on a
cences proper, with two supplementary
sold his farm to the Maine State Sanitarj
visit.
in
will
be
These
republished
chapters.
Mrs. E. G. Child, Mrs. Ο. O. Tracy, Association. The farm joins the ont
instalments in the Saturday editions oi and Mrs. R. S.
Tracy attended Pomona previously bought by them and is on<
the Evening Express.
of the first settled in town. It has alat Canton.
The tirst instalment appeared Satur
ways been owned and occupied by th<
Greenwood family.
day January 17.
North Stoneham.
The academy bell is here and judging
Charles Lawrence, who is at work in
by the cheering of the boys will be a sue
Andover this winter, visited at Leonard cess.
Resolutions
Gammon's this week.
on the death of Sister Genie Robinson
Kate Adams has returned from WelchWhereas, A Divine Providence has seer
Norway Lake.
lit to remove from our midst our belovec ville where she has been at work for
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Pottle attended the
Charles Gray.
her
son-in-law,
we
while
Genie
Robinson:
sister.
humbl}
Ina Gammon went to Auburn last funeral of their uncle, Henry Bradbury,
bow to the wisdom of Him whodoeth all
Isaac McAllister. Tuesday.
things well, we, the members of Good week to visit her uncle,
W. S. Partridge has been on tne sick
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon attended
Faith Lodge, No. 40, while sincerely
Mrs. Caroline Keniston of list this week.
mourning her death and our loss do ex- the funeral of
Janet Stephens of Norway visited hei
tend to the bereaved husband our deep- Xo. 4, Lovell, Monday.
Will Culbert bad the misfortune to friend, Lizzie Lasselle, over Sunday.
est sympathy in his great affiiction.
lose two of his calves and has another
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
Abbik Cvshmax,
) Committee
with Mrs. F. E. Pottle Jan. 28th.
one very sick.
on
Vuhuxia Irish, >
Mothers1 Club will meet with Mrs.
Goldie Adams has been at work for
Lizzie Warms, J Resolutions.
Winnie Hall Jan. 20th.
Mrs. H. B. Mo Keen.
Buck tic id. Jan. 13.
—

party Jan. 19.
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of Red Men was hel (j business at Fort Worth, Texas, for a
number of years, has sold out there and
at Bradbury's Hall Jan. 14.
is at his old home at present.
The Woman's Library Club of Lovell
The following is a list of chiefs t
held its annual meeting Jan. 14th, at the
who
wei
®
R.
I.
0.
Soknkis Tribe, 50,
M.,
home of Mrs. Mary Fox. Thecommittees
raised to their chieftancy Jan. 7th, b y for 11)02 handed in their reports, and the
District Deputy Frank H. Jordan < * committees for 1903, gave brief outlines
of their plane for the coming year. Tho
Fryeburg:
club has cleared $175 during 1002 and
Sachem—Joseph Clement.
P.
Meeerve.
Senior Sagamore—F.
has in the treasury at present, $508.84.
Junior Sacamore—Joseph Swan.
After the business meeting, cake and
Prophet— Η. M. Harnilen.
Chief of Be-ords and Collector of Wampum·
coffee were served in the dining room
J. H. Peckbara.
and there were toasts as follows:
Keeper of Wampum—L. A. Bradbury.
Our Retiring President (Mr·. Kimball),
Trustee three year·—.Joseph Swan.
Mrs. Alice Heald.
Daniel Bean Post, G. A. R., installe ^
"Ring out the old."
their officers for the next year the paj t Our New President, (Mr·. Fox),
Mrs. Dora Ilobbe.
week, and gave a public dinner. Tb e
"Ring In the new."
following is a list of officers:
The Club
Mrs. Amelia Walker.
"Ourselves."
Commander—Daniel Boynton.
The Library Building
Mrs. Hannah True.
S. V.C.-Win. C. Rowe.
"Great Expectation·."
J. V. C —G. C. Poore.
The
Sarah Charlea.
Gentlemen
Mrs.
Poor.
Surg.—Frank
"Absent Members."
Officer of Day—Sldnew W. Rowe.
Mr·. Sargent.
Ideal*
Our
—Thomas
M
Seavey.
Q.
"Look thou not down but up."
officer of Gua d-Wm. Norton.
Charlotte
toaatmletrees.
Hobba,
Clough.
Chaplain—Newton
A· jutant—James R. Stone.
A letter of New Tear greetings was read
Serg. Major—Samuel Warren.
from Mrs. Lizzie Chapman, a lady over
O. a.—Nelson Lane.
It commenced snowing Sunday aftei .. eighty years old, living in the village.
The club then adjourned to meet in two
noon last, and quite a quantity fel
weeks with Mrs. Mary Heald Walker,
Monday and Tuesday the wind stood u ρ where it will
begin its work for the year
on its hiod legs and howled, filling th g
roads solid full of snow and bringin jr by a study of Burns. The topic for the
year is "English Literature in the Nineabout all business to a standstill.
The following is the list of officers c f teenth Century."
Frost Mountain Grange for the ensuin ?
Hiram.
term:
the
The Knights of Pythias and
Master—Carl Blake.
Pythian Sieterhood will hold a public inOverseer—Harry Durrln.
Lecturer—lames It. lull.
stallation of officers at E. of P. Hall in
Steward—Arthur Wakefleld.
the evening of Jan. 22d. Hon. Edward
A eat. 8teward—Harrv Walker.
C. Reynolds of South Portland will deL. A. S.—Mrs. Belle Walker
liver an address.
Chaplain—Κβτ. Newton CI ugh.
Treasurer—Edwin Blsh p.
Mrs. Llewellyn A. Wadsworth is ill
Secretary—Florence Mansfield,
with apoplexy but improving.
C« ree—Mr·. Flora Wakefleld.
Ellen
Pomona—
Mr. Monroe Boynton is seriously ill of
Durgln.
Flora—Lizzie Penbody.
lung fever.
Gate Keeper—Bert Blake.
Mr. Allen M. Pierce of Somerville,
Mr. George Blake has re-purchasei
Mass., was in Hiram Saturday and Snnhis farm that he recently sold of Mi
day. He left his eon, Roy, for a vacation
Bert Bartlett for $3200.
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Our people have about finished har
Daniel W. Pierce.
vesting their ice, and the crop was ex
Dr. Wilson has some thirty patients
ceedingly clear.
with grippe, lung fever and pneumonia.
Mrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard is recoverDixfield.
ing from her illness.
The officers of Monitor Chapter, No
Mr. Wyman Cotton of Kezar Falls has
72, Order of the Eastern Star, were in removed to the Major
Edgecomb stand
stalled at a special meeting Monda; at South Hiram.
evening, by Past Matron Celia H. Sturte
Mr. Arthur Wadsworth is seriously ill.
vant, assisted by Netta M. Stanley a
The Mt. Cutler Grange held a very inMarshal. It was a very enjoyable oc
teresting meeting, Saturday evening.
casion. A large number were present The officers elect were installed
by Mr.
After the ceremonies of installation ι Isaac S.
Lowell, the retiring Master,
fine banquet was served by the brothers
under whose efforts the Grange has inThe buildings of Mrs. Melissa Randal
creased and prospered for some years.
came near being destroyed by fire Tues
Mr. Melville Gould succeeds him.
day morning. The interior of the housi
Miss Rispah B. Wadsworth is in poor
was badly damaged.
health.
Mrs. Lucy Osgood is improving In
Grafton.
health.
Miss Ruth Brown has gone to Aubun
Sheriff Flint has arranged a neat and
on a short visit to her brother's.
commodious office, with telephone and
J. H. Farrarie driving team at present
large arm chair, and is ready to render
for J. £. Brooks.
prompt and efficient service to the pubMrs. A. W. Farrar, who has been tc
Hanover on a week's visit with hei
Oxford.
daughter, Mrs. S. P. Davis, returnee
home the first of the week.
The Y. P. S. C. E. will have for their
was
Mr. Willard Wight
in town Wed
extracts from

Regular meeting

nesday.

There was no school here on Mondaj
and Tuesday on account of the bad
weather.
The stage was unable to get through

on

Tuesday.

West Sumner.
J. J. Abbott is very low at this writ-

ing and his recovery is not expected.
Dr. Bisbee of Rumford Fall· was here
Thursday in consultation with Dr. Andrew·.

Heald's.
Carl Heald and Eugene Jordan art
going to West Paris to work with foui
horses.
One day during the last storm we har
no mail and the next day it wont througl
on a hand sled.
A. F. Andrews and son Bert were ai
A. F. Mason's packing wool the 15th.
Lumber is coming into Heald Brothers
mill quite fast at this time. A larg(
amount of it is rock maple.

Denmark.

Mrs. Lucy Wentworth, wife of Mose:
East Denmark, wai
M. Wentworth,
found dead in bed Monday morning
about 2 o'clock. Dr. Brown was callec
and found she had been dead about twe
hours from heart failure.
Mr. A. C. Pendoxter of Portland if
visiting with his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
C. O. Pendoxter, for a fow days.
The last snow storm was a bad one ir
this section, drifting very badly and mak
ing the traveling bad.
Installation of the officers of Denmark
Lodge, No. 50, I. Ο Ο. F., was post
poned until next Tuesday evening, the
20th, on account of the D. D. being sick,
A poverty party was held at the home
of Mrs. A. H. Jones Wednesday eveuing,
by members of the church.

NOTICE.
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a
lot 3, R.

ύ

13

S

c
Lefort'Kt Connor,
E. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,

I

"

t

7, 4

Allison Brow.ι, W. 1 2of4,R.7,
AVE. 1-4 of ft, R.7,
E. 1-2 of 5,
M. Ii. Chandler,
R.7, A* XV. 15 of ft, R.7, A
1-2 ol 0. R. 7,
Eat. ν. S. Ilran, lot* 1 A 2 In R.
ft, nn>t part* of lots 3,4, ft, A fi,
Ii 5, 4 A ». R. 0. uml 4, Ii. H,
A Χ. Ε. I 4 1, R. C, ami lot 7
In It 7, A part of β In It. 7.
C 3 Ed wants, lot* 8 A 9, Κ. 5,
Ell Peabody an<l II. I*. Wheeler, lots 1,2 A 3, R. 8,
JoMnh Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
R. 7.

S

si

Telephone ΙΙΙΊ.

>
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175

800

5

100

500

3 60

Crockery Department

Our

7

100

MAINE.

NORWAY,

$ 750 $ 5 40

HAS
725

175

3000
200

21 00
1 44

180

500

3 80

13

175
50
M
50

Rnlph W. Hem, lots 2 A 3. R. β, 200
30
Fre'l !.. l*dwards, lot 1, R. 7.
I>. A. Karwell, N. W.l-4 1. R. 6, 25
Frank Karwell Ει-t, 3. W. 1-4
25
1, It. B.
8amM W. Potter, S.E. 1-41, R. β, 25
John W. Bennett, S. W. 1-4 4,
β
R 7.
Aid-on Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
lut-,
100
Menry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot lf
15
R 4,
Mrs. C F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
K. 4,
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, R. 4, 10
5
I). O. Dennett, part meadow lot,
100
Ituscoc F. Cross, lots, It. 6,

A

CLEARANCE SALE!
We offer all

our

left

over

Decorated

Lamps

and Shades at

Two-Th.ird.e Price,

50
50
100

We
1 OK

150
ftOO

are

English

closing

"Brown Chimes" stock pattern

out our

Colored Dinner Ware at
so cents on the Dollar.

Price,

TTalf

100
SO
ft·)

ft·)
100

36

Call early and buy

""

$52

56

And Allison Brjwn of Fryeburg \cademy
Grant Is appolnteil Agent to superintend the
same and Is required to glv~
bond as tho law directs.
for the purpose of repair
Plantation
Riley
Ing the road In said Plantation running up
to Wm. Gorman's the sum of one hundred
dollars Is assessed as follows:

expenditure of the

ON

Notice le hereby (riven that on the 9th day ol
January, A. D. 1903, I was duly appointed by
the Mon. A. R. Savage, Justice of the Supreme
®
S
Jud'clal Court for the State of Maine, Receive·
of the Mount Marie Mineral Company, a corpo.
*
ration organized by law and formerly doing
<
!
s
business at South Paris Maine, and have duly
ο
ο
if
£
>
qualified aa such by giving the bond required In
Ο
Ά
Ο
tne decree of appointment and further, that by
Masaid decree, I was verted with the powers of Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm.
1000 #2000 * 8 12
son. lots 6 7, S A ». R. I..
commissioner to recclve and determine the
aoce of townvalidity of all claims against said corporation, Same owners, baInto
the A mlroship draining
and as such commission r, I hereby give notice
scoggln river north of Berlin
to all creditors of said corporation to present
5000
20 32
2520
Falls, N.I I..
their clalme to me before April let. 190:], or be
forever barred of their claims, said claims can Hrlrsof Robert Estes, 1-2 lot 9,
SO
22
100
R.
13,
b·· presented to me at my office In South I'arls,
000
2 42
Edwin >1. Ingalls, homestead, 4110
on Wednesday, Feb. 4th, line, and Wednesday,
"
nki
liM(0
4
·<2
of
K«t.
Alonzu
Kiucld,
A.
on
o'clock
or
at
10
D.
M..
March 25th. Λ.
1903.
"
3ftn
200
14t;
Wm. (torman,
any other day during business hour· between
500
luoo
4 ι«
Ν Lltt'ehale. "
now and the last day of March, at the conven- Stlllman
31
7ft
Fred G >rman, W. 1-4 lot2, R. 8, ftO
ience of the creditor.
200
60
82
G. F. Llttlrhaie. hoine-tead,
South Paris, Jan. 17th. A. 1>. 1903.
200
82
R
2<Ό
lot
Wm.
C.
I,
15,
Chumpan,
ALBKRT D. PARK,
200
Si
Est. W. W. Mh«oii. lot 3, R. 9, 200
Receiver as Commissioner.
Huntings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
1 13
200
275
A 1-2 lot 9, Κ 13,
Iniernatlunal Paper Co., bal. of
township except public lots, 18945 13250 55 48

is

a

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

N.

bargain.

Market

3S

Square,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

S

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

$100 00

And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expend!
ture of said tax and le required to give bond as
the law directs.
And It Is hereby ordered that said assessment
be published as the law requires.
JOHN M. PHILRROOK. ) County Comr'e
of tho
JONATHAN
RANDALL L. TAYLOR. 1 County of Oxford

BxRTLETT,}

A true

NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter o'
)
WILLIAM F. FROST,
} In Bankruptcy,
of Rumford, B<nkrupt. )
To the creditors of Wldlam F. Frost, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
subject Sunday evening,
Notice Is hereby given that on ttie 13th day of
the writing and poems of Phillips
Dec., A. D. 1902, the said William F. Frost was
Brooks.
luly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the Unit
Geo. Houghton has been quite sick neetlng of his crc.ltore will be held at the Court
ffouse, In South Paris, on the 28th day of Jan.,
but is improving.
i. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whtcn
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Morris have moved
lme the said creditors may attend, prove their
here from Massachusetts.
ilalms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
business as may properly
Mrs. Lottie Chase has sold her place j ind transact such other
»me before said meeting.
to her sister, Mrs. Geo. Morris.
8outh Paria, Jan 19, 1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
The Ladies1 Aid Society met with'Mrs.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Winâeld French Thursday.
Geo. J. Parrott came from Augusta
to spend
with his family.
E. W.
Hudson Knight of Paris is stopping
with John Elden this winter.
The Pythian Sisterhood had an installation of officers and supper Friday evenI will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
ing·
I lie or Style at reasonable price·.

Sunday

i»·

SMILEY,

THOMAS

®

her death.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Chaa. H. Farrar paaaed away last
week after a short illneu of albuminuria
and meningitis. He waa a young man
of good habita and good repute. Interment at West Sumner on last Sunday.
Mason.
The Odd Fellows attended and a large
School closed Jan. 9, taught by Mary
delegation of relativea and frienda.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
C. E. and C. P. Dunham are now oc- Austin of South Paris, who is a very snc-< , >utalde
work, send in your order*. Pine Lnmcupying the atore recently purchaaed of cessful teacher. The scholars not ab- ι «r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
sent one-half day were:
G. A. Chandler.
and Job Work.
Eddie Doble ia doing the helloing at Marlon Bean,
Ralph Cnihlng,
CnrtU Hutchinson.
the central office of the Oxford County
Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.
Solomon Westleigh is hauling timber
Telephone and Telegraph Co. for the
E. W,
out on the river by Mr. Abbott1· to build
preeent
ι Feat Sumner
Main·.
Charlie Ryeraon 1a still gaining alowly. a camp for the river drivera.

\lso Window & Door Frames.

Mining, Sawing

CHANDLER,

The Time
of Benefit.

ι

A GOOD INSURANCE POLICY

IS A BENEFIT ALL THE TIME.
It

Ill Case of Fir®
There
we

do

are

no

as we

saves

worry, for it enables you

feel your property is safe.
you have your loss promptly

points

technical

agree.

in the

policy

to

to

adjusted.

confuse, and

C. E. TOLMAN,

Pythian Block,

South Paris, Maine.

...

copy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
William C. Cummings.

llankrupt.

)

}

)

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
of Sumner, In tbe
\KT1luam C. CUMMIK08,
ΤΤ
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on the
23rd day of August, last past, he waa duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Con.
gress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly
surrendered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of tbe orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Where'ore be prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate, under said
Bankrupt Acts, except such debts aa are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 24th day of Dec., A. D. 1902.

WILLIAM C. CUMMINGS.

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΚΗΕΟΛΓ.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 27tli day of Dec. A. D. 1902, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be bad
upon tbe same on the 16th day of Jan., A. D
11)03, before aald Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereo be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persona In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why tbe
prayer of said petitioner shoald not be granted.
And It Is farther ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of-aid petition and this order, addressed to them at tbelr places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on tbe 27th day of Dec..
A. D. 1902.
A. H.DAVIS, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
ittM: ▲. a. DA VIS, Clerk

There

Holiday

few

are a

Gifts

You MUST HAVE. You would like to get off with the smallest
possible, at the same time you want what you

amount of expense

give

of in

the quality something not to be ashamed
That is about the situation most people find

to be desirable and

short time.

a

themselves in.

HILLS,
Of

Norway,

THIS]
Me., with

stock than

an

JSWBLQR

enlarged

store and

before, suggests

ever

larger

atches, Chcks Jewelry, Solid Silver and Plated Ware,
Fountain Pens, Spectacles and Eyeglasses, Kodaks,

Cameras, Talking Machines, Etc

All desirable gifts, and

twist Prices.

ill and

see

All

we can

goods engraved

show you

free.

an

endless

Goods marked in

the Goods.

variety,

and

plain figures,

HILLS, <£«■£ NORWAY,
Opera

House

CASTOR IA RrfcMwlBIÉe

Iks Usd Yes Han Atesn BsuiU

Block..

BmmUi·

*

^

—

ïbe

Oxford

Judge Wilson

Democrat

SOUTH PABIS.

Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle were at
Bowdoinham Wednesday to attend thi
funeral of an uncle of Mrs. Pottle.

HOST OFFICE.
T OO A. E; SOO

SOUTH PARIS

Ofllce Hour· β.1)0

i

OU P. M.

Ο BAND

to

TRUNK

A.

W1

M.

RAILWAY.

LKAVK

SOUTH

PARIS

(dally,

CHURCHES.

Rev. W. E,
First Congregational Church.
Brook», I». P., pastor. Preaching services, 10 .4J
m. and 7:00 P. R.; Sunday School 19 R.; Y
C. E. aX6

m.; Church prayer meeting on
Tuesday evening at Τ .90 o'clock. All, not other
vr'-Hf connecte·!, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A. W Pottle, Paetor.
a.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting,
r. ; preaching service 10 41 A.M.; Sabbath School
6:15
P.
E.;
li R.; Kpworth League Meeting.
veuing praver meeting ? P. E.; prayer meeting
Tue-lay evening ; class mevtlng, Friday evening.
Church, Hev. 11. S. Plnkham, Pastor.
service 10:45 a. e.; SabOn Sunday,
bath school li E·; praver meeting 7 DO p. e.;
Tuesdav
meeting
evening.
prayer
I'nlversallst Church. Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
service
every Sunday at i 30 p. E., In
Preaching
New llall. Sunday School at 3:30 P. E.
P.

S.

Bai'tfst

p.

preaching

statko ekktisus.

Kucampment.'tlrst

Miss

T. F.

Wing of Waterville is

Hathaway's.

a

guest

Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dix field is
guest of her sister. Mrs. C. K. Brooks.

at

a

The third of the course of assemblies
was held Thursday evening, with a good
attendance and an enjoyable time.
Mrs. Lydia Rounds is in Turner and
will spend the remainder of this term of
st hool
with her daughter. Miss Sue
K.'iinds. who in an instructor in I.eavitt
Institute.
I)r. K. O. Bailey, the veterinary surgeon. is occupying the house at 11 High
formerly
Street, where Ε. M. Thayer
lived. Dr. Bailey conies here from Berlin. N. U.
The girls' basket ball team of the high
school have engaged «olden Cross Hall

fur a practice room.
They announce
that it will be strictly a case of "No
boys allowed."

Meeting ->f the I'niversalist parish this
Monday evening at Engine House Hall,

hear report of the building committee
and transact any other busiuess that may
legally be done.
to

Mrs. Ella Neal of Lewiston has returned from Quebec, Canada, where she
has been spending the hast two months,
and is now at her father's, George W ise's,
where she iutends to
•n (iothic Street,
spend the winter.

and children
are preparing to move from this place
back to l'awhuskie. Oklahoma, iu a few
weeks, where they formerly lived, and
Their goods
where Mr. Kipley now is.
will be shipped this week.
Mrs. Herbert C.

Kipley

Asa B. Garland, a conductor on the
Grand Trunk for more than forty years
previous to his retirement in lv.'·!, and a
familiar ligure to many of our people,
died Thursday at his home iu North

Deering.

The Masonic Building
held its annual meeting
chose these officers:
President—lames S. Wright.
Clerk and Treasurer— Wa
Idrectors—L. S. Billing-.,

Association
aud

Tuesday

ter L. Gray.
a. C. T. King.

A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was de-

clared.

J'aris Lodge, γ. ami λ. m.,

eiecteu me

officer» fur the ensuing year,
at it» annual meeting Tuesday evening:

following

W. M —Walter !.. tir»?.
S. W.—Clayton Κ. Brooks.
J. W
Hertiertti. Fletcher.
Treasurer—W Ο Krvlhln^ham.
Secretary—Horatio Woexlbury.
». D.—C. Ε MeAnlle.
J. D.—Alton C. Wheeler.
—

There is at least one advantage in living where coal does not come. In the
cities where they get a partial supply of
coal, they are doing a lot of worrying
and expending a great deal of energy
trying to lind out who is responsible for
the high price of coal. Here that doesn't
and
worry us at all. We can't get coal,
the price makes no difference to us.

A new meat and provision store is to
he opened in a few days, in the store in
Maxim Block formerly occupied by L.
B. Andrews. The tirm is Hobbs Λ IIusW.
sey, the partners being Arthur
Hobbs, formerly of Leeds, who has reHuscently moved here, and George A.
sey, of this place, who has been employed in the meat business most of the
time for some years. The large refrigerator has been removed from the
library room in Pythian Block to this
to open the
store.
The firm expect
store on

Thursday.

There was a hearing at the court
house Wednesday before Hon. Geo. A.
This
Wilson, referee in bankruptcy.
was an adjourned session of the first
meeting of creditors in the case of Voter
& Wing, formerly in the grocery business at Kumford Falls.
Judge G. Willard Johnson was attorney for Voter,
and Hon. John P. Swasey for Wing.
Some of the large Portland creditors
were represented by Percy J. Lear, and
other creditors by Bisbee A Parker of
Kumford Falls. After a thorough examination of the bankrupts, Judge Wilson
appointed Ralph T. Parker trustee, but
Mr. Parker declined, and Judge Wilson
appointed James B. Stevenson of Kumford Falls.
One of the guests who recently came
from Kumford Falls for a thirty days'
.stay with Jailer Tucker had a tale of
woe to tell regarding the process of getting here. He said he asked for whiskey, and the proprietor said he didn't
have any on hand, but he could get
some.
Whereupon he disappeared for
the space of about half an hour, and
It was
then brought in the red liquor.
literally "hot stuff." so near boiling that
the thirsty customer couldn't driuk it.
However, it cooled down in time, and
accomplished the purpose for which it
was intended, as is evidenced by the
It isn't every
man now being in jail.
shop that knows how to make whiskey
while you wait.

Deputy Sheriff Elliott of Kumford
Falls brought a man and woman to jail
Thursday night, charged with liquor
selling. They are Ernest Begin and his
wife Josephine Begin. They objected

being caught with the

strenuously
goods, so that when the officers appeared
at thei»· place of business Mrs. Begin
seized an axe and Mr. Begin a bottle, and
they made an attempt to put their stock
to

of bottles out of existence α la Carrie
Nation, but were stopped before the
As there
destruction was complete.
are two charges against them, and they
were given a jail sentence on one and
bound over on the other, they are likely
to remain here at least until after the
March term of court.
You don't need to be told that there
some very cold nights last week.
One South Paris man found out just
bow low the thermometer went, but if
you ask kim about it he will answer, "If
anybody asks you, tell him you don't
know." He woke up in the middle of
one of the coldest nights, and thought
he would go out and look at his thermometer on the piazza, so that if it was
cear the danger line he could start up
his tires and keep thinp from freezing.
So he got up, and in night shirt and slippers went out at the front door. The
door swung together behind him, and
he heard the spring lock click. According to the most authentic reports, it was
about fifteen minutes before he got anybody aroused to let him in. And h<
didn't treed to look at the thermometer.
were

men

of the

of next week.

Dr. J. W. Davis and family of Cliff
Island spent Sunday with Dr. C. L. Buck
Miss Annie Davis will
and family.
remain for a visit.
L. R. Cole, who has been confined to
his room by illness for some weeks, is
out again.
During his illness his store
has been managed by E. A. Harlow.
F. P. Burbank went toGorham, Ν. Π.,
Saturday morning to look the site over
preparatory to making plans for a fine
set of buildings for parties in that town,
to be built next summer.

Harry W. Pierce is in the hospital at
Meriden. Conn., where ho is employed,
with acute articular rheumatism. He is
recovering slowly, and will come here for
Rev. and Mrs.
a stav with his parents.
Regular E. W. Pierce, as soon as he is able.

F. A A. M.—Parts Lodge, No. iH.
meeting Tues lav evening on or before full moon.
I. o. O. v.—Mount M tea Lodge, regular meeting*. Thursday evening of eacn week.—Aurora
and third Monday evening»
of each month.
l> of R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
3o, meets second and fourth Fridays of each
aiontn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
<i EL—W. K. Kimball Post. No. Iti, meets
tlr«t and third Saturday evenings of each
month. In G. A. R. Hall.
Win. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets tlrst
sn 1 third Saturday evenings of each month, In
liellcf Corps Hall.
I', of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
ets-econd and fourth Saturday; during the
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, in
Grange Hall.
C. o. G. C\—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
V E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
meets second anil fourth Wednesday evenings
of each month.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
►
lav evening at Pythian Hall.
Modern Wo<vlinen of America.—South Paris
( amp. No. 1»3»;7, meets secoud and fourtli Tueslay evenings In Golden Cross Hall.

cess for supper, until 9:30 P. M. Wednee
day morning the railroad commissioner

Auburn and Norway Electrics.
HEARING

UEFOKK

MISSIOXKKS AT

RAILROAD

MECHANIC

CO!

FALLS.

A hearing was held at Mechanic Fal
Tuesday on the petition of the Aubur:
Mechanic Falls and Norway Street Kai
way for approval of its location and pe

CHtntCHKft
Congregational Church, Rev. B.
Pastor
Preaching service Sumlav
RMeout,
10:40 α. κ.ΐ Sabbath school, 12 SO Μ.; Men'i
at
Prayer Meeting 6:80; Social Meeting. 7:15 ρ
regular \rte<ly Prayer Meeting, Thareilaj
evenln*; T. P. 5». C. Κ. Meeting Friday even
Inn 7-10.
Universalis Church, Rnr. Caroline E. Angell,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at lo:Sf
12 M.; Y. I*. C. U,
A. M.; Sabliath School,
ιηβι-ιΐηκ, 7 Λ0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor.
Preaching -ervice, 10:8o λ. m.; Sabbath School,
12 Λ»
Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 p.
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meet

drove over the proposed location froi
Auburn to Mechanic Falls in the raori
ing before the hearing. Col. J. B. Peal
of Dover, chairman of the board, wî
detained in Auburn until afternoon.
Col. Peaks did not arrive until the 2:·)
P. m. train, and on that account, althoug
the hearing had been advertised for a
earlier hour, it was nearly 3 o'clock whe
it opened. At that time there wei
present in Perkins Hall, where the heai
ing was held, besides the commissioner
and parties directly interested, an at
dience of 150 or more people, who view
ed the proceedings with much interest
The petitioners who propose to buil·
the road were represented by their al
torney, Hon. H. M. Heath of August?
and È. B. Hart, Jr., of New York, wh
is the principal stockholder, was present
The petition is opposed by the Gram
Trunk Railway and the Portland an<
Kumford Falls Railway. The Gram
Trunk was represented by C. A. and L
L. Hight of Portland, attorneys, and M
th
S. Blaiklock, superintendent of
Hon. George D. Bisbe
eastern division.
of Rumford Falls was attorney for tin
Rumford Falls road, and there were als<
Waldo
genera
Pettengill,
present
manager, R. C. Bradford, treasurer am
general ticket agent, and E. L. Lovejoy
superintendent. Others connected wit!
the several railroads were present a:

MEETINGS.
F. A A M. Rerular meetinir of Oxford Lodge,
So. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full n oon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,

full

of many of our trees the infloris inconspicuous, the flowers so

small that they are with difficulty seen
Besides, as we know, sterile and

at all.

fertile flowers on different trees char-

No. 25», as«erables Wednesday Evening, on or
A S. M.,
before full moon. Oxford Conned,
Knday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after

acterize certain

species,

so

that It Is

fact that some Individual trees
show fruit or seed at all. Accordingly, although everybody in the
world knows that the seed of the oak
Is the acorn, there are people not a few

reully

moor..

I. O. O. F.—Norwav Lodg».—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesdav Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets in Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on drat and third Friday of each

Noston.

hearing

case

escence

8TATKI)

|

it

TO

a great many people the starting of trees seems to be a matter of no little mystery. Such
folks cannot quite make oui
how the tree is reproduced. In fact, in

n*,

In-1

—

XI.—Planting Trees.

Baptist Church. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10:30 a. m.: Sabbath School,
12 Κ» M
Prayer Meeting Sumlav evening 7 P. M.

|

—

THOMAS H. MACBRIDE, Ph. D..
Proftmor bt Botany, Iowa State
VnivertUy.

I)riiv«r
Krlday evening.

j

—

...By...

second

month.
Don't forget the supper and entertainK. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
of the Good Cheer Tuesday of this
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
week. Jan. 20. A supper such as our
Division. No. 12, meets third Frldav of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
grandmothers used to cook will be servand fourth Friday evenings of each month.
ed at 6:30 for the small sum of 15 cents.
P. of H.—N'orway Grange meets second and
The entertainment which follows will
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
consist of the farce. Murder Will Out,
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
and a pantomine, all for 10 cents. So
of each month.
for 25 cents you get a tine entertainment
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.
day evening.
and a first-class supper. The farce is
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeclde Lodge, No. 177, meets in
well cast and will be very nice. SupNew G. A. R. Hall, on the tlrst and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
per will be served in G. A. R. Hall and
witnesses.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
the entertainment given in New Hall.
In opening for the petitioners, Mr No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall overy Tuesday
Everybody invited.
evening.
Heath presented the plans of the pro
IT. o. P. F.'-Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meete
A complete family circle gathered posed road, and briefly described tlx second and tourth Wednesday evenings of each
around the board at A. E. Shurtleff s location. The road starts from a junc- month.
L". O. G. C·—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
for dinner on Sunday, the party of eight tion with the Lewiston, Brunswick am
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
comprising Mr. and Mrs Shurtleff and Hath road in Auburn, thence over tin each month
their children—Miss Emma Shurt eff. generally traveled road, through the set
Delightful sleighing.
Miss Ida Shurtleff, Frank A. Shurtleff, tlements at Minot Corner and Ilackett'i
An abundance of snow for lumbering.
wife and son. and Arthur K. Shurtleff, Mills, to Mechanic Falls. For all of thii
Several men lind steady employment
the last named being at home from Bos- iliatance it runs in the highway.
A
Mr. Shurtleff Mechanic Falls it crosses the Rumfor* in removing snow from tho buildings in
ton to stay over Sunday.
observed his birthday last Thursday, and Falls road on Pleasant Street, near th* I the village at good wages.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Kimball entertainit may surprise some who are familiar station, and this would necessarily be ; 1
Whist Club Wedneswith 'the energy and activity he mani- .'rade crossing. It crosses the Gram ed the Professional
1
fests to learn that he was seventy years Trunk about a mile farther north, anc day evening.
Herman L. Home attended the electric
old that day. A host of friends wish here it is practicable to put in an under
Falls Tuesday.
him still many happy returns of the day. pass. The road runs through Welch villi road hearing at Mechanic
F. R. Taylor has returned after a ten
half
a mile east of Oxford
and
about
Fridav was a ^ala night with Hamlin
in various cities of the state,
and thence to Norway, going uj: days' trip
Lodge. K. of P., on the occasion of the village,
i The officers of Norway Grange will be
Main
Street
to a junction with the Nor
i
.Ian. 24, by Ε. H.
public installation of officers. An exIt fol- installed Saturday,
cellent supper was served at 7 o'clock by way and Paris Street Railway.
Mr. Libby is secrelows the highway except for a portion ol Libby of Auburn.
to
the
Sisterhood
the Pythian
I
Paris
Knights, the distance
of the Maiue State Grange.
through Oxford, where il tary
members of their families, and invited
! Grange has accepted an invitation to be
on the west side of the Grand
guests. Two hundred and fifty sat down keeps
Trunk track instead of crossing and re- present.
to the tables, anil others came in later.
Isaiah j
The length uf the road is ap I Ο. M. Cummings accompanied
The installing officer was T. P. Richard- crossing.
Penley of this town to tho Soldiers'
21
miles.
proximately
son of Norway. D. D. G. C., assisted by
at Togus the first of the week.
Mr. Heath then called quite a string Home
the following "as other grand otticers:
is suffering with paralysis
of witnesses. F. C. Farr, who is general : Mr. I'enley
G v.C—". M King.
and is reported to be a cripple, unable
manager of the Lewiston, Brunswick
Prelate—►"· A. Taylor.
move hand or foot.
G M of W —A. H. Jackson.
and Bath electric road, and has been in to
G. K. of R. Λ S —J- K. Kin*.
Henry A. M. Bradbury died at his
the electric road business ten years, was I
t·». M. of Κ.—J s- Wright
Mrs. Dennis Pike's, on Paris
examined at some length. He had ex- daughter's,
G- M. at A.-L. L. Powers.
He was found
amined the route quite carefully, and Street Friday morning.
The installation was interspersed with
dead in bed. Ile was the son of Jacob
a good
ioclmi- "aid that he should anticipate
a programme of entrrtainmeut,
late of this town. He was
business on this road, both from the Bradbury,
ing music by a local orchestra, singing
born in Norway Aug. 20, 1830, and has
the
travel
aud
natural
increase
present
by the Parisian Male Quartette, solos by that
in his native town most
would follow the building of the made his home
\ir Dunn and Mr. Eaton, and readings
life. For a few years he resided
Reference was made to the travel of his
ro;ul.
bv F. L. Starbird and Miss Fannie Cuiuin Wisconsin. He served in the civil.
niin"s of Norway. An address was made between Lewiston and Lisbon, which war in Co. B, 32d Maine Regiment
since the buildinu
increased
lias
largely
bv (Trand Chancellor C. L. Bucknam of
lie is survived by his wife, Per- [
of the electric road. He was questioned fantry.
Yarmouth. The entire programme was
sis Ripley of Buck field, two sons, E. A.
the
opposing
lawyer*
closely
by
quite
The
very much enjoyed by all present.
and H. F. Bradbury, physicians of Verregarding the speed of cars and other
officers installed were as follows:
and two daughters, Mrs. Pike and
details of operation, and the cost of con- mont.
C.C.—'<■>. V Bnwker.
Pearl G. Bradbury, lie was a member
struction, the object of this line of crossV c.—w. o. Rccor<l
of the G. A. R. The services were held
Ρ relate—)· E. Everett.
examination being to show that the exTuesdiUL afternoon by Prof. W. S. Rip-1
M at * —Charte·* John on.
the
more
than
be
would
prospense
E S. Jo^e».
M of W
of
ley
would
road
of
the
business
pay.
pective
M. of K —S- S. Maxim.
The annual meefing of the Norway
M. of E.—J. G I.lttlefleUl.
Ε. B. Hart, Jr., of New York, principal
held Tuesday and the |
K ot R. ami S.—W. L. Gray.
owner and projector of the
road, was National Bank was
î. G.—L. A. West.
officers elected:
following
has
been
concerned
Hart
Mr.
called
up.
Ο. G
Alton Maxim.
Pres.—C. N. Tubb».
in the building of a number of roads,
Vic .-Près —S. I. Mlllett.
U1SCOE MSTRICT.
and is now a director of the Lewiston,
IMrectors—C. Ν Tubb·», S. I. Mlllett, C.
At the semi-annual election the Biscoe Brunswick and Bath road, and his ready Holt, L S. Hillings and F. W. Sanborn.
he
is
entirely
Hon. G. A. Gearhart will give a lectC E. Society chose the following officers: answers showed that
familiar with the subject. Ile had stud- ure as the next entertainmont in tho
Pre·.—George S- Boute lie.
while
for
three
T.
this
route
—Walter
ied
Vic -Pie*
living popular series at the Opera House WedKnightly.
years
Kec Sec.—Marjotle H Pcnley.
He
at Poland Spring in the summer.
nesday evening, Jan. 28.
Cor. Sec.—Mi·» Geo.*4. Boutel e.
considered that not over twenty per cent
At the annual meeting of the second
Tr-as.—Mr». Chsrles R. Penley.
of the travel would be through travel, Congregational church Wednesday evenThe chairmen of ti»e committees are
Lookout— I-eamler swan.
the remaining eighty per cent beiug ing the reports showed the society to bo
Praver meeting— Mr. W.O. Bryant.
in a most excellent financial condition.
legitimate street railway travel.
Mu le—Mise Nellie Durirln.
Suu iay School—Mr. Prentiss CrockettOn cross-examination Mr. C. A. Hight The debt has been reduced during the
Social—Mr» Geo. A. Chapman.
questioned Mr. Hart about his previous past year ·?">00 and the balance changed
Flower—Robert L. Kerr.
I'uouecuuu WUU 8UCOI Irtif «je euu IUQ
from a five per cent basis to four per
Calling—Mrs. Henry Kerr.
Temperance—Mr. Geo. A. chapman.
financing of this one. When one of the cent. The debt now amounts to $3,300.
Andrews.
Mission—Mr. C
commissioners interposed with an in- The officers elected are:
Mrulnrutnr—II I.. Home.
quiry as to how that was pertinent to
New Sheriff in .Mexico.
Cork—Geo. W. Holmes.
this hearing, Mr. llight stated that his
II. Noyce.
Treas.—F.
Riklonvillk, Me., Jan. 14, 1903.
on
the
scheme
show
up
object was to
Collector—A. L. F. 1'lke
Editor Democrat:
which the ro^d was to be built; that it
Andrews, Κ. N.
Parish Committee—8. D
to
Jan. 12th a petition was presented
was to be done as many other electric Swftt, L. 1. Gilbert, C. N. Tu'ibs, und Wm F.
Sheriff E. L. Flint, fur the appointment roads are built, not because there is a Jones.
Finance Committee—II. D. smith, C. P. Barnes
of F. A. Perkins as deputy at Mexico. demand for them or because they will
an·! II. L. Home.
Mr. Perkins is in receipt of notice of his
for
their
make
to
Music Committee—Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Home
but
promoney
pay,
appointment Jan. 13th from Sheriff Flint. moters, who subsequently get out of ami C. I'. Barnes.
Pew agent— E. S. Swett,
Mr. Perkins is a native of Brideton, them. Such a method was contrary to
Ushers—Κ. N. Swett, W. F. Jones, Philip
Me., born in 1.SÔ9. He attended schools the
public good, and he thought the stone, Will Home ami Leroy Kecne.
of Franklin and Oxford counties; later commissioners should
consider that.
The Oth annual ball will be given by
fitted f»«r teaching. At the age of 18 he The commissioners
replied that they had the clerks at the Opera House on the
taught his tirst term in Andover, Rev. G. considered that matter in previous cases,
of Feb. tfd. Stearns' Orchestra
B. Hannaford supervisor, and soon be- and had decided that it was not their evening
of fifteen pieces will furnish music with
came one of Oxford's successful teacha
of
the
to
financing
Haselton as prompter. Floor
II.
question
John
Pro- province
ers, having taught about 30 terms.
road, provided the law was complied manager, C. S. Akers. Aids, L. M.
ficient as instructor and disciplinarian with. That line of
inquiry was there- Smith, F. W. Faunce, Geo. Winslow, H.
his services were always in good demand. fore discontinued, Mr. Heath stating
D. Cole, W. L. Libbv, S. N. Butler, F.
Learning the carriage-painter's trade, that he had no objection to it, and that Waldron, Mrs. C. F. Ridlon, Grace
he has for several years been engaged in if it was
Mr.
show
would
up
gone into he
Faunce, Sadie Ilastie, Blanche Dean,
that vocation. His wife. Rose Ellen, is Hart's record and convince them that he
Sadie Booker, Frieda Schnuer, Grace
the daughter of G. L. Whitman of Wood- was
fully responsible.
Nevers, Carrie Tucker, Grace Jordan,
stock aud is a popular and successful
Quite a number of witnesses were Kate Monahan, Beatrice Ilayes, A va
music teacher, beloved by all.
the
different
called from
points along
Leach and Marguerite Finney. RefreshSiuce residing in Mexico, Mr. Perkins
line, to make statements regarding the ments will be served in the hall. Seats
served
has been appointed and
efficiently benefits which the people would gain in the
gallery on sale at Stone's Saturas coustable for two years, being often
from the road, and the sentiment of the day, the 24th.
A petition
detailed for special duty.
people in their respective places regard- I The young men will serve supper at
was drawn and universally signed by the
ing it. The list of witnesses included J. the Universalist circle at Concert Hall
citizens of Mexico, including nearly K.
Little, Lewiston, Randal Dresser, I Thursday evening, Jan. 22d; oysters,
every business and professional man. Lewiston, Herman L. Home, Norway, cold meats, hot rolls, etc.
asking that Mr. Perkins be made one of A. W. Walker, South Paris, F. O. PurLewis I. Gilbert attended the Gale
Oxford's deputies, which petition has
at Rumford Falls.
ington. Mechanic Falls, Mr. Dennett,
and his
been granted
appointment Hackett's Mills, F. H. Cobb. Mechanic meetings
Etta Nevers visited her friend, Grace
Hiram H. Doble.
ratified.
Robinson
B.
John
Hazen,
Falls, George
Kobinson, at Yarmouth this week.
and C. F. Durell, Oxford, Walter Beals,
The W. C. T. U. will give their annual
Auburn, D. S. Sanborn, Norway, Homer entertainment at Concert Hall Thursday
About Oxford County People.
X. Chase, Auburn, E. O. Teague, Me- evening. Jan. 29. All are invited.
chanic Falls, and others. These witMaj. B. F. Bradbury has been reGeorge F. Needham has been appoint- nesses pointed out the benefits of the ser- commissioned surgeon of the First Reginow
to
ed postmaster at Hebron Station.
places
vice which would be given
ment, N. G. S. M.
no railroad facilities, and the
Capt. J. Waldo Nash visited Portland
George H. Hersey of Buck field has having
from
come
would
the first of the week and attended the
advantages which
filed a petition in bankruptcy.
fares
reduced
and
service
of the Spanish War
more frequent
; annual meeting
Caroline M. Andrews of Bethel has all along the line; and with the exception Veterans' Association held in that city.
been granted a pension of ÇS.00 per of Mr. Sanborn of Norway, who reported I
William II. Twombly has returned
month.
a divided sentiment, all stated that the
from Rochester, Χ. II., and is stopping
of their respective sections were with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
I
In the list of provisional commence- people
ilesiroue of seeing the road built. The Twombly, in this village.
ment speakers at Bowdoin College, anOxford village, which is
from
witnesses
The selectmen give notice to the idlers
of
nounced last week, appear the names
about two miles from the Grand Trunk who congregate upon the sidewalk near
George B. Farnsworth of Bethel, and
station, seemed particularly desirous, the post office that they must voluntarily
Leon V. Walker of Oxford.
though they admitted that they thought discontinue their rowdyish performances.
the road ought to come nearer to them Good idea. Why not?
than the half mile as now laid out, and
Mrs. Fred E. Drake, while at work in
House Burned in Woodstock.
the matter of this location was discussed her room Wednesday evening, fell and
The bouse of Ronello C. Davis of
Dre.
dislocated her right shoulder.
Woodstock, located about two and one- at some length.
The attorneys for the opposing roads Bradbury and Bartlett were at once
half miles from Bryant Pond village, was
the matter called. Mrs. Drake is rapidly recoverconsumed by fire between 12 and 1 put on no testimony regarding
convenience, but satisfied ing from the painful accident.
o'clock Monday morning. The stable of public
with cross-examination of the A Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Alexander of
which cornered on the house and barn themselves
witnesses along this line. a
The house petitioners'
ugusta visited his sister, Mrs. E. F.
across the road were saved.
evidence to show the tmith, this weok.
Mrs. Alexander is
insured for $1,000 in the Oxford They produced
was
done
now
business
amount of passenger
he daughter of the late Deputy Secretary
of
Co.
Some
Insurance
of
II.
P.
County
along the line of the new road. Mr. of State, S. J. Chadbourne of Augusta,
the household furniture was saved.
Blaiklock of the Grand Trunk stated and Mr. Alexander is chief clerk in the
that the Lewiston branch had always Secretary of State's office.
They were
The Spirit of Winter.
been operated at a loss, and that, while married Thursday, Jan. 15th, at Augusta.
The Spirit of Winter is with us, making he had no figures worked out, it was
Deputy Grand Master Wm. Freeman
its presence known in many different reckoned in a general way that the local Lord of Auburn, and Grand P. C. of
ways—sometimes by cheery sunshine and passenger traffic on this portion of tht Work Albro E. Chase of Portlaud, visitglistening snows, and sometimes by line did not pay for itself.
ed Oxford Council, No. 14, in this place
Mr. Bradford of the Rumford Falls Friday evening. Work in all the degrees.
driving winds and blinding storms. To
a
take
delight road made a statement of the passengei A
many people it seems to
banquet was served after the work.
in making bad things worse, for rheu- traffic of that road between Mechani< The attendance was unusually large.
matism twists harder, twinges sharper, Falls and Lewiston, for the year endinj The
speech making, music and social
cati-rrh becomes more annoying, and the June 30, 1902. Rates of fare varied from features of the evening were well enjoymany symptoms of scrofula are devel- 40 cents for a single unlimited ticket tx ed by all present.
oped and aggravated. There is not 11 8-10 cents for a monthly 54 trip com
much poetry in this, but there is truth, mutation ticket. The total number ol
A little church in Pennsylvania reand it is a wonder that more people passengers carried between the points
celebrated the one thousand
cently
The
don't get rid of these ailments.
named was 13,701, and the total receipts millionth minute since Christ's coming
Hood's were
medicine that cures them
$3,724.90.
to earth. In an article on "Pierpont
On the matter of the location in Me
Sarsaparilla—is easily obtained and there
Morgan, His Advisers and His Organizaare
,
cures
th<
its
on
that
is abundant proof
chanic Falls there is opposition
tion," John Brisbeu Walker mentions
at
and
radical
permanent.
part of the steam roads, particularly
that Mr. Rockefeller is popularly suppoeregards the grade crossing over the RumI ; ed to control one thousaud million dollars,
Street.
Pleasant
on
Almanac
road
Farm
Falls
Hood
ford
For the third time
and that one thousand million dollars
was withii ,
has made its appearance. This year it is was shown that this crossing
would represent the labor of ten thousand
Falls
Rumford
than
the
of
yard
limits
the
more
interesting
more elaborate and
men since Christ's coming to earth,
and
of
deal
backinj
64
a
shiftiLg
of
where
consists
pages,
It
great
ever before.
the average scale of wages
it wa I ca'culated at
crowded with matter that is of interest must be done across it, and that
paid during the past two thousand years.
are in a particularly inconvenient and dan
There
owners.
all
stock
to
value
and
number of The Cosmopolitan,
als< , In the same
blank spaces each month for memoranda, gerous location. The Grand Trunk
a very interesting calculation is made as
t
weather predictions for four sections of objects to having another underpasi to what the one thousand millions could
that th 3
the country, a valuable gestation table, built, and Mr. Blaiklock showed
in the hands of a thoroughly
Cobb' s accomplish
and much information regarding the electric road could go through
ambitious man.
,
Mechani
in
now
existing
famous Hood Farm Remedies, including underpass,
of particularly strong Falls village uuder the Grand Trunk, am
a large number
Falls road by a 1
Rumford
the
It isn't fair to denounce all coal dealers
cross
then
breeders.
Any
known
letters from well
a grade cross
as robber barons in these trying times.
of our readers who wotdd like a copy underpass, thus avoiding
he roughl f One Bath dealer, for instance, has just
should call on F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.. ing entirely, at a cost which
estimated as less than that of the preset: 1 refused an out of town offer of $18 a ton
South Paris.
for his coal. He could have made rising
plans. This route would leave the higb
over private property fo r |12 on the deal but said that he desired
and
go
for
way
Mrs. H. C. Ripley has a good range
to continue in the business and is selling
about a mile.
sale. Inquire at A. C. Hall's.
was continued, with a rt h the coal to local customers at 910 a ton.
The
ment

NATIVE
TREES

iNUKWAY.

a

never

who think that oaks sometimes appear
without regard to any such germinal

For such people the earth
brings forth of herself vegetation after
its kind. Trees are a sort of natural
antecedent

efflorescence of the soil. Different soils
produce different kinds of trees. A
sandy soil in the north will push up a
crop of willows, thousands upon thou-

sand of them; an abandoned sandfield
In the south will put up a peculiar
species of pine, the "old field pine," in
fact. In Pennsylvania a rocky hillside

will spring up thick with chestnuts; in
Iowa a loess ridge produces white oaks.
Everywhere where a forest of pine has

been cut away forthwith appears a new
forest of deciduous leaved trees.
Let us see what all this means. In
the first place, we may uote that the
seeds of some trees are extremely
small. They are adapted to transportation

by

wind or water.

Every spring,

for instance, along our northern streams
the air Is filled with flying seeds of
poplars and of willows. The seeds of

the pine, the maple, the birch, the elm,
likewise so distributed. In time of
storm the winds will often carry such
seeds to distances almost unlimited.

are

On the other bund, the seeds of some
most common species are carried by
the birds and

to come up In
Such are the seeds

dropped

unexpected places.

of the barberry, red cedar and even of
the oak, surprising to relate. Λ blue-

jay has been known to carry the acorns
of a bur oak to a distance of three
miles, dropping the nuts all the way
It Is thereat various intervals.
fore not ditlicult to see that even the

along

most surprisiug easee of the upsprlngIng of forests may yet be explained \v
reference to the ordinary sequence of

If one who passes
seed and shoot.
a pine forest will observe carefully. he will often find small areas already given to other sons of trees, and
If he will look still more closely be will

through

find often among the pines themselves
hundreds of little trees, not pines, tem
porarily overshadowed and suppressed,
which wait ouly the removal of the existing forest to spring up rapidly and
so to produce In a few years the re
markable transformation so often noted. After a terrible sweep of a fire iu
the mountains of the west the whole
mountain side is often blackened with

ruin so complete that it would seem
if no living thing could ever appear
In that locality again. But beneficent
nature sends relief. On the wings of
the wind the si>eds of the mountain aspen fioat, and In a year or two the ruin
a

as

may be almost effaced, at least by aspen saplings, standing so thick some-

times as to be utterly Impenetrable.
These form a nursing cover for young
forms of other species, conifers among
the rest, and after long years the original forest may possibly resume Its
sway. But every tree has sprung from
adventitious seeds.
t.M.w.,

fu-no

Λ#

nntiiM

matter of fact, treee may be moved
at any time, but It le safer and much
more convenient to handle them when
In fall or early
the leaves are off.
spring the bark adheres more tightly
and Is therefore not so liable to Injury.
The tree Is resting. Here, however, la
an elm transplanted in August growing
well, but undoubtedly retarded by the

About the State.

a

OUR

dr<>ve over the route from Mechanh
Falls to Norway, and the argument!
Th<
were made :it Augusta on Friday.
decision is not yet announced.

Methodist society mission to build. Two of the con
expect to give a supper and entertain- mi88ioner8, B. F. Chadbourne of Bidd
ment at their vestry Wednesday evening ford and I'arker
Spofford of Buckspor
The

Going down (east)—5:3B a. E., (dully. Sundavi
Included), a 30 A. E., 4 40 p. M.
Sunday only
6 00 P. E.
toolng up west)—10:00 Λ. E., 3:SS p. M., 8:4:
Sundavs Included).
p. M
Sunday only
s»i.'A. R.

λ.

Mrs. E. W. Pierce and daughter Alice
were called to Canton, Ν. Y., last Thursday by the sudden death of Mrs. Pierce s

brother.

Commencing Sept. is, I V.',
TRAINS

went to Portland Mon
of th<

day morning to attend a meeting
trustees of Colby College.

♦Vina

hfliiflv

If we
noticed are for our example.
would plaut trees, we cannot do better
than to observe bow the thing Is done
In nature and then do with precision
tbut which in the natural world is always correct in principle, but often
quite haphazard in execution. We discover first of all tbat we shall have
trees, fine ones, and precisely in the
places where wo wish them, if we sim-

ply plant the seed and let time do the
In the case of several sorts of
rest.
trees this is the very best possible pro
cedure. All trees haviug a vertical or
tap root are so much harmed and set
back by the necessary pruning in trans
planting that a seed in the place where
the tree is wanted will usually far outstrip in a few years the transplanted
specimen. The writer has on bis prem
Ises two oaks planted sixteen years
ago, one as an acorn, the other a
nursery grown specimen. The former
Is thirty-four feet high and six Inches
thick at the ground, the latter twelve
feet high and three inches thick. A
white oak set out thirty years ago is
only forty feet high and about seven
Inches thick. For walnuts, oaks, hickories. chestnuts, the only fortunate
method, or at least the surest method,
is to plant the seeds where you wish

the trees. Would you learn how nature
plants such seeds? Visit the forests in
early autumn, and you may easily dis-

change. Probably, all things considered, the spring Is the best omened sea-

planting of
But, secondly, the

son

for the

a

tree.

more

Important

It ia said there is no prospect of any
considerable amount of ice cutting on

the Penobscot.

A proposition to begin the municipal
year with the calendar year meets with
general approval in Westbrook. Portland
has set the new fashion and it is expected
that a number of cities make the change.
The Aroostook papers declare that
before in the history of the county
have conditions appeared more favorable
than at present for the advancement and
development of her people and the reThe Bangor 4
sources of the county.
Aroostook railroad has to a large extent
brought this about by pushing its way
up through the lakes and forests—heretofore locked up in their obscurity—until
the remote places have been reached.
There is a great future ahead of Aroostook.
never

frosts of winter

Notwithstanding the advancing prices of tinware I

have

a

shipment at

draw trade from 50
enough
miles around. This tinware is first quality and full weight, you will not
I can·
as much.
get better goods if you go somewhere else and pay twice
for when
not get another lot at these prices so you had better come early
the value of these goods is understood there will be a scramble to get them
before they are gone.
9-inch pie plates, 2 cts., worth 5; long-handled pint dippers, 2 cts., worth 10;
cts., worth 25; 12-qoart
4-quart milk pans, 5 cts., worth 10; 2-quart oil cans, 5 worth
10; 8-quart basins,
milk pane, 10 cts., worth 20; 4-quart deep basins, 5 cts.,
the lowest pi ices I have

ever

known—low

to

matter Is the manner of the planting.
worth
10 cts., worth 20; 2-quart agate basins, 10 cts., worth 25; wash dish, 5 cts.,
It Is pretty certain that most transworth 20; 4-quart
10; agate wash dish, 10 cts., worth 25; 4-quart kettles, 10 cts.,
planted trees that fall die of drought
coffee pots,
sauce pans, 10 cts., worth 20; quart tea puts, 0 cts., worth 15; agate
They die of drought in transit The
15 cts., worth 35; 8-quart pressed dish pans, 10 cts., worth 20; good hand saws,
roots are allowed to become dry. Some
10 cts., worth 25; full-eized lanterns, 15 cts., worth 35; 6-quart covered pails,
trees will endure bad treatment In this
15 cts., worth 35; 10-quart pails, 0 cts., lowest price in America.
but
than
much
better
others,
respect
the great majority of the species we
use for ornamental or economic planting must be watched If we wish to obOne traveler—of course, we are not
tain the best possible results.
Many obliged to believe him—says that when
Λ
Bearatha
trees also perish because improperly the Maine-bound trains stop at Portsset out. The laborer gives the already mouth the brakeman now sings out:
mutilated roots too little room. They "Portsmouth! Portsmouth! This train
are all imprisoned In unfriendly soil or now passes through the great New Engis the next oasis!
by impenetrable walls of clay. Trees land desert, and Bangor
The restaurant is on the right! Portsmay even drown because the spring
mouth! Portsmouth!" It is also related
rains fill up the hard walled hole in
another traveler that when he tried to
which the roots are set and the water by a drink in
Portland, even the tin cups
get
finds no exit This not Infrequently at the Union Station drinking fountain
in
soil.
tree
of
A
planter
This he regarded as
clay
removed.
happens
had been
experience suggests the following rules: the limit.

J. K. CHASE, South Paris.
OASTORIAFirttfinhâDdChïdnffl.
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Tlu Kind You Have Alwais Bought

8TORE8.

BLUE

1.

Plant small trees. They will

soon

out-

Deafness Cannot be Cured
as they* cannot reach
by local applications,
the ear. There Is

grow those planted larger.
2. Trim smoothly with a sharp knife all
bruised and broken roots.
3 Keep the roots moist all the time.
Make the hole for the reception of the
tree much too large and too deep. Then
with good. rich.
fill It. as need

diseased portion of
only one
way to cure Deafness, and that Is by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by an Inflamixl condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hear
lng, anil when It Is entirely closed Deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be
taken out and this tu be restored to Its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
49'Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Fills are the best.

4'

fequlres.

Koep the tree mulched and moist, at

least for the flrst summer.
6. Prune early to determine
shape of your tree.

the

the future

The pruning of trees in this country
seems to be nearly everywhere a matter of purest impulse. There is cerOur
tainly 110 Intelligence about it
trees on lawns, by the highway, in the

parks and cemeteries, are everywhere
subject to most barbarous usage. For
all sorts of trees pruning is deferred

Our Great Clearance Sale
We

!E

$5 and $6 Suits

$7.50,8,8.50

$10 Suits

6.00

now

7.50,8.00

now

10.00

Boys'

13.00

equally

Su'ts

as

cheap.

OVERCOATS, ULSTERS, REEFERS, FUR COATS, ODD PANTS,
UNDERWEAR, OVERSHIRTS all marked down.

putation. In every town, along every
highway, one may see examples of such
amputation. All winter long the rnu

Can't tell you here much about this sale or the bargains we will
for
give you, but call at our stores and we will give you a receipt
having Money and that is Making Honey.

KOWKURE

tilated trunks of our trees stand like
decapitated criminals. In spring all
generous nature attempts to cover u;
the deformity. New shoots appear in
numbers around the severed trunk or
branch, and In time we may have (>::<·»
But
more a somewhat umbrageous top.

THE GREAT. COW MEDICINE

Watch every cow and at the first sign
of disorder in appetite, digestion or flow
of milk, give a dose of KOW-KIJRE.
Carefully follow the directions as given
on the box and that cow will get well.

All ready

to show you.

F.

H.

SOUTH

;

|

j

j

If, however, it becomes necessary to
prune u full grown tree by cutting some
of its larger branches, the evil effect
may in part be obviated by care in conducting the operation. If a limb be cut
off smoothly, cut twice, first at some
distance from the trunk and then close
up. so as to leave the wound perfectly
smooth, and if the exposed surface be
then well painted, as with hot coal tar.
the wound will heal—i. e„ the bark will

grow over the painted surface from ev
ery skle, no decay will enter, and the
tree escapes disaster.
fConvrlsrht. 1902. by Lewis D. Sampson.!

A MARVELOUS INVENTION.
Wonders nevor cease. A machine has
been invented that will cut, paste, and
hang wall paper. The field of inventions
and discoveries seems to be unlimited.
Notable among great discoveries is Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption.
It lists done a world of good for weak
lungs and saved many a life. Thousands
have used it and conquered
Grippe,

Bronchitis, Pneumonia and Consump-

Their general verdict is: "It's the
best and most reliable medicine for
throat and lung troubles." Every 50c.
and $1.00 bottle is guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway. Trial bottles free.
tion.

TRIED TO CONCEAL IT.
It's the old story of "murder will out"
only in this case there's no crime. A
woman feels run down, has backache or
dyspepsia and thinks it's nothing and
tries to hide it until she Anally breaks
Take
Don't deceive yourself.
down.
Electric Bitters at once. It has a repuand
Liver
tation for curing Stomach,
Kidney troubles and will revivify your
whole system. The worst forms of those
maladies will quickly yield to the curative power of Electric Bitters. Only 50
cents, and guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug

Store, Norway.

by

FAVOR,

N.

Paris; Noyes

DOMESTIC TROUBLES.
It is exceptional to find a family
whero there are no domestic ruptures
occasionally, but these can be lessened
The husk by having Dr. King's New Life Pills
of the imprisoned shoot
ev- around.
Much trouble they save by
probably still holds enough to keep
a their great work in Stomach and Liver
erything yet together until possibly
the al- troubles. They not only relieve you,
spring freshet dashing by over
but cure. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff «ft Co's.,
luvial bed where the parent walnut South
Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norstands bears the germinating nut away way.
to leave It buried farther down in some
bank of drifted sand. Here the young
Born.
a
tree makes a start In life, sends up
stout
a
down
long
Blender stem, sends
In Parle, Jan. 13, to tbe wife of Blon M.
from Qreeley, a daughter.
root to stay waiting the demands
In Buckflelil, Jan. 13, to the wife of Daniel
the upper wwld when these shall coine, Eimrv, a (ton.
from
In West Parle, Jan. 16, to the wlfeof C. Everett
as come at length they will,
Chase, a son.
spreading branch and leaf. Perchance In East Browcfleld, Dec. 29, to the wife of II.
down N. Giles, a son.
there is no freshet to carry the nut
In Knct Stonehum, Jan. δ, to the wife of Chau.
a
squirrel Itnrtiftt,
a daughter.
tlje stream. Possibly hungry
direction,
only
In East Stonehnm, Jan., to the wife of Victor
carries It In the opposite
some Mason, a daughter.
In
last
the
at
to leave It forgotten
in East Stoncham, Jan., to the wife of Frank
hollow stump or by some rotting log. McAllister, 2nd, a daughter.
In Fryeburg, Jan. 11, to tbe wife of L. S.
the
The process is just
No matter.
Mayo, a son.
a walnut.
same. So nature plants
a grove
The wise farmer who wishes
Married.
In
of these or similar trees proceeds
In
early
He
gathers
similar fashion.
In Rumford Falls, Jan. 13, by Rev. Fr. La·
the nuts. Flamme, Mr. Frank Bell and Miss Clara Nadeau,
autumn a bushel or two of
both
of Rumford Falls.
loose
in
the
open
He buries them in
sand or mulch, not omitting to provide
and
Died.
for freezing. When spring returns
moist, be
the earth Is now warm and
In Buckfleld, Jan. 15, Harrison Tuttle, aged
soli the
plants In thoroughly loosened
72 years.
buries them,
In Rumford Falls, Jan. 18, Mrs. Mary F., wife
now germinating seeds;
in rows of George F. Marshall of West Paris.
but not too deep; plants them
In Bethel, Jan. 9, Mrs. Lillian F., wife of
for
Howard Coburn, aged 28 years, β months.
with other cheaper trees needed
In Lovell, Jan. if, Mrs. Katharine, widow of
removed.
timely shelter, later to be
aged 80 years.
as so Samuel Farrlngton,
In Denmark, Jan. 11, Mrs. Lucy ▲. WentThe farmer cultivates his trees
in a worth, wife of Moses E. Wentwortb, aged 57
much corn and finds bis reward
years.
In Hartford, Jan. 9, Wm. Cole, aged 82 years
growth that Is simply phenomenal.
here
In Norway, Jan. 7, Luclnda E. Foes, aged 75
conditions
favorable
Unusually
re- years, 3 months.
In Norway, Jan. 9, Henrv Λ. M. Bradbury,
will give unusually fine and large
na- aged 72 years, 4 months, 19 days.
In
seen
be
to
sults—results hardly
In Waterford, Jan. 1J, France Abbott Potter,
But
ture where there Is no plowing.
Infant son of C. L. and Lottie Potter, aged 1
As
of planting.
month, 5 days.
every tree has a time

now.

CO.,

NOYES

NORWAY.

-

CLEARANCE SALE!

ASSOCIATION.

JA.MES

by buying

money

JANUARY

LYNDONVILLE, VT.
And For 8ale

can save

rœc&oao«oaoôôGOooc*

barrenness and scours, removes retained
afterbirth and caked udder, strengthens
the appetite, purifies the blood, vitalizes
the nerves and prevents disease. It inIt is a medicine for
creases the milk.
cows only, made by the

DAIRY

You

PARIS.

KOW-KURE is in powder form, to be
| given in regular feed. It cures abortion,

later on.

Drug Store, Norway.

$4.00

now

Suits

and

IT.

ML DO

PRICES

m

Young Men's

the^al-

on earth
piles,
Shurtleff A Co.'s, South

Bound to Sell Balance of Our Winter Stock

are

$12*anil 13 Suits now
$14,15,16 Suits now

appears and proceeds to hew off
ready far developed limbs. No illustration is needed here to bring before
readers vividly the results of such am-

the tree la ruined. In the first plfice.
Its svmmetry is destroyed. It can never again exhibit the graceful proper
tions characteristic of the species ii
represents. In the second place, tin
exposed wood, whether the lopp'.r.j.
De
was done by ax or saw. so:>:i rots.
cay. like swift disease, invades the tvn
ter of the trunk and in a few yeai>
leaves naught but a wretched shell.
The remedy for the situation is plainly twofold. Ill the first place, fur van
dalism. which despoils our streets, oui
parks, our avenues, the remedy lies in
the direction of proper civic administra
Local government is at fault,
tion.
and recourse must lie in awakened public sentiment. When the mischief is
on private property, the owner must
learn that mutilation is destruction,
lie had better far remove the tree,
whose shape he coulâ correct, and
plant a new one. so pruned at the outset and early In its growth as to obviate
the necessity of such heroic treatment

Every Clothing Buyer.

Will interest

until the tree is old. when the owner or
street commissioner or the telephone
company suddenly awakens to the fact
that the tree needs pruning, when
forthwith a man with ladder and ax

of the Tucker Harness

Proprietor
Store, 91

Main

St., Norway.

WE HAVE SOME

LOST-BANK BOOK.

Boys' and Children's Underwear, Boys'

Whereas, W. F. Jones of Norway, guardian of
Harrison Noble, has notltle<I mc In writing that
his I'ook of deposit, No. R103, has been lost, ami
that he desires to have a duplicate book of deposit
Issued to him, notice Is hereby given that such
book will be Issued un'ess the original book Is
presented to me within sir months allowe 1 by
statute.
South Paris, Jan. 10,1903.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
By George μ. Α τ wood, Treasurer.

Legislative Notice.

Legislative

on our

that must

Notice.

THE

One
One
One
One

ESTABLISHED!

The ONLY

and to do it

to your

exchange
are

going

for CASH before
to make a

our

them

price on

pocket-book.

1831

lot
lot
lot
lot

of Boys' Reefers,
of Men'sJUIsters,
of Men's Ulsters,
of Hen's Overcoats,

2.98,

44

4.00

44

3.98,

44

7.00
5.00

7.50,

44

10.00

9.00,

44

12.00

"

3.75

5.25,

One lot of Men's Overcoats,
One lot of Men's Reefers,

2.96,

Agricultural NEWSpaper,

AND

ADMITTEDLY THE

J. F. Plummer,

Leading Agricnlinral Journal of the World.
Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities In their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualltlcatlons of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completnese not even attempted by others.

31 Market

IKDI8PENN1BLE TO

ALL

appeal

to

44

DREW, Secretary.

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

taking,

want

44

bodies of )>ereone who have died from Infectious
MORRILL N.

we

$0.35, ,0vrrZÏ $0.50
Boys' Jersey Overshirts,
Children's
Underwear,
»*£
.19,
Boys'&
One lot of Boys' Reefers,
1.98,
2.75

Committee on Judiciary will give a public I
hearing in Its room at the Statu House In
Augusta, Thursday, Jan. 20, 1003, at two o'clock
1». M. No. 58. On an act to regulate the practice
of embalming and the transportation of the dead
The

tables that

annual stock

Ulsters

and Overcoats

...

Notice Is hereby given that there will be a hearing before the Committee on Inland Fisheries
and Game in the Hall of Representatives on
Wednesday, Feb. 4th, 1003, nt 2 P. M.. to Inquire
Into the expediency of enacting a license law
for non-reslilcnt hunters.
N
HARRY A. FURBUSII, Secretary.
Augusta, Jan. 15, 1003.

Men's

and

Reefers,

Boys'

Men's and

Jersey Overshirts,

COUNTRY RESIDENTSI

IS

We
the

I

Ll'THEB TUCKER * SON.
Albany, Ν, Y.
««-Subscriptions taken at this office.
Both papers together, $3.50.

To the Honorable Roard of County Commis:
sioners in and for the County of Oxford
Oxford
The undersigned, Inhabitants of
com mon
County, most respectfully represent that
convenience and necessity require the location
of a new road In the town of Sumner, commenctne hill, northing at a point near tho foot of
W. French,
westerly of the house of Georgesaid
Sumner,
known as the Β. Y. Tueil place. In
in
the
bend
road, In
the
and near a gate way at
in a
the most convenient place; thence running
down
south-westerly course around the hill, and to
the
in the moft feasible route,

clothier * furnisher,

South Paris, Maine.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

HARVARD COUGH BALSAM

Mingle Subscription, Sl.AOi
Two Subscription·, |J.SO)
Five Subscription·, |5.BO.

It will pay anywill be mailed free on request.
life to
body Interested in any way in country
send for them. Address the publishers :

Square,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

WHO WI8H TO
KEEP VP WITH TIIE TIMES.

WONDERFUL NERVE.
Is displayed by many a man enduring SPECIAL· INDUCEMENTS to RAISaccidental Cuts, Wounds,
of
ebs of larger ceubs.
She throws her walnuts to the pains
cover.
Bruises, Burns, Scalds, Sore feet or stiff
These
ground with the falling leaves.
joints. But there's no need for it. BuckTrial Trip 50 Cents.
cover the seeds, but by no means deep- klen'e Arnica Salve will kill the pain Four Months'
ly. The soft husks rot away, and the and cure the trouble. It's the best salve
SPECIMEN COPIES
too. 25c. at F. A.
freeze the hard nuts
for

through and through, spreading but
not loosening a seam that fast binds
the two valves together. The thawing
of spring completes the work, sets free
the halves of the otherwise unpierceable shell and permits the emergence

Best Tinware Bargains for Years.

WARRANTED.

Recommend it in
Especially
is troubled with Asthma. It clears the throat and

F.

A.

SHURTLEFF &

Kentucky ? They

are

the best made—20 cents

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

a

where

relieves the

patient

wheezed up condition which is so disagreeable.
a
Bottle.
conte
Q5
At the Pharmacy of
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
our Horehound Candy Cough
tried
Have
[y
you

I

cases

CO.,

Drops
pound.

from Old

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

CASTORÏA For lofants and Uifldreo. ^iearB,th^

TbiUid You Han AliajtBouglit
Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

„

«

ONCE MORE THOSE

In the matter of
)
the valley,
FBED M. BUTLER,
} In Bankruptcy.
near
Sumner road, near Cyrus Hazelton's, and
Bankrupt. )
North
the
the point where the road turns to go to
Γο the Hon. Clarkncb Π a le, Judge of
Paris.
District Court of the United State· for the
will, after due
District of Maine:
They therefore pray that yousaid
loeate
way.
BED M. BUTLER of Rumford, In the County
preliminary proceedings,
Dated this 24th day of November, 1902.
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
JULIUS P. SHILLINGS and 32 others.
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 23rd day of Aug., last past, he was duly
the Acts of Congress
STATE OF MAINE.
For the next 30
I shall
adjudged bankrupt undertfiat
he has duly surrelating to bankruptcy;
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
sell my
bis property and rights of property,
Board of County Commissioners, December rendered all
and bas fully complied with all the requirements 1
session, 1902.
ordera of Court toucblng Best Quality solid gold frames for 12.50
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evi- of eald Acte and of the
the
j Best gold tilled frames warranted
that
received
petitioners bli bankruptcy.
dence havlne been
he miy be decreed
that
into the merits
Wherefore he prays,
are responsible, and that inquiry
10 years, only
1.00
a full discharge from all |
have
to
It
is
Ordered,
Court
the
is
by
expedient,
of their application
Commissioners meet at debt· provable against his estate under said Frameleee glasses in all the differthat the County
in Sumner, in bankruptcy Act·, except such debt· as are exW.
French,
ent
with
best
of
tilled
house
George
the
styles
gold
at cepted by law from such discharge.
said County, on the 28th day of May, next,
...
2.00
mountings, only
to
Dated this 29th day of Dec., A. D. 1902.
<
ten of the clock a. m., and thence proceed
Bankrupt.
M.
BUTLER,
such
FBED
tilled
an are
said
Best
In
chains,
petimentioned
gold
route
the
view
a
view,
sold olsewhere for 91.00, only
.50
OBDER OF NOTICE THEBEOlf.
tion; Immediately after which
witnesses will be
hearing of the parties and their
District or Mains, ss.
readon
had at some convenient place In the vicinity
D.
A.
1903,
of
Jan.,
3rd
On this
\
day
and such other measures taken in the premises
And ing the foregoing petition, It la—
1
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
the
ol
time,
notice
that
further
D.
is
A.
it
Obdkbed,
23rd day of Jan.,
meeting upon the same on the at Portland,
In said Diswork a
plate and purpose of the commissioners'
iui3, before said Court
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporaat 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
of
trict,
attested
copies
Demtions interested, by causing
Oxford
AU
examinations
The
in
free
be
thereof
notice
published
to be
said petition, and of this order thereon,
In said District, and
of Sumner, ocrat, a newspaper printed
served upon the clerk of the town
other persons In of charge.
and
creditors,
known
all
that
public
aforesaid, and also posted up In three
said time and place,
three weeks interest, may appear at the
the
places in said town, and published
a and show cause. If any they bare, why
not be granted.
successively in the Oxford in Democrat,
should
said
of
petitioner
said Coun- prayer
at
Paris,
the
printed
thai
the
newspaper
Court,
And U Is further Ordered by
Remember that I am permanently
said publications, and
mail to all known creditors
ty of Oxford, the llrst of to
be made, served and Clerk shall send by
located in South Paris, and shall be at
each of the other notices,
addressed
this
order,
and
before aald time of copie· of Mid petition of residence a· state·!.
thlrtv
days
at
least
posted,
my office, No. 4 Odd Fellows Block, until
and corpora- to them at tbelr place·
meeting, to the end that all persons
I
Witness the Hon. Clahencb Hale, Judge further notice.
tions may then and there appear and shew cause, of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portsaid
of
petiIf any they have, why the prayer
land, In said District, on the 3rd day of Jan.,
tioners should not be granted.
A. D. 1906.
ATTESTCHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. β.]
A true copy of said petition and order of court 1
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
ΕΤΕΗβΗΤ IPECIAUAf,
thereon.
H. DAVI8, Clerk.
Attest:—A.
AttestCHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

F

Special

Low Prices.
days

...

Prescription

specialty.
absolutely

J. Franklin Harris,

HOMEMAKEBS' column.

œ*sl

βΕ

er.ff
Comm. Oxford Democrat. Pari». Mita»·

sionately fond of honey, and the proprietor of the hotel at which be always
stopped always bad some on hand for
him. On one trip Anderson took bis
Corned Beef.
wife along, and as he approached Galena
beef
for
No. 413.—Diamond.
vary
greatly,
corning
Recipes
he mentioned to her that be was getting
at
some
are
there
but
principles
Moisture
2.
general
deposited
1. A letter.
beef to a place where he could have honey.
the
to
all
methods.
common
Keep
admlraL
American
night. 3. A famous
When the pair were sitting at the supat least forty-eight hours after it is
The present time. 5. Necessitous, d.
no honey appeared,
that it may be free from all per table that night
slaughtered
last
the
and Anderson said sharply to the head
three letters; substitute "m" for
animal heat, and In oold weather be
and
waiter: "Where is my honey?"
letter and have a tropical plant
careful that it dues not freeze before it is
"You
The waiter smiled and said:
its edible root 7. A letter.
salted. Cut it into pieoes convenient for
mean the little black-haired one? 0, she
divisions.
natural
the
in
and
handling,
don't work here now!"
No. 414—Bits of Bacon.
If they are large, they should be gashed
And Anderson never did get it fixed
that the salt may penein
several
to
Shakespeare.]
attributed
plaças
[Commonly
The flank, the vein, up satisfactorily with his wife.
trate all portions.
the lower part of the round, and the
IT WILL SURPRISE YOU—TRY IT

S

For ail Bilious and Knrvous Disorders; Stok
4
Headache, Constipât on, Weak Stomaoh,

}·

impaired Digestion, Lisordared Liver, and
impure Blood*

·

Vwhin'a Pille ha*·» the largv«t tale of any Pn■■■ricta-.· M<«ttciiie in the world. Thli hu been
ai.tueved without the publication of testimeπ-v ls. 1J c i.ta aad ii ctnts, at all drug «tore*,

φ
φ

>·Μ···Ν·······Μ·······β·β»β«·····Μ··ΜΜΗ·ΜΜ
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The «'oHscrvaiorjr

Expands.

The New England Conservatory ol
Music is about to move into its beautifu
Thii
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of mus:c in th«
world, and its pre-eminence amonj
American institutions has been concede*
ever since it was founded in 1803 by Dr
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the depart
ment of pianoforte instruction was bein>
developed, a few Ivers A Pond piano:
Since then, as the con
were purchased.
eervatory has expanded, there havt
Ivers <£
gradually been acquired
Pond pianos. With the expansion in
cidental to moving into the new build
ing. the board of directors of the con
31
eervatory have placed their order for
additional Ivers Λ- Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Bostoi
art product would be hardly possibU
than 20 years' continued patronage bj
this most critical of musical institutions
From the Boston Herald. |the leading
issut
newspaper of New England, in its
of July 13, 1902.

W. J. W II HELER, Λ If eut,
South Paris, Oxford

Me.

County,

generally

Rpcnrds, Blanks, Horns,

A h if.!
culât»·»

Catalogues sent

mt

H· V S ·,,··

Ί w.'oklv,

I

strong and who wish

are

opportunity

to

at

learn the shoe busi

positions
capable boys.
Apply at once to
Good

ness.

open

are

t(

Il aîl Its
sJi
1 Lo

(

Crcaa Ea!ni

■■·

? :..c t

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

tuer.»

*£&

'.rrnw

y)j?£

;·'.ν··'. Into the !lC3tr"s, spread ,
τ.' *.·;« c.n.1 i· almorbed. KeUelutiiu
...

It

.oùows.

>e

not

drying—Λοο

..g. Large Size, 80 eente at
·-or by uia;l ; Trial Size, 10 cent» by mail.
ELY liUOTUEUS, 56 Warren Street· New
^re

and Pictures,

Drue

luct anvc.

York

VOUTLAXD DIVISION.
I'DKTi Λ\Ι> ΛΛΙ» BOSTOS LIME.

FARE ONLY $1 00.

Mats, Mirrors

To

Mouldings si

Crayon,

Portrait Work
Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Cunt «ml Interior
\eν» Knglaud.

Sen

Keaorta

α

Wharf. Portland, an
Imita Wharf, Hoston, dally, except Sunday,
SU

amrrs

7:t*>t».

leave Franklin

m.

Through tl kets Issued and baggage chccke
for New York, Philadelphia and Washlngto
via

all rtll an·! sound lines.

Freight rate* alwave as low a» other lines.
All freight vl.i this line Insured against lit

and marine rink.
J. K. Liscumb, Agent, Franklin Whar
Portland.
A. H. HAKStOM, G. p. Λ Τ. a.
Calvin austln. Vice Pres'tA Gen'l Manage:
General "fflcee, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mas

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

Farmers'
Attention !

Don't fail to

Deering

see

the

Ideal Mower

Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

and Wa ter A. Wood

Harvesting

Machinery.

We

Rakes,

Machines,

bargains.

'ways

have

also

on

A

good

Second

Han<

at

goo<

etc.,
line of

hand.

repair

can

Child
Any
be

kept healthy, strong
by giving it occ»-

and cheerful
atonal doses of

True's

Elixir

PIN
WORM

It not un I ν reraores worms, but guards agai nst
them, anil is a perfect touie and blood pun®er. It is tit* only purely *egetable vermifuge. So harmless that It cannot Injure the
most delicate child. At druggists Si cents.
Booklet free. Send for It.
OR. J. F. TRUt * CO., Auburn, Me.

|

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Cleans·

uni beautifies tbs halt. I

I
Promotes s lujumnt growth.
Never ialla to Butor· Gray
Η λ:r to its Youthful Color.
Cuxvj actt.p >! vim a hair talliaf.

A LOW PRICE

to dose out odd

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clear

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Satsuma interior Enamels
are

better than

beautiful

The surface is nontints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cluth.

Don't pay f*ocy prices when \ our dealer will
furnish you "Salnuma Interior Knamela" at the

price

as

ordinary paint.

"How to
KKKK Color cant an<l our booklet,
KetumUh the Home Without buying New furniture.··

Made by Heath & Milligan M'f'g Co.,
tMw|i
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ae.t
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale

by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

ftOITH PABU,

a

Mainstay

Wallace Staples, of Biddeford, Maine
writes as to the

True "LF." A (wood's Bitters

"I would say of this remedy,
used it for 30 years in our family. My
wife has used it since childhood for indigestion, heart burn and bilious troubles. We find it good at all seasons.
we

have

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

ΜΑΧΛΒ.

Hartford,

Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

Hobbs' Variety Store,
NORWAY,

The children had quarreled and Willie
had struck Tommie. Instead of returning the blow, Tommie turned and ran

down the hall. "Where are you going,
Tommie," asked his mother. "Kitchen,"
answered Tommie, tersely. "What for?"
"You said if anybody was mean to me to
heap coals of fire on hie head, an' I'm
goin' for the coals."

CROWN

H

ME.

Important to Mother·.
B—careAlly every bottle of CASTORLL,
• safe and car· remedy for Infant· and children,
wd m· that It

Drain sirup from

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbw, South Pari·.

a

la Vn For Over SO Team
The Kind You Ban Ahraja Bought
Practical Economy.—"What does a
reformer do when ho .gets into office,
Dad?" "Cuts every fellow's salary except his own."
"His wife has treasured all the letters

The many friends of G. H. Hausan,
Engineer, L. E. & W. R. R., at prefent
living in Lima, O., will be pleased to

know of his recovery from threatened
kidney disease. He writes, "I was cured
by using Foley's Kidney Cure, which I
recommend to all, especially trainmen
who are usually similarly afflicted." F.
A. Sburtleff & Co. Orin Steveàs, Oxford.
"In time,"
A Vengeful Thought.
said the alarmist, "the railroads will
own
everything." "I don't care,"
"When
answered the stolid kicker.
they own all the trunks maybe they'll
do something to the baggage handlers
who try to smash 'em."
CHILDREN POISONED.
Many children are poisoned and made
nervous and weak, if not killed outright,
by mothers giving them cough syrups
containing opiates. Foley's Honey and
Tur is a safe and certain remedy for
coughs, croup and lung troubles, and
is the only prominent cough medicine
that contains no opiates or other poisons.
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Oxford.

Philippines)—'-It
May, you're not very glad
She—"O, yes, lam;
but if you had only gotten yourself shot
I would have been so
or something
proud of you."
He

(home

from the

seems to me,
to see me back."

4<%A

yrvtrt^

signature is

''hie

on

every box of the

Laxative Broirio-Quinine
cold

ho

"

remedy that

cur»·*

M»

i>

genuine
τ»μ·ι«

on·

day

"I wish I was a polly wog." "Why?
'Cause I couldn't be spanked."

In A. D. 1935. Anne Teke.—"I heard
Ada Gigglin say to-day that she was
Sadie Serelief—
only twenty-five."
"Well, of all prevaricators! Why, I remember well of her having two toes
frozen during the Coal Strike."

prevention of consumption is en
a
question of commencing the
proper treatment in time. Nothing is
so well adapted to ward off fatal lung
troubles as Foley's Honey and Tar. F.
The

Orin Stevens, Ox

A. Shurtleff & Co.

LAUB.

morning,"
pint jar of canned

was

the horrid reply.

A LIFE AT STAKE.

If you but knew the splendid merit of
and Tar you would never
be
without it. A dose or two will preTake some wfcll-risen bread dough
made the same as for biscuit or Parker vent an attack of pneumonia or grippe.
House rolls, and, after rolling it oat It may save your life. F. A. Shurtleff
thin, cut it into large rounds. Put a & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
spoonful of stewed cranberries, which
"Your immediate neighbors are great
ehould be quite stiff, in the centre, and
"Awful 1 Why,
work the edges over until the sauce is borrowers, aren't they?"
if this keeps up, my next dinner party
entirely covered and there is no trace of will have
to be given in their house."
the joining. Set them on the perforated
plate of a steamer and cook them about
IT 1
half an hour, or till light and firm.
A neglected cough or cold may lead
Serve with a rich butter sauce, made
to serious bronchial or lung troubles.
quite sweet but unflavored.
Don't take chances when Foley's Honey
The puffs may be prepared as above,
Tar affords perfect security from
and each one placed in round, well-but- and
serious effects of a cold. F. A. Shurtleff
tered muffin pans, and after rising till
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
in a

Catskili.

PNEUMONIA AND LA GRIPPE.

Coughs cured quickly by Foley's Honey

Refuse substitutes. F. A.
Shurtleff «& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

and Tar.

"Maude Bays she's wildly in lore with
her new automobile." "Yes! Another
case where man is displaced by ma-

Foley's Honey

~STOP

chinery."

Mrs. Crusty—"Do you remember our
first quarrel?" Mr. Crusty—"Let me
see! Was that going into the church, or

coming out?V

ONE DAY light, bake

them

~~

till
quick
TO CURE A COLD IN
brown. Brush the crust with melted
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
A widow is entitled to her third, but
butter before baking, and glaze with
All druggists refund the money if it
and water just before removing men are usually shy after she has plantF. W. Grove's signature sugar
fails to cure.
v
ed her second."
from the oven.
25c.
on each box.
oven

"Little Colds" neglected—thousands
Cost of Construction. "Do you know
Dr.
Mix two tablespoons of corn starch, of lives sacrificed
every year.
what this railroad cost per mile?" "No! one-half
teaspoon of salt, one-half tea- Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little
BAKED OYSTERS.

baking powder, and one-half
saltepoon of paprika, and moisten it
with one-fourth cup of cold milk; add
the liquor from one pint of drained

spoon of

Fatal kidney and bladder troubles can
always be prevented by the use of
Foley's Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff oysters, and stir this mixture into two
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
well-beaten eggs.
Put the oysters into a baking dish,
Some men bets on a boss-race," said
Uncle £ben, "an' den talks about bein' pour this mixture over them, and bake
until
the
firm.—American
egg is
unlucky instead o' foolish."
Kitchen Magazine.
Terrible plagues, those itching, pesteras vital to human
Food is a
ing diseases of the skin. Put an end to I action as fuelnecessity,
is to the mechanical engine,
At
misery. Doan's Ointment cures.
and it is a damning blot upon our presany drug store.
ent page of civilization that the world
Chaffer—"You can stop your auto very gives more care to the iron boiler and to
fuel under it than to the food fuel requickly, can't you? I supposait has an the
Shaffer—"Huh ! It's quired bj& our human bodies.—American
eccentric brake."

]

|

j

had all kinds of breaks and they're all Kitchen Magazine.

It is all important to retain the heat
Two million Americans suffer the tor- in an iron while using, for this reason
stand is no good. Try a
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. the ordinary
Burdock Blood Bitters cures. At any clean, white brick and tee how much
longer yoar iron will stay hot.
store.

drug

her whereabouts should she happen
get out of his sight. But with the
ranlng of the honeymoon be seems to
eel rather bored with the whole busliess, and grudually he gets clubby—1.
and
i., wanders from his own fireside
lunts up another drake or two to help
ο

ο

ilm loaf away the summer. The busy
ittle duck keeps her own counsel and
'sits tight" on the dozen or more highly
Mtlished ivorylike eggs crowded to;ether in a bed of soft decayed wood
ind down from her breast.
Quite frequently the nest Is at the
>ottom of a hollow several feet deep,
md no doubt the strong, hooked claws
if the wood duck are u special pro•isiou for the oft repeated climbing out
if the hollow.—Edwyn Sundys In OutQg.
Faithful to the Laat.

colds—cures big colds too, down to the
very verge of consumption.

Tess—"She took back the unkind
words she said about me." Jesa—"She
must want to use them on somebody
else then, or she'd never have taken them
back."

Impossible to foresee an accident. Not
impossible to be prepared for it.
Dr. Thomae' Eclectric Oil. Monarch
over

Out.

pain.

She—"Of course you know I'm singing at your church now?" He—"No."
She—"But, surely, your sister, Edith,
told you I had joined the choir?" He—
Oh, yes, she told me that much."

A Nagging
comfort away.

Cough
Tou

drives sleep and

conquer it with
Allen's Lung Balsam, which relieves
hard breathing, pain in the cheat and irritation of the throat. Give it freely to

the children.

vv»\Va\>>\\^\S\^\\N^nV^N^X>XXvxVvV<vV^; ν.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been,
of
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.

That •'played enf—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
eufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,

Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
u
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good
of
health
the
and
endanger
with
Experiments that trifle
Infonts and Children—Experience against Experiment·

headaches and urinary troubles, pain*
fol and annoying.

Doan's
Kidney Pills

What is CASTORIA

Pare·
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
and
Soothing
goric, Drops
other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and Wind
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural sleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

remove
bring new life and activity,
from
the pain and cure the cause,
diacommon backache to dangerous

betes.

Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker on "I constreet, Portmoutb, Ν. H., says:
rae
affected
tracted a very bail cold which
of the
In the loins and In the upper part some
chest, causing distressing lameness,
stiffened
urinary difficulty and I was quite
alunit
up. As I had read considérable
Phllbrlck'S
lioan's Kidney ΓΙΙΙκ I went to
the
to
went
box.
They
a
pharmacy and got
use but part of
spot at once, and I did notover
trouble.
my
the box before I was quite
α friend,
I gave the balance of my box to
aland there was plenty to cure him,
us are very lightweights.
of
neither
though
experience
I am prepared from my personal to
highly
and from their effects on others You can
recommend Doan's Kidney Pills.
me."
to
refer
50 centa. Foe«
For sale by all druggists;
ter-Milburn Go., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Bears the

NtW YOUR CITY.
YMC CCNTAUH COMPANY, TT MURRAY STRCCT,

Paris, "lr.

promptly tilled.

Mall orders

i
;

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent

The old servant looked at her In
amusement for a minute, and then the
characteristic "loyalty" came to the
*

"Να,
my lady," he said. "I drove
I drove
jou to the kirk to be baptized,
to
you to your marriage, and I'll stay

Htiy a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for
a free specimen copy.
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers and
their families, and stands at the head of the
per
agricultural press. The price is $1.00
can secure it
year, but if you like it you
local
favorite
own
newspaper,
with your
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only §2.00.
Semi your order and money to The Oxford
Democrat.

drive you to your funeral."
Roaat

Pis

a

la Laiuh In

Chin·.

▲ correspondent of the North China
Herald writes this dissertation upon
roast pig: "How little western writer*
Who hat
understand the Chinese!
not read and rejoiced over Lainb't
'Dissertation Upon Itoast Tig?' It is

uot everybody who has the chancc
of seeing Lamb's fascinating story
worked out In real life. In the beginning of the present Chinese year 1
passed through a busy market village
where the people kept many pigs. Ii
broke
the middle of the night η
out In the market village and destroyed the whole place. No lives had

of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

JIAXUl,

Π ΤΙ al η <lfM South

Signature

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

SUPPLIES !

P.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

&

W.

^

CASTOR IA

Played

îiid of the month."

PERRY DAVIS'

"PainkilW

Instantly relieves sprains,

strains!

Take no substitute.
25c. and 50c. bottles.

and bruises.

I

been lost, but most of the pigs hat)
been roasted, especially those too fui
Itoust pigs! Burninj
to run quickly.
Lamb's story In real life
houses!
Quite naturally I remarked that some
folk must have had a splendid meal ol

To my sur
roast pork in those days.
prise the natives asked with disgust
Who would eat
"A splendid rneul!
Thi
that stinking, smoky stuff'/'

palate of the Chlnamun absolutely re
Jecte smoky roast pork! All that mag
nlficent epicurean description culmi
nating in the one word 'crackling'—»
delusion, a yarn, a lie! I gloated ovei
that yarn when a boy und grew ex
cited us the story went from one pagt
Now to Und the whoh
to another.
thing go up in smoke!"

Λ School of I'olaonera.
A merciless school of poisoners once
flourished in Venice. Durlug tlie fifteenth century even the government of
the stute used poison without any disguise as a weapon. A body call* 1 "the
council of ten" was appointed to determine who should be dispatched, and
they dealt with the lives of princes,
kings aud popes as one would deal
superfluous trees in a wood. A curious
documeut Is still extant in which the
proceedings of this council are recorded. It shows that one John of Ilaguba
prepared α selection of poisons and
scale of fees. The fee varied with the
Importance of the victim and the length
of the Journey to be made for his dispatch. For poisoning the Duke of Milan he charged GO ducats, for the pope
100 ducats, for the king of Spain 15»J
ducats, for the "great sultan" 500 duc-

ROMOC MAN
»

TRAVEL ABOUT THE

MISSION

A

VERY

OBJECT

I

NATURE

NATURE IN HER

PREACH

COUNTRY

DISTINCT
LITTLE

A.\D

WITH

TO THE
LIFE OF THCIM
THE STOMACH. THE NERVOUS SYS·
TEM AND THE BLOOD (WITH ITS CIRCULATINO
SYSTEM. INCLUDING THE HEART)
THESE ARK

A

ALL

OEFINITE

SERMONS ABOUT

RELATION TO MAN'S

PHYSICAL NEEDS. I HAVC S G M C Τ MIM G
OIFFERENT TO SAY EVERY TIF/! 3

j~

ii"I ATE-'!

I AM GOING TO TELL YOU
HOW. OY MEANS OF ROMOC. SHE DOES SO
I
HAVE PUT SOME OF MY IDEAS IN A BOOK WHICH

BEING OUT WITH A SET OF PHYSICAL ORGANS,

OR

ASK

FOR

IMPORTANT

NATURE KNOWS BEST

GET GUT Or ORDER

ME NTS AND ACVANCE THEORIES JUSTTO HEAR
MYSELF TALK. NATURE STARTS EVEP.Y HUMAN

THE ROMOC REMEDY

MOST

THE QOCY

)

t-ÎAV-'

ORGANS

OF
HOW
TO REPAIR THESE ORGANS WHEN THCV
THE

VOVj. j

SEE ME. AND I SHOULD LIKE TO
IT UNDERSTOOD THAT I DON'T MAI'.E

NECESSARY

OWNER

WILL BE GIVEN YOU FREE

WRITE FOR IT TO

COMPANY, Providencc,

IT AT THE

STORE

OF

OUR

R. I.

AGENT

ats.

tirely

ford.

PUFFS.

Ittle more than sit around on handy
During the
imbs and look pretty.
leriod of nest building and while the
luck is laying he is the beau Ideal of a
tandsome and loving cavalier, ever atentive and seemingly most anxious as

ννν·

na,

Signature of

strawberries. Thicken with arrowroot
and color with fruit red.
CRANBERRY

Coortahlp Period ta Followed
Life.
by ■ Very Proaalc Married
When α pair of wood ducks find
rater and α hollow tree to suit, little
lme is lost In preparing the nest. This
nek and the covering of the eggs are
lerformed by the female, for, to the
>est of my knowledge, the male doee

q 'he

surfaee.

STRAWBERRY SAUCE.

Down—1. L. 2. On. 3. Sea. 4. Tank.
5. Ree. 6. We. 7. L.
No. 412.—Hidden Mountains: Green
Carmel.
Apennlues.
Rocky.
Alps.

eccentric."

We Do all Kinds of....

OF

NESTING WOOD DUCKS.

In many Scotch families the old manlervant is a permanent institution. He
inters the service'of a family when he
IN BED FOUR WEEKS WITH GRIPPE.
s a boy. sticks to his place and reWe have received the following letter , iigns only when the iulirmities of age
from Mr. Rey Kemp, of Angola, Ind: "I ire
In
upon him. Naturally he grows
was in bed four weeks with grippe and
ime to claim as rights what were at
I tried many remedies and spent conIrst granted him as favors and if he
siderable for treatment with physicians,
s opposed asserts himself with a spirit
but I received no relief until I tried
paper
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small bot- )f independence. An English
:ells a story illustrative of this.
tles of this medicine cured me and I
now use it exclusively in my family."
Δ lady's coachman, a crusty old felTake no substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff iow, wlio had been In the service of
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
:he family In her father's time, gave
trouble and annoyunce on
An Astute Policeman. Chicago Offi- her great
not carrying out
cial. —"I have proof that you saw a man jeveral occasions by
tier instructions. At length his conduct
on the streets after one o'clock, and
neglected to question him." Policeman became unbearable, and she determin—"No, but I followed bim, saw him îd to dismiss him. Calling him Into
five minutes after tier
enter a house, and
presence, she said with as much
heard a shrill female voice giving him
as she could command:
isperity
Hail Columbia for being out so late, and
"I cannot stand this any longer, John,
so I knew he was a respectable citizen."
ïou must look out for another situation. You will leave my service at the

Mrs. Breezy (with hammer)—"There,
I've hit the nail on the head at last."
Mr.
Breezy—"Why do you put your
Order lamb dressed at market. Wrap
Y
▲
each bone in a thin slice of fat salt pork, finger in your mouth?" Mrs. Breezy—
W
Β
then cover with buttered paper. Bake "That was the nail I hit."
1
A
one and one-fourth hours in a hot oven.
STOPS THE COUGH
L A. 2. Harp. 3. Apple. 4. Propolis. Place on serving dish, remove papers
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
8. and pork, and garnish with cauliflower
7. Nimbus.
0. YawL
5. I*roxy.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
Eagle. 9. Wreath. 10. Yankee. 11. and peas.
No Cure, no Pay
a cold in one day.
ASPARAGUS SALAD.
Etllux. 12. Agile. 13. Riches.
cents.
Να 409.—Illustrated Rebus: Are you
Place canned asparagus stalks in a Price 25
"Little boy, can I go through this gate
prepared for wintry winds?
ring cut from a red pepper. Arrange on
lettuce leaves and serve with French to the river?" politely inquired a fashΝα 410.—Riddle: Bay.
Να 411.—Rhomboid: Crosswords—1. dressing.
ionably-dressed young lady. "P'r'aps
4. Keel.
so; a load of hay went through this
3. Anew.
2. Near.
Lost.
S

Bur I know what it cost per alderman."

paint.

They work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them tu
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture.
Many

•aine

For 30 Years

—

Recipes.
■

South Paris, Maine.

Wool

■

cover with the following brine: Three
418.—Arithmetical Pnssle.
gallons of salt, three pounds of sugar,
Three men, A, Β and C, raise a cap!· three-fourths pound of saltpeter, two
tal of $12,000. A puts In α cerfaln ounces of washing soda, and twelve galamount, Β $1,000 less and C $1,000 lons of water. Mix, heat, and skim until
What Is the share of clear and use when cold.
more than A
The second method: For one hundred
each?
pounds of beef, mix eight pounds of
common fine salt, four pounds of brown
No. 420—Centsal Deletions.
sugar, four ounces of saleratus, and two
Delete to start and leave a flower.
Put a layer of this
ounces of saltpeter.
Delete an adhesive mixture and leave
in the bottom of the barrel, then pack
head.
in the meat dosely, first removing all
Delete to raise und leave an army.
the largest bones. Put this mixture between each layer, and during the first
week turn the meat about and rub the
Concerning the Fntnre.
They were seated In tbe parlor con- mixture into all parts of it. Keep it
weighted down. The juices of the meat
versing on tbe uncertainty of life.
all the liquid necessary. It is
She—Tbe future is a vast, unfathom- furnish
claimed that thie method renders the
able mystery to us, Isn't It?
meat less liable to grow tough as warm
All we know is that we
Ile—Yes.
weather approaches.
have to go some time.
For a smaller quantity of beef, I find
would
Voice From the Library—It
the following recipe:
suit the convenience of this household
if you'd make It sooner tban that- saltpeter and one ounce of brown sugar,
and rub the mixture well into eighteen
New York Herald.
pounds of beef. Allow water enough to
cover the meat and dissolve in it all the
Little Bit·.
bay salt it will receive, bring it to a boilYou c&n do as much as any man
ing point, remove the scum, then let it
If you work with proper zest.
become cold and pour it over the meat
For the best that any man can do
Is just to do his best
in the pickling tub. Every day for four
"Danny's a good boy." said bis Aunt days take out the meat and rub into it
the same amount of ealtpeter and su^ar
Nancy, "but I doubt If he has bead
as at tiret, and
replace it iu the brine;
enough to fill his father's shoes."
then after that for ten days turn the
tbe
Because
the
did
fly?
fly
Why
It
meat over in the brine every day.
would simplify matters to mix five times
spider spied her.
the amount of saltpeter and sugar, and
use one-tifth of it at each rubbing.
A· It Shonld Be.
For still smaller quantities to be used
If you call "Santa Claus" wbat does
at once, use salt alone. Heat it so it
he always a03\ver? lisent
will penetrate the fiber more easily. First
wipe the meat to remove all moisture
Key to the Fussier.
Rub salt into it all
from the outside.
Να 405.—Concealed Central Acrostic: over the surface until the meat will take
Crosswords 1. up no more. Put it away in a jar in a
Centrals January.
M a-J-or. 2. Ab-A-se. 3. Ur-N-ed. 4. cold place and turn it frequently. After
7 four days it may be used.
G. Mo-R-ai.
Fo-U-rs. 5. Tr-A-in.
A more simple way is to dissolve ealt
Ka-Y-ed.
until an egg will fioat on
Να 400.—Gold Mine: 1. Goldflnch. 2. in cold water
its surface, then heat it, and skim it as
Goldfish. 3. Goldsmith. 4. Golden club.
it boils until clear. When cold pour it
7.
β. Golden age.
6. Mosaic gold
over the meat and let it stand for two
9.
8. Golden wedding.
Goldenrod.
days. Then wash it in cold water and
11. cook it as usual. The brine
10. Golden robin.
Golden fleece.
may be
Cloth of gold.
flavored with bay leaves, peppercorns,
Να 407.—Anagram: Wreath of holly. and cloves if
preferred.—American
Kitchen Magazine.
Να 408.—Crescent Puzzle:

No.

—

A. W. Walker & Son,

—

Sperry,

Conn.

"Young Housekeeper":
he wrote to her when he was courting
No. 41S.—Word Square.
Sprinkle the meat with a mixture of her; keeps them by her all the time."
1. A frame for holding fuel. 2. A fine salt and saltpeter, one tablespoon of "Graeious! She doesn't read them all
bird that Is the subject of a famous saltpeter to four of salt. Keep it on a over, does she?" "No, but she threatens
4. Elegantly board slightly raised, where it may be to read them to him whenever he gets
poem. 3 To ward off.
drained of the blood, then after fortyconcise. 5. To pierce.
obstreperous."
eight hours put it in the barrel and

W'

£·

1L Really.

the body.

λα-

Picture frames

in

3.
1. A bird. 2. A celestial being.
Good. 4. A form of architecture. 5.
The extent. 0. A lighted coal. 7. An
Italiun painter who lived from 1412 to
14G7. S. A form of architecture. 9.
Spirits, good or evil. 10. An organ of

;u

'»rir.t

.ι
,.

High G'ade

one.

V-i·^

scolhw and irtio
c.'vùil
.·.
'Uo «LtJ&O·! Hi;·J.
·-:
11 curci ci;·, ax tU ar. ! ,1
wiy .i c„:d
1'· '<■''·
C:

smart,

&

417.—Doable Acrostic.
an ancient method
of Illumination, my finals a modern

K!a«n!

about 16 years of ag<

sbcond.

My primais spell

COLDS, deep-seated COUGHS.
Try it now, and be convinced.

i>.

my

No.

contains NO OPIUM in
a.ny form &nd is sa.fe. sure.
a.nd prompt in cases of CROUP.

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

BAL-

LUNG

we are

Sometimes my second may be shot.
Which brings much grief and dole.
But when my second's very hot
It cunnot be my whole.

insisted

rigorously

ALLEN'S

life.

SAM

Wanted

boys

Or else

Medicine.

medicine,
upon when buying
for upon theit depends one's

u

Ί

In many devious paths we stray
When by my first we're beckoned.
And by my first we're dragged away.

ABSOLUTE SAFETY

Cir-

?

Several

No. 41d-Charide.
My first is good when It's alone;
The best ones are our mothers'.
And. though we have it of our own.
We're apt to take another's.

The best

should be

7. Conquest

tions.

application.

on

Balsa.m
Lung Cough

Cc.,v::ic.hts Ac.

New York
4 Co*51*™*·*·
MuNN
C.
Washington,
1*Γη:

Boys

ter will name a festival day.
Crosswords: 1. Apparent Juncture of
2. Enchantment. 3.
earth and sky.
Capable of being dissolved In water.
δ. The territory subject to
4. Change,
a king. β. An account of dally transac-

Allen's

r-mnuinlm·
,!ΐ.Γ'·«.Ιΐ'" Patent·
-· ·._
l-jtcnt*.
(WMdUl
Λ
to. receive
.V..:
tu'· u.
withoutchfco, lath»

:ih»

·ί

anc

Ν. H

Berlin,

3e?É;ii ic /imciicsn.
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415.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain the
The diagonal
■aine number of letters.
beginning with the upper left hand let-

Supplies.

I.

:i

called by these names, and the process
differs from that of corning in that less
salt is used and the meat is dried in a
smoke-house for a variable time.
In the first and second methods, saltpeter is often used, and sometimes
saleratus, or more commonly now, washing soda; the saltpeter helps to keep the
fiber of the meat of a red color, and the
soda partially counteracts the tendency
of the salt to harden and toughen the
muscular fiber.
Sugar, and sometimes spices, are used
in meat which is corned for home use.
Barrels or tubs made of oak are preferred
for packing the meat, and a cover which
fits tightly inside should be weighted
with a heavy stone to keep the meat
under the brine.
For the first method, a favorite recipe
among Southern housekeepers is the following: Six gallons of water, nine pounds
of salt, two pounds of brown sugar, one
quart of molasses, and three ounces of
saltpeter. Put all into a large kettle
over the fire, and stir frequently.
Boil
and skim until clear, and let it become
perfectly cold before pouring it over the
meat.
Strain it to remove any sediment.
This is for one hundred pounds of beef.
A Western recipe allows for one
hundred pounds of beef, four quarts of
coarse salt, four ounces of saltpeter,
one quart of molasses or two pounds of
brown sugar. Sprinkle the bottom of
the barrel with a portion of the salt,
then put in a layer of meat, sprinkle
this with salt; then add meat and salt in
layers until all are used. Next day dissolve the saltpeter and saleratus in warm
water, add the sugar or molasses, and
pour it over the beef; add cold water to
This will be ready for
cover the meat.
use in ten days.
If packed down in the
early winter, toward spring remove
the meat, scald the brine, skim it, and
when cold pour it over the meat again.
If the corning is done in warm weather,
more salt must be used.
Miss Parloa gives this recipe in her

No.

rvilwUklft

.»

ed for it.—B. W.

salt which is soon dissolved in the meat Areola, 111.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
juices, forming a brine; and third, by
at Γ>0 cents
merely rubbing dry salt into the meat, a sneezing. Sold by druggists
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 06 Warren
method known as dry curing.
St., New York.
Smoked and dried beef are

.«-Th ari description mi'
Anror.cMi-n tine r.
ν
·.
il «>iir ιmiii't. free wliciUer au
Itl,·
I'
tp.

It is the medicine above all others for
catarrh and is worth its weight in gold.
Ely's Cream Balm does all that is claim-

My son was afflicted with catarrh. He
used Ely's Cream Balm and the disagreecovering in a brine made by dissolving able
catarrh all left him.—J. C. Olmstead,
salt in water; second, by packing in dry

HEADQUARTERS FOR

YEARS·
EXPERIENCE

.·.

middle and face of the rump are the
portions from the hind quarters usually
corned. From the forequarter we use
the neck piece from the back half, and
the rib, plate, and brisket pieces from
the rattle rand.
Beef is corned in three ways : first, by

W. H. Winchester

50

«e||r

Not the Honey he Meant.
Frank Anderson waa for years a wellknown commercial traveler who regularly visited Galena, Kan. He was pas-

The Other Side.

An author who illustrates hie own
novels has submitted to an interview.
"You find that it pays, don't you?"
"You bet—in lots of ways. For Instance, I get paid for the story?"
•'Yes."
"Then the illustrations of the author
of a book are worth double those of the

ordinary

artists?"
"Of course."
"Then some fool of a rich fellow
comes along and offers a fabulous sum
for the original drawings and wants an
Introduction to you and invites you to
dine with him, and your fortune Is
made and your future Is safe! It's a
great scheme, I tell you, and authors
itre fools who don't make the most of
It 1"—Atlanta Constitution.
The Choice of

a

Ilaaband.

"What a lucky girl you ure, Liddy, to
be able to choose between two such
handsome and stylish young gentlemen? Have you made up your mind
which is to be your husband?"
"To tell the truth, I'm In a bit of a

If I desire to wear my cream
Sx.
colored dress at the wedding, I shall
take Alphonse, as he is dark complexloned, you know; but If I decide to go
In my blue dress I rather think fair
Joseph will make the better match of
:he two."

ν

Fierce Indeed.

"Now, then, children," said the teachwho had been commenting upon
[)olar expeditions, "who can tell me
îr,

fierce animals Inhabit the regions of the north pole?"
"Polecats!" shouted the boy at the
toot of the class.—Philadelphia Press.
svkat

To Get a Divorce.
When "love, cherish and obey" and
'sickness, poverty and death" are left
tut of the marriuge ritual, whut do the
lappy pair "promise" themselves—
nerely to keep the peace?—Boston Her-

ild.

F. a. SHURTLBPP tb CO., Agonts.

For the Examination of the
and the
the office

of

fitting

3.

Eye

of Glasses

RICHARDS

Licensed Taxidermist

MASONIO BLOCK,
NORWAY
Telephone Oonneotion.

SJOp

I have a large stock of nev
Pianos and Organs, and hav(
some nice trades in seconc
hand instruments.
I have one ColoDial Style, mahoganj
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new'
for $185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almos
new, for 9900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano
walnut case, for 1930, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at ι
great trade.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

News.

Sometimes the man who hesitates is
lust the fellow who doesn't get lost—

Minneapolis

Times.

HOME

'J. WALDO NASH,

One second hand Estey organ at Soutl
If you want to win the gratitude of Paris, almost new, for 55
ι dog, feed him. As to men, the mateOne second hand Worcester organ, 1]
'la 1 difference is the quality of the stops, in nice condition, for $45
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, eii
ood.—Baltimore News.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that coet 1125, for 05.
Take no chances on the man who
One second hand square piano, a nice
«rants to lend you a dollar. He'll probfor 115, worth $140.
one,
ably come back later for ten.—Baltimore

A

larks no apparatus, no matter how costly, an
the plante» ure furnUheil ai a very low pricequality considered.

Peed Him.

can

BUY

W. J.

Wheeier,

BELLING·

Nitb Pari·,

BLOCK,

I

Maine.

QUAKER RANGE
AND ENJOY GOOD COOKING.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

COAL

DO YOU WANT IT?
WE Λ UK

NEVER OUT.

A postal or telephone to us will
you a supply promptly.

A. W

WALKER

ΜΟΓΤΙ1

&

1Ά HI*, Λ Κ

bring

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand. Ac.
m

SALESMEN WANTED

oar

Intereet*

In Oxford ami adjacent counties.
Salary
oommlaalon. Addreea
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY.

Cleveland, Ohio

or

TO

LET.

Tenement to let to a family without children.
Will give the man steady work un farm. Or
woulu hire a tingle man. Reference required.
ο. κ. cLirroBO
South Pari·, B. F D. No. 1, Oct. U.

HORSES.

We bave heavy team and wood»
horses on hand for tale at all times.
Four pairs of heavy horses acclimated.
W. J. WHEELER.
Ε. M. THAYER.

South Paria, Me., Oct. 26.

